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i. 0 SUMMARY

The purpose of the Apollo ii mission was to land men on the lunar

surface and to return them safely to earth. The crew were Nell A. Arm-

strong, Commander; Michael Collins, Command Module Pilot; and Edwin E.
Aldrin, Jr., Lunar Module Pilot.

The space vehicle was launched from Kennedy Space Center, Florida,

at 8:32:00 a.m., e.s.t., July 16, 1969. The activities during earth

orbit checkout, translunar injection, transposition and docking, space-

craft ejection, and translunar coast were similar to those of Apollo i0.

0nly one midcourse correction, performed at about 27 hours elapsed time,
was required during translunar coast.

The spacecraft was inserted into lunar orbit at about 76 hours, and

,.he circularization maneuver was performed two revolutions later. Initial

checkout of lunar module systems was satisfactory, and after a planned

rest period, the Commander and Lunar Module Pilot entered the lunar module

to prepare for descent.

The two spacecraft were undocked at about I00 hours, followed by

separation of the command and service modules from the lunar module.

Descent orbit insertion was performed at approximately 101-1/2 hours, and

powered descent to the lunar surface began about i hour later. Operation

of the guidance and descent propulsion systems was nominal. The lunar

module was maneuvered manually approximately ii00 feet downrange from the

nominal landing point during the final 2-1/2 minutes of descent. The

spacecraft landed in the Sea of Tranquillity at 102:45:40. The landing

coordinates were 0 degrees 41 minutes 15 seconds north latitude and 23 de-

grees 26 minutes east longitude referenced to lunar map ORB-II-6(IO0),

first edition, December 1967. During the first 2 hours on the surface,

the two crewmen performed a postlanding checkout of all lunar module sys-

tems. Afterwards, they ate their first meal on the moon and elected to

perform the surface operations earlier than planned.

Considerable time was deliberately devoted to checkout and donning

of the back-mounted portable life support and oxygen purge systems. The

Commander egressed through the forward hatch and deployed an equipment

module in the descent stage. A camera in this module provided live tele-

vision coverage of the Commander descending the ladder to the surface,

with first contact made at 109:2h:15 (9:56:15 p.m.e.s.t., July 20, 1969).

The Lunar Module Pilot egressed soon thereafter, and both crewmen used

the initial period on the surface to become acclimated to the reduced

gravity and unfamiliar stu'face conditions. A contingency sample was taken

from the surface, and the television camera was deployed so that most of

the lunar module was included in its view field. The crew activated the

scientific experiments, which included a solar wind detector, a passive

[7
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seismometer, and a laser retro-reflector. The Lunar Module Pilot evalu-

ated his ability to operate and move about, and was able to translate

rapidly and with confidence. Forty-seven pounds of lunar surface material

were collected to be returned for analysis. The surface exploration was

concluded in the allotted time of 2-1/2 hours, and the crew reentered the
lunar module at lll-1/2 hours.

Ascent preparation was conducted efficiently, and the ascent stage

lifted off the surface at 124-1/4 hours. A nominal firing of the ascent

engine placed the vehicle into a 45- by 9-mile orbit. After a rendezvous

sequence similar to that of Apollo i0, the two spacecraft were docked at

128 hours. Following transfer of the crew, the ascent stage was Jetti-

soned, and the command and service modules were prepared for transearth
inject i on.

The return flight started with a 150-second firing of the service

propulsicn engine during the 31st lunar revolution at 135-1/2 hours. As

in translunar flight, only one midcourse correction was required, and

passive thermal control was exercised for most of transearth coast. In-

clement weather necessitated moving the landing point 215 miles downrange.

The entry phase was normal, and the command module landed in the Pacific

Ocean at 195-1/4 hours. The landing coordinates, as determined from the

onboard computer, were 13 degrees 19 minutes north latitude and 169 de-

grees 09 minutes west longitude.

After landing, the crew donned biological isolation garments. They

were then retrieved by helicopter and taken to the primary recovery ship,

USS Hornet. The crew and lunar material samples were placed in the

Mobile Quarantine Facility for transport to the Lunar Receiving Labora-

tory in Houston. The command module was taken aboard the Hornet about
3 hours after landing.

With the completion of Apollo ii, the national objective of landing

men cn the moon and returning them safely to earth before the end of the

decade had been accomplished.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

The Apollo ii mission was the eleventh in a series of flights using

Apollo flight hardware and was the first lunar landing mission of the

Apollo Program. It was also the fifth manned flight of the command and

service modules and the third manned flight of the lunar module. The pur-

pose of the mission was to perfo_ a manned lunar landing and return safely
to earth.

Because of the excellent performance of the entire spacecraft, only

the systems performance that significantly differed from that of previous

missions is reported. The ascent, descent, and landing portions of the

mission are reported in section 5, and the lunar surface activities are

reported in section Ii.

A complete analysis of all f]ight data is not possible within the

time allowed for preparation of this report. Therefore, report supple-

ments will be published for the guidance and control system, propulsion,

the biomedical evaluation, the lunar surface photography, the lunar sample

analysis, and the trajectory analysis. Other supplements will be publish-
ed as need is identified.

In this report, all actual times are elapsed time from range zero,

established as the integral second before lift-off. Range zero for this

mission was 13:32:00 G.m.t., July 16, 1969. All references to mileage
distance are in nautical miles.
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3.0 MISSION DESCRIPTION

The Apollo 3_1 mission accomplished the basic mission of the Apollo

Program; that is, to land two men on the lunar surface and return them

safely to earth. As a part of this first lunar landing, three basic

experiment packages were deployed, lunar material samples were collected,

and surface photographs were taken. Two of the experiments were a part

of the early Apollo scientific experiment package which was developed for

deployment on the lunar surface. The sequence of events and the flight

plan of the Apollo ii mission are shown in table 3-I and figure 3-1, re-
spectively.

The Apollo ii space vehicle was ' launched on July 16, 1969, at

8:32 a.m.e.s.t., as planned. The spacecraft and S-IVB were inserted

into a 100.7- by 99.2-mile earth parking orbit. After a 2-1/2-hour

checkout period, the spacecraft/S-IVB combination was injected into the

translunar phase of the mission. Trajectory parameters after the trans-

lunar injection firing were nearly perfect, with the velocity within

1.6 ft/sec of that planned. 0nly one of the four options for midcourse

corrections during the translunar phase was exercised. This correction

was made with the service propulsion system at approximately 26-1/2 hours

and provided a 20.9 ft/sec velocity change. During the remaining periods

of free-attitude flight, passive thermal control was used to maintain

spacecraft temperatures within desired limits. The Commander and Lunar

Module Pilot transferred to the lunar module during the translunar phase

tc make an initial inspection and preparation, for systems checks shortly
after lunar orbit insertion.

The spacecraft was inserted into a 60- by 169.7-mile lunar orbit at

approximately 76 hours. Four hours later, the lunar orbit circulariza-

tion maneuver was performed to place the spacecraft in a 65.7- by

53.8-mile orbit. The Lunar Module Pilot entered the lunar module at

about 81 hours for initial power-up and systems checks. After the plan-

ned sleep period was completed at 93-1/2 hours, the crew donned their

suits, transferred to the lunar module, and made final preparations for

descent to the lunar surface. The lunar module was undocked on time at

about lO0 hours. After the exterior of the lunar module was inspected

by the Command Module Pilot, a separation maneuver was performed with the

service module reaction control system.

The descent orbit insertion maneuver was performed with the descent

propulsion system at lOl-1/2 hours. Trajectory parameters following this

maneuver were as planned, and the powered descent initiation was on time

at 102-1/2 hours. The maneuver lasted approximately 12 minutes, with

engine shutdown occurring almost simultaneously with the lunar landing

in the Sea of Tranquillity. The coordinates of the actual landing point
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were 0 degree41 minutes 15 secondsnorth latitude and 23 degrees 26 min-
utes east longitude, comparedwith the planned landing point of 0 degree
43 minutes 53 secondsnorth latitude and 23 degrees 38 minutes 51 seconds
east longitude. Thesecoordinates are referenced to Lunar MapORB-II-6
(i00), first edition, dated December1967.

A 2-hour postlanding checkout was completed, followed by a partial
power-downof the spacecraft. A crew rest period wasplanned to precede
the extravehicular activity to explore the lunar surface. However,the
crew elected to perform the extravehicular portion of the mission prior

to the sleep period because they were not overly tired and were adjusting

easily to the 1/6 gravity. After the crew donned their portable life sup-

port systems and completed the required checkouts, the Commander egressed

at about 109 hours. Prior to descending the ladder, the Commander deployed

the equipment module in the descent stage. The television camera located

in the module operated satisfactorily and provided live television cover-

age of the Commander's descent to the lunar surface. The Commander col-

lected the contingency lunar material samples, and approximately 20 min-

utes later, the Lunar Module Pilot egressed and dual exploration of the

lunar surface began.

During this exploration period, the television camera was deployed

and the American flag was raised on the lunar surface. The solar wind

experiment was also deployed for later retrieval. Both crewmen evalu-

ated their mobility on the lunar surface, deployed the passive seismic

and laser retro-reflector experiments, collected about 47 pounds of lunar

material, and obtained photographic documentation of their activities

and the conditions around them. The crewmen reentered the lunar module

after about 2 hours 14 minutes of exploration.

After an 8-hour rest _eriod, the crew began preparations for ascent.

Lift-off from the lunar surface occurred on time at 124:22:00.8. The

spacecraft was inserted into a 48.0- by 9.4-mile orbit from which a ren-

dezvous sequence similar to that for Apollo 1O was successfully performed.

Approximately 4-1/2 hours after lunar module ascent, the command

module performed a docking maneuver, and the two spacecraft were docked.

The ascent stage was jettisoned in lunar orbit and the command and

service modules were prepared for transearth injection at 135-1/2 hours.

The activities during transearth coast were similar to those during

translunar flight. The service module was separated from the command

module 15 minutes before reaching the entry interface at 400 000 feet

altitude. _fter an automatic entry sequence and landing system deploy-

ment, th_ 2ommand module landed in the Pacific Ocean at 195-1/2 hours.

The postlanding procedures involving the primary recovery ship, USS Hornet,

included precautions to avoid back-contamination by any lunar organisms,

and the crew and samples were placed in quarantine.
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After reaching the Manned Spacecraft Center, the spacecraft, crew,

and samples entered the Lunar Receiving Laborato_7 quarantine area for

continuation of the postlanding observation and analyses. The crew and

spacecraft were released from quarantine on August i0, 1969, after no
evidence of abnormal medical reactions was obser_ed.
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TABLE 3-1.- SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

Time,
Event hr:min:sec

Range zero - 13:32:00 G.m.t., July 16, 1969

Lift-off

S-IC outboard engine cutoff

S-If engine ignition (command)

Launch escape tower jettison

S-If engine cutoff

S-IVB engine ignition (command)

S-IVB engine cutoff

Translunar injection maneuver

Command and service module/S-IVB separation

First docking

Spacecraft ejection

Separation maneuver (from S-IVB)

First midcourse correction

Lunar orbit insertion

Lunar orbit cireularization

Undocking

Separation maneuver (from lunar module)

Descent orbit insertion

Powered descent initiation

Lunar landing

Egress (hatch opening)

Ingress (hatch closing)

Lunar lift-off

Coelliptic sequence initiation

Constant differential height maneuver

Terminal phase initiation

00:00:00.6

00:02:41.7

00:02:43.0

00:03:17.9

00:09:08.3

00:09:12.2

00:11:39.3

02:44:16.2"

03:17:04.6

03:24:03.1

04:16:59.1

04:40:01.8"

26:44:58.7*

75:49:50.4*

80:11:36.8"

100:12:00

100:39:52.9"

10].:36:].4"

102:33:05.2"

±02:45:39.9

]09:07:33

1].1:39:13

124:22:00.8"

125:19:36"

126:17:49.6"

127:03:51.8"

*Engine ignition time.



TABLE 3-I.- SEQUENCE OF EVENTS - Concluded

Event Time,
hr:min:sec

Docking

Ascent stage jettison

Separation maneuver (from ascent stage)

Transearth injection maneuver

Second midcourse correction

Command module/service module separation

Entry interface

Landing

128:03:00

130:09:31.2

130:30:01"

135:23:42.3"

150:29:57.4"

194:49:12.7

195:03:05.7

195:18:35

3-5

*Engine ignition time.
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4.0 PILOTS' REPORT

4.1 PRELAUNCH ACTIVITIES

All prelaunch systems operstions and checks were completed on time

and without difficulty. The configuration of the environmental control

system included operation of the secondary glycol loop and provided com-

fortable cockpit temperature conditions.

4.2 LAUNCH

Lift-off occurred precisely on time with ignition accompanied by a

low rumbling noise and moderate vibration that increased significantly

at the moment of hold-down release. The vibration magnitudes decreased

appreciably at the time tower clearance was verified. The yaw, pitch,

and roll guidance-program sequences occurred as expected. No unusual

sounds or vibrations were noted while passing through the region of max-

imum dynamic pressure and the angle of attack remained near zero. The

S-IC/S-II staging sequence occurred smoothly and at the expected time.

_ entire S-II stage flight was remarkably smooth and quiet and the

launch escape tower and boost protective cover were jettisoned normally.

The mixture ratio shift was accompanied by a noticeab]e acceleration

decrease. The S-II/S-IVB staging sequence occurred smoothly and approx-

imately at the predicted time. The S-IVB insertion trajectory was com-

pleted without incident and the automatic guidance shutdown yielded an

insertion-orbit ephemeris, from the command module computer, of 102.1 by

103.9 miles. Communication between crew members and the Network were

excellent throughout all stages of launch.

4.3 EARTH ORBIT COAST AND TRANSLUNAR INJECTION

The insertion checklist was completed and a series of spacecraft

systems checks disclosed no abnormalities. All tests of the navigation

equipment, including alignments and drift checks, were satisfactory.

The service module reaction control thrusters were fired in the minimum

impulse mode and verified by telemet_j.

No abnormalities were noted during preparation for translunar injec-

tion. Iuitiation of translunar injection was accompanied by the proper

onboard indications and the S-IVB propellant tanks were repres3urized on
schedule.

.S
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The S-IVB stage reignited on time at 2:44:16 without ignition or

guidance transients. An apparent 0.5- to 1.5-degree pitch-attitude error

on the attitude indicators was not confirmed by the command module com-

puter, which indicated that the attitude and attitude rate duplicated the

reference trajectory precisely (see section 8.6). The guided cutoff

yielded a velocity very close to that expected, as indicated by the on-

board computer. The entry monitor system further confirmed that the for-

ward velocity error for the translunar injection maneuver was within

3.3 ft/sec.

4.4 TRANSPOSITION AND DOCKING

The digital autopilot was used for the transposition maneuver sched-

uled to begin 20 seconds after spacecraft separation from the S-IVB. The

time delay was to allow the command and service modules to drift about

70 feet prior to thrusting back toward the S-IVB. Separation and the be-

ginning of transposition were on time. In order to assure a pitch-up

maneuver for better visibility through the hatch window, pitch axis con-

trol was retained in a manual mode until after a pitch-up rate of approx-

imately 1 deg/sec was attained. Control was then given to the digital

autopilot to continue the combined pitch/roll maneuver. However, the

autopilot stopped pitching up at this point, and it was necessary to re-

establish manual control (see section 8.6 for more discussion of this

subject). This cycle was repeated several times before the autopilot

continued the transposition maneuver. Consequently, additional time _md

reaction control fuel (18 pounds above preflight nominal) were required,

and the spacecraft reached a maximum separation distance of at least

100 feet from the S-IVB.

The subsequent closing maneuvers were made normally under digital

autopilot control, using a 2-deg/sec rate and 0.5-degree deadband control

mode. Contact was made at an estimated 0.1 ft/sec, without side velocity,

but with a small roll misalignment. Subsequent tunnel inspection revealed

a roll index angle of 2.0 degrees and a contact mark on the drogue 4 inches

long. Lunar module extraction was normal.

4.5 TRANSLUNAR COAST

The S-IVB was targeted to achieve a translunar injection cutoff

velocity 6.5 ft/sec in excess of that required to place it on the desired

free-return trajectory. This overspeed w_ then cancelled by a service

propulsion correction of 20 ft/sec at 23 min1_es after spacecraft ejec-
tion.

¢
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9_,o periods of cisl_ar midcourse navigation, using the command

:nodule computer program (P23), were planned and executed. The first,

at 6 hours, was primarily to establish the apparent horizon altitude for

optical marks in the computer. The first determination was begun at a

distance of approximately 30 000 miles, while the second, at 24 hours,

was designed to accurately determine the optical bias errors. Excess

time and fuel were expended durir.g the first period because of difficulty

in locating the substellar point of each star. Ground-supplied gimbal

angles were used rather than those from the onboard computer. This tech-

nique was devised because computer solutions are unconstrained about the

optics shaft axis_ therefore, the computer is unable to predict if lunar

module structure might block the line of sight to the star. The ground-

supplied angles _revented lunar module structure from occulting the star,

but were not accurate in locating the precise substellar point, as evi-

denced by the fact that the sextant reticle pattern was not parallel to

the horizon. Additional maneuvers were required to achieve a parallel

reticle pattern near the point of horizon-star superposition.

The second period of navigation measurements was less difficult,

largely because the earth appeared much smaller and trim maneuvers to the

substellar point could be made much more quickly and economically.

The digital autopilot was used to initiate the passive thermal con-

trol mode at a positive roll rate of 0.3 deg/sec, with the positive lon-

gitudinal axis of the spacecraft pointed toward the ecliptic north pole

during translunar coast (the ecliptic so,_th pole was the direction used

during transearth coast). After the roll rate was established, thruster

firing was prevented by turning off all 16 switches for the service mod-

ule thrusters. In general, this method was highly successful in that it

maintained a satisfactory spacecraft attitude for very long periods of

time and allowed the crew to sleep without fear of either entering gimbal

lock or encountering unacceptable thermal conditions. However, a refine-

ment to the procedure in the form of a new computer routine is required

to make it foolproof frem an operator's viewpoint. [Editor's note: A

new routine (routine 6_) is available for Apollo 12.] On several occa-

sions and for several different reasons, an incorrect computer-entry

procedure was used, resulting in a slight waste of reaction control pro-

pellamts. Satisfactory platform alignments (program P52, option 3) using

the optics in the resolved mode and medium speed were possible while ro-

tating at 0.3 deg/sec.

4.6 LUNAR ORBIT INSERTION

The spacecraf_ was inserted into a 169.9- by 60.9-mile orbit based

on the onboard computer with a 6-minute service propulsion maneuver.

Frocedurally, this firing was the same as all the other service propulsion
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maneuvers, except that it was started _sing the bank-B propellant valves

instead of bank-A. The steering of the docked spacecraft was exception-

ally smooth, and the control of applied velocity change was extremely

accurate, as evidenced by the fact that residuals were only 0.1 ft/sec
in all axes.

The circularization maneuver was targeted for a 66- by 54-mile orbit,

a change from the 60-mile circular orbit which had been executed in pre-

vious lunar flights. The firing was normally accomplished using bank-A

propellant valves only, and the onboard solution of the orbit was 66.1 by

54.4 miles. The ell.ipticity of this orbit was supposed to slowly dis-

appear because of irregularities in the lunar gravitational field, such
that the command module would be in a 60-mile circular orbit at the time

of rendezvous. However, the onboard estimate of the orbit during the

rendezvous was 63.2 by 56.8 miles, indicating the ellipticity decay rate

was less than expected. As a result the rendezvous maneuver solutions

differed from preflight estimates.

4.7 LUNAR MODULE CHECKOUT

Two entries were made into the lunar module prior to the final activ-

ation on the day of landing. The first entry was made at about 57 hours,

on the day before lunar orbit insertion. Television and still cameras

were used to document the hatch probe and drogue removal and initial entry

into the lunar module. The command module oxygen hoses were used to pro-

vide circulation in the lunar module cabin. A leisurely inspection period

confirmed the proper positioning of all circuit breaker and switch set-

tings and stowage items. All cameras were checked for proper operation.

4.8 DESCENT PREPARATION

4.8. i Lunar Module

The crew was awakened according to the flight plan schedule. The

liquid cooling garment and biomedical harnesses were donned. In antici-

pation, these items had been unstowed and prepositioned the evening be-

fore. Following a hearty breakfast, the Lunar Module Pilot transferred

into the lunar module to accomplish initial activation before returning

to the command module for suiting. This staggered suiting sequence

served to expedite the final checkout and resulted in only two crew-

members in the command module during each suiting operation.



The sequence of activities was essentially the same as _ha_ developed

for Apollo i0, with only minor refinements. Numerous .'_etwork simulations

and training sessions, including suited operations of this mission phase,

insured the completion of this exercise within the allotted time. As in

all previous entries into the lunar module, the repressurization velve

produced a loud "bang" whenever it was positioned tc CLOSE or AUTO with

the cabin regulator off. Transfer of power from the command module to

the lunar module and electrical power system activation were completed on
schedule.

The primary glycol loop was activated about 30 minutes early, with

a slow but immediate decrease in glycol temperature. The activation con-

tinued to progress smoothly 30 to 40 minutes ahead of schedule. With the

Commander entering the 111na_- module early, the Lunar Module Pilot had

more than twice the normally allotted time _o don his pressure suit in
the command module.

The early powerup of the lunar module computer and inertial measure-

ment unit enabled the ground to calculate the fine gyro torquing angles

for aligning the lunar module platform to the command module platform

before the loss of communications on tNe lunar far side. This early

alignment added over an hour to the planned time available for al_alyzing

the drift of the lunar module guidance system.

After suiting, the Lunar Module Pilot entered the lunar module, the

drogue and probe were installed, and the hatch was closed. During the

ascent-battery checkout, the -_ariations in voltage produced a noticeable

pitch and intensity variation in the already loud noise of the glycol

pump. Suit-loop pressure integrity and cabin regulator repressumization

checks were accomplished without difficulty. Activation of the abort

guidance system produced only one minor anomaly. An illuminated portion

of one of the data readout nmmerics failed, and this resulted in some

ambiguity in data readout (see section 16 2.7).

Following command module ]._n._r.ark tracking, the vehicle was maneu-

vered to obtain steerable antenna acquisition and state vectors were up-

linked into the primary guidance computer. The landing gear deployment

was evidenced by a slight Jolt to the vehicle. The reaction control,

descent propulsion, and rendezvous radar systems were activated and

checked out. Each pressurization w_.s confirmed both audibly a._idby in-
strument readout.

The abort guidance system calibration was accomplished at the pre-

planned vehicle attitude. As the commmnd and service modules maneuvered

both vehicles to the undocking attitude, a final switch and circuit break-

er configuration check was accomplished, followed hy donning of helmets

and gloves.
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4.8.2 CommandMod_11e

Activities after lunar orbit circularization were routine, with the
time being used primarily for photographsof the lunar surface. The
activation of the lunar modulein preparation for descent was, from the
viewpoint of the CommandModulePilot, a well organized and fairly lei-
surely period. During the abort guidemcesystemcalibration, the command
modulewasmaintained at a fixed attitude for several minutes without fir-
ing thrusters. It waseasy to stabilize the spacecraft with minimumim-
pulse control prior to the reqaired period so that no thruster firings
were neededfor at least i0 minutes.

The probe, drogue, and hatch all functioned perfectly, and the
operation of closing out the tunnel, preloading the probe, and cocking
the latches was done routinely. Previous practice with installation and

removal of the probe and drogue during translunar coast was most helpful.

_o periods of orbital navigation (P22) were scheduled with the lu-

nar module attached. The first, at 83 hours, consisted of five marks on

the Crater Kamp in the Foaming Sea. The technique used was tu approach

the target _rea in an inertial attitude hold mode, with the X-axis being

roughly horizontal when the spacecral_ reached an elevation angle of

35 Icgrees from the target, at which point a pitch down of approximately

0.3 deg/sec was begun. This technique was necessary to assure a 2-1/2

minute mark period evenly distributed near the zenith and was performed

without difficulty.

The second navigation exercise was performed o_ the following deaf

shortly prior to separation from the lunar module. A series of five marks

was taken on a small cra_er on the inner north wall of crater 130. The

previously :iescr]be_ technique waa used, except that two forward firing

thrusters (one ya% and one pitch) were inhibited te preclude thrust im-

pingement ;n..'.he deployed rendezvous-rudar _nd steerable antpnnas. The

reduced !'itch a_TtnoriLy dgubled the time reqaired, to approximately

3 se':cnds _nen using acceleration com/T.a.nd, to achiev'-, a 0.3 deg/sec _itch-

dovn r_,_,e. In both cases, the pitch rate wa.s achi__ved without reference

to _ly c,_Ooar_ rat.._ in,.,trumentation by _imply timing the duration of

ac:e'_r.r_tion-cc_miand haml contro]ler inputs, since the Cor-_ez_d Module

}::[i_.:w_s i[, tne l.wer equipment bay at the time.

_o ;_:':vent th, two ";ehicleJ from sl[Fping and hence upsetting the

l_ck.:A luz_ur nodu'e platform _ligr_ent, roll thruster firings were in-

blhlted a: .er probe preload until the t'x.nel had been vented tc approxi-

:'_:teiy _ psi. _nlv single roll Jet authority wru_ used ufter the 1 psi

r)int was reached and until the tunnel pressure was zero.



4.9 UNDOCKINGANDSEPARATION

Particular care wasexercised in the operation of both vehicles
throughout the undocking and separation sequencesto insure that the lu-
nar moduleguidance computermaintained an accurate knowledgeof position
and velocity.

The undocking action imparted a velocity to the lunar moduleof
0.4 ft/sec, as measuredby the lunar moduleprimary guidance system. The
abort guidance system disagreed with the primary systemby approximately
0.2 ft/sec, which is well within the preflight limit. Thevelocity was
nulled, assumingthe primary system to be correct. The commandmodule
undockingvelocity wasmaintained until reaching the desired inspection
distance of 40 feet, where it was visually nulled with respect to the

lunar module.

A visual inspection by the Command Module Pilot during a lunar module

360-degree yaw maneuver confirmed proper landing gear extension. The

lunar module maintained position with respect to the command module at

relative rates believed to be less than 0.1 ft/sec. The 2.5-ft/sec, radi-

ally dolT,ward separation maneuver was performed with the command and serv-

ice modules at 100 hours to enter the planned equiperiod separation orbit.

4.10 LUNAR MODULE DESCENT

The first optical alignment of the inertial platform in preparation

for descent orbit insertion was accomplished shortly after entering dark-

ness following separation. The torquing angles were approximately 0.3 de-

gree, indicating an error in the docked _dignment or some platform drift.

A rendezvous radar lock was achieved manually, and the radar boresight

coincided with that of the crew optical sight. Radar range was substan-

tiated by the VHF ranging in the command module.

4.i0.i Descent Orbit Insertion

The descent orbit insertion maneuver was performed with the descent

engine in the manual throttle configuration. Ignition at the minimum

throttle setting was smooth, with no noise or sensation of acceleration.

After 15 seconds, the thrust level was advanced to h0 percent, as planned.

Throttle response was smooth and free of oscillations. The guided cutoff

left residuals of less than 1 ft/sec in each axis. The X- and Z-axis

residuals were reduced to zero using the reaction control system. The

computer-determined ephemeris was 9.1 by 57.2 miles, as compared with the
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predicted value of 8.5 by _7.2 miles. The abort guidance system con-
firmed that the magnitude of the maneuver was correct. An additional eval-

uation was performed using the rendezvous radar to check the relative ve-

locity between the two sracecraft at 6 and 7 minutes subsequent to the

maneuver. These values corresponded to the predicted data within 0.5 ft/
sec.

4.10.2 Alignment and Navigation Checks

Just prior to powered descent, the angle between the line of sight

to the sun and a selected axis of the inertial platform was compared with

the onboard computer prediction of that angle and this provided a check
on inertial platform drift. Three such measurements were all within the

specified tolerance, but the 0.08-degree spread between them was somewhat
larger than expected.

Visual checks of down,range and crossrange position indicated that

ignition for the powered descent firing would occur at approximately the
correct location over the lunar surface. Based on measurements of the

line-of-sight rate of landmarks, the estimates of altitudes converged on
a predicted altitude at ignition of 52 000 feet above the surface. These

measurements were slightly degraded because of a 10- to 15-degree yaw bias

maintained to improve communications margins.

h.i0.3 Powered Descent

Ignition for powered descent occurred on time at the minimum thrust

level, and the engine was automatically advanced to the fixed throttle

point (maximum thrust) after 26 seconds. Visual position checks indi-

cated the spacecraft was 2 or 3 seconds early over a known landmark, but

with very little crossrmnge error. A yaw maneuver to a face-up position

was initiated at an altitude of about 45 900 feet approximately 4 minutes

after ignition. The landing radar began receivin& altitude data immedi-

ately. The altitude difference, as displayed from the radar and the com-

puter, was approximately 2800 feet.

At 5 minutes 16 seconds after ignition, the first of a series of

computer alarms indicated a computer overload condition. These alarms

continued intermittently for more than h minutes, and although continua-

tion of tn_ trajectory was permissible, monitoring of the computer infor-

mation display was occasionally precluded (see section 16.2.5).

Attitude thruster firings were heard during each major attitude

maneuver and intermittently at other times. Thrust reduction of the

descent propulsion system occurred nearly on time (planned at 6 minutes

2h seconds after ignition), contributing to the prediction that the



landing would probably be downrangeof the intended point, inasmuchas
the computerhad not been corrected for the observeddownrangeerror.

The transfer to the final-approach-phase program (P64) occur'red at
the predicted time. After the pitch maneuverand the radar antennaposi-
tion change, the control system was transferred from automatic to the
attitude hold modeand control responsecheckedin pitch and roll. Auto-
matic control was restored after zeroing the pitch and yawerrors.

After it becameclear that an automatic descent would terminate in a
boulder field surrounding a large sharp-rimmedcrater, manual control was
again assumed,and the rangewas extended to avoid the unsatisfactory land-
ing area. The rate-of-descent modeof throttle control (programP66) was
entered in the computerto reduce altitude rate so as to maintain suffi-
cient height for landing-site surveillance.

Both the downrangeand crossrange positions were adjusted to permit
final aescent in a small relatively level area boundedby a boulder field
to the north and sizeable craters to the east and south. Surface obscura-
tion causedby blowing dust was apparent at 100 feet andbecameincreas-
ingly severe as the altitude decreased. Although visual determination of
horizontal velocity, attitude, and altitude rate were degraded, cues for
these variables were adequatefor landing. Landing conditions are esti-
matedto have been 1 or 2 ft/sec le_t, 0 ft/sec forward, and 1 ft/sec

down; no evidence of vehicle instability at landing was observed.

h.ll COMMAND MODULE SOLO ACTIVITIES

The Command Module Pilot consolidated all known documentation re-

quirements for a single volume, known as the Command Module Pilot Solo

Book, which was very useful and took the place of a flight plan, rendez-

vous book, updates book, contingency extravehicular checklist, and so

forth. This book was normally anchored to the Command Module Pilot by

a clip attached to the end of his helmet tie-down strap. The sleep period
was timed to coincide with that of the lunar module crew so that radio

silence could be observed. The Commar_d Module Pilot had complete trust

in the various systems experts on duty in the Mission Control Center and

therefore was able to sleep soundly.

The method used foc target acquisition (program F22) while the lunar

module was on the surface varied considerably from the docked case. The

optical alignment sight reticle was placed on the horizon image, and the

resulting spacecraft attitude was maintained at the orbital rate manually

in the minimum impulse control mode. Once stabilized, the vehicle main-

tained this attitude long enough to allow the C_d Module Pilot to
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move to the lower equipment bay and take marks. He could also move from

the equipment bay to the hatch window in a few seconds to cross-check

attitude. This method of operation in general was very satisfactory.

Despite the fact that the Command Module Pilot had several uninter-

rupted minutes each time he passed over the lunar module, he could never

see the spacecraft on the surface. He was able to scan s_u area of approx-
estimates of lunar module

imately i square _I ..... a_ p_s and ground

position varied by several miles from p,ass to pass. It is doubtful that

the Command Module Pilot was ever looking precisely at the lunar module

and more likely was observing an adjacent area. Although it was not pos-

sible to assess the ability to see the lunar module from 60 miles, it was

apparent there were no flashes of specular light with which to attract

his attention.

The visibility through the sextant was good enough to allow the

Command Module Pilot to acquire the lunar module (in flight) at distances

of over 100 miles. However, the lunar module was lost in the sextant

field of view Just prior to powered descent initiation (120-mile range)

and was not regained until after ascent insertion (at an approximate range

of 250 miles), when it appeared as a blinking light in the night sky.

In general, more than enough time was available to monitor systems

and perform all necessary functions in a leisurely fashion, except during

the rendezvous phase. During that 3-hour period when hundreds of computer

entries, as well as numerous marks and other manual operations, were re-

quired, the Command Module Pilot had little time to devote to analyzing

any off-nominal rendezvous trends as they developed or to cope with any

systems malfunctions. Fortunately, no additional attention to these de-

tails was required.

4.12 LUNAR SURFACE OPERATIONS

4.12.1 Postlanding Checkout

The postlanding checklist was completed as planned. Venting of the

descent oxidizer tem_ks was begun almost immediately. When oxidizer pres-

sure was vented to between 40 end 50 psi, fuel was vented to the same

pressure level. Apparently, the pressure indications received on the

ground were somewhat higher and were increasing with time (see section

16.2.2). At ground request, the valves were reopened and the tanks vented

to 15 psi.



Platform aliEnment and preparation for early lift-off were completed
on schedule without significant problems. The mission timer malfunctioned

and displayed an impossible number that could not be correlated with any

specific failure time. After several unsuccessful attempts to recycle
this timer, it was turned off for ll hours to cool. The timer was turned

on for ascent and it operated properly and performed satisfactorily for
the remainder of the missicn (see section 16.2.1).

4.12.2 Egress Preparation

The crew had given considerable thought to _he advantage of _egin-

ning the extravehicular activity as soon as possible after landing instead

of following the flight plan schedule of having the surface operaticns be-

tween two rest periods. The initial rest period was planned to allow

flexibility in the event of unexpected difficulty with postlanding activ-

ities. These difficulties did not materialize, the crew were not overly

tired, and no problem was experienced in adjusting to the 1/6-g environ-

ment. Based on these facts, the decision was made at 104:40:00 to pro-

ceed with the extravehicular activity prior to the first rest period.

Preparation for extravehicular activity began at 106:11:00. The es-

timate of the preparation time proved to be optimistic. In simulations,

2 hours had been found to be a reasonable allocation; however, everything

had also been laid out in an orderly manner in the cockpit, and only those

items involved in the extravehicular activity were present. In fact,

there were checklists, food packets, monoculars, and other miscellaneous

items that interfered with an orderly preparation. All these items re-

quired some thought as to their possible interference or use in the extra-

vehicular activity. This interference resulted in exceeding the timeline

estimate by a considerable amount. Preparation for egress was conducted

slowly, carefully, and deliberately, and future missions should be plan-

ned and conducted with the same philosophy. The extravehicular activity

preparation checklist was adequate and was closely followed. However,
minor items that required a decision in real time or had not been con-

sidered before flight required more time than anticipated.

An electrical connector on the cable that connects the remote con-

trol unit to the portable life support system gave some trouble in mating
(see section 16.3.2). This problem had been occasionally encountered

using the same equipment before flight. At least l0 minutes were required
to connect each unit, and at one point it was thought the connection

would not be successfully completed.

Considerable difficulty was experienced with voice communications

when the extravehicular transceivers were used inside the lunar module.

At times communications were good but at other times were garbled on the
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ground for no obvious reason. Outside the vehicle, there were no appreci-

able communication problems. Upon ingress from the surface, these diffi-

culties recurred, but under different conditions. That is, the voice

dropouts to the ground were not repeatable in the same msnner.

Depressurization of the lunar module was one aspect of the mission

that had never been completely performed on the ground. In the various

altitude chamber tests of the spacecraft and the extravehicular mobility

unit, a complete set of authentic conditions was never present. T_e de-

pressurization of the lunar module through the bacteria filter took much

longer than had been anticipated. The indicated cabin pressure did not

go below 0.i psi, and some concern was experienced in opening the forward

hatch against this residual pressure. The hatch appeared to bend on ini-

tial opening, and small particles appeared to be blown out around the

hatch when the seal was broken (see section 16.2.6).

4.12.3 Lunar Module Egress

Simulation work in both the water immersion facility and the i/6-g

environment in an airplane was reasonably accurate in preparing the crew

for lunar module egress. Bod F positioning and arching-the-back techniques

that were required to exit the hatch were performed, and no unexpected

problems were experienced. The forward platform was more than adequate

to allow changing the body position from that used in egressing the hatch

to that required for getting on the ladder. The first ladder step was

somewhat difficult to see and required caution and forethought. In gen-

era], the hatch, porch, and ladder operation was not particularly diffi-

cult mld caused little concern. Operations on the platform could b_

performed wJtnout losing bodF balance, and there was adequate room for

maneuvering.

The initial operation of the lunar equipment conveyor in lowering

the camera was satisfactory, Out after the straps had become covered with

lunar surface material, a problem arose in transporting the equipment back

into the lunar module. Dust from this equipment fell back onto the lower

crewmember _nd into the cabin and seemed to bind the conveyor so as to

require considerable force to operate it. _iternatives in transporting

equipment into the lunar module had been suggested before flight, and

although there was no opportunity to evaluate these techniques, it is

believed they might be an improvement over the conveyor.
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_.12._ Surface Exploration

Work in the i/6-g environment was a pleasant experience. Adaptation
to movement was not difficult and seemed to be quite natural. Certain

specific peculiarities, such as the effect of the mass versus the lack of

traction, can be anticipated but complete familiarization need not be
pursued.

The most effective means of walking seemed to be the lope that

evolved naturally. The fact that both feet were occasionally off the

ground at the same time, plus the fact that the feet did not return to

the surface as rapidly as on earth, required some anticipation before at-

tempting to stop. Although movement was not difficult, there was notice-
able resistance provided by the suit.

On future flights, crewmembers may want to consider kneeling in order

to work with their hands. Getting to and from the kneeling position would

be no problem, and being able to do more work with the hands would increase
the productive capability.

Photography with the Hasselblad cameras on the remote control unit

mounts produced no problems. The first panorama was taken while the

camera was hand-held; however, it was much easier to operate on the mount.

The handle on the camera was adequate, and very few pictures were trig-
gered inadvertently.

The solar wind experiment was easily deployed. As with the other

operations involving lunar surface penetration, it was only possible to

penetrate the lunar surface material about 4 or 5 inches. The experiment

mount was not quite as stable as desired, but it stayed erect.

The television system presented no difficulties except that the cord

was continually getting in the way. At first, the white cord showed up
well, but it soon became covered with dust and was therefore more diffi-

cult to see. The cable had a "set" from being coiled around the reel And

would not lie completely flat on the surface. Even when it was flat,
however, a foot cou/d still slide under, and the Commander became en-

tangled several times (see section 16.3.1).

Collecting the bulk sample required more time than anticipated be-

cause the modular equipment stowage assembly table was in deep shadow,

and collecting samples in that ares was far less desirable than taking

those in the sunlight. It was also desirable to take samples as far from

the exhaust plume and propellant contamination as possible. An attempt
was made to include a hard rock _n each sample, and a total of about

twenty trips were required to fill the box. As in simulations, the dif-

ficulty of scooping up the material without throwing it out as the scoop
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becamefree created someproblem. It was almost impossible to collect a
full scoopof material, and the task required about double the planned
time.

Several of the operations would have been easier in sunlight. Al-
though it waspossible to see in the shadows,time must be allowed for
dark adaptation whenwalking from the sunlight into shadow. On future
missions, it would be advantageousto conduct a yaw maneuverjust prior
to landing so that the descent stage work area is in sunlight.

Thescientific experiment packagewaseasy to deploy manually, and
sometime wassaved here. The packagewaseasy to mm_age,but finding
a level area was quite difficult. A goodhorizon reference wasnot avail-
able, and in the 1/6-g environment, physical cueswere not as effective
as in one-g. Therefore, the selection of a deploymentsite for the exper-
iments causedsomeproblems. The experimentswere placed in an area be-
tween shallow craters in stu'face material of the sameconsistency as the
surrounding area and which should be stable. Considerable effort was
required to changethe slope of one of the experiments. It was not pos-
sible to lower the equipmentby merely forcing it down, and it wasnec-
essary to movethe experiment back and forth to scrape awaythe excess
surface material.

Noabnormalconditions were noted during the lunar moduleinspection.
The insulation on the secondarystruts had been damagedfrom the heat,
but the primary struts were only singed or coveredwith soot. Therewas
muchless damagethan on the examplesthat had been seenbefore flight.

Obtaining the core tube samplespresented somedifficulty. It was
impossible to force the tube more than 4 or 5 inches into the surface ma-
terial, yet the material provided insufficient resistance to hold the ex-
tension handle in the upright position. Since the handle had to be held
upright, this precluded using both handson the hammer. In addition, the
resistance of the suit madeit difficult to steady the core tube and still
swing with any great force. The hammeractually missed several times.
Sufficient force wasobtained to makedents in the handle, but the tube
could only be driven to a depth of about 6 inches. Extraction offered
little or virtually no resistance. Twosampleswere taken.

Insufficient time remainedto take the documentedsample, although
as wide a variety of rocks was selected as remaining time permitted.

The perform_ice of the extravehicular mobility unit was excellent.

Neither crewman felt any thermal discomfort. The Commander used the mini-

mum cooling mode for most of the surface operation. The Lunar Module

Pilot switched to the maximum diverter valve position immediately after
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sublimator startup and operated at maximumposition for 42 minutes before
switching to the intermediate position. The switch remained in the inter-
mediate position for the duration of the extravehiolilar activity. The
thermal effect of shadowedareas versus those areas in sunlight was not
detectable inside the suit.

The crewmenwere kept physically cool and comfortable and the ease
of performing in the 1/6-g environment indicate that tasks requiring
greater physical exertion maybe undertaken on future flights. TheCom-
manderexperienced somephysical exertion while transporting the sample
return container to the lunar module, but his physical limit had not been
approached.

h.12.5 Lunar ModuleIngress

Ingress to the lunar moduleproducedno problems. The capability
to do a vertical jumpwas used to an advantagein makingthe first step
up the ladder. By doing a deepknee bend, then springing up the ladder,
the Commanderwasable to guide his feet to the third step. Movements
in the 1/6-g environment_'ere slow enoughto allow deliberate foot place-
ment after the jump. The ladder was a bit slippery from the powderysur-
face material, but not dangerously so.

As previously stated, mobility on the platform was adequatefor
developing alternate methodsof transferring equipmentfrom the surface.
Thehatch openedeasily, and the ingress technique developedbefore
flight wassatisfactory. A concerted effort to arch the back was required
whenabout half way through the hatch, to keep the forward end of the port-
able life support system low enoughto clear the hatch. There wasvery
little exertion associated with transition to a standing position.

Becauseof the bulk of the extravehicular mobility unit, caution had
to be exercised to avoid bumpinginto switches, circuit breakers, and
other controls while movingaround the cockpit. Onecircuit breaker was
in fact broken as a result of contact (see section 16.2.11).

Equipment jettison was performed as planned, and the time taken before

fl_sht in determining the items not required for lift-off was well spent.
Considerable weight reduction and increase in space was realized. Dis-

carding the equipment through the hatch was not difficult, and only one

item remained on the platform. The post-ingress checklist procedures were

performed without difficulty; the checklist was well planned and was fol-
lowed precisely.
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4.12.6 Lunar Rest Period

The rest period was almost a complete loss. The helmet and gloves

were worn to relieve any subconcious anxiety about a loss of cabin pres-

sure and presented no problem. But noise, lighting, and a lower-than-

desired temperature were annoying. It was uncomfortably cool in the suits,

even with water-flow disconnected. Oxygen flow was finally cut off, and

the helmets were removed, but the noise from the glycol pumps was then

loud enough to interrupt sleep. The window shades did not completely

block out light, and the cabin was illuminated by a combination of light

through the shades, warning lights, and display lighting. The Commander

was resting on the ascent engine cover and was bothered by the light enter-

ing through the telescope. The Lunar Module Pilot estimated he slept fit-

fully for perhaps 2 hours and the Commander did not sleep at all, even

though body positioning was not a problem. Because of the reduced gravity,

the positions on the floor and on the engine cover were both quite comfort-
able.

4.13 LAUNCH PREPARATION

Aligning the platfo_._n before lift-off was complicated by the limited

number of stars available. Because of sun and earth interference, only

two detents effectively remained from which to select stars. Accuracy is

greater for stars close to the center of the field, but none were avail-

able at this loc_Zion. A gravity/one-star alignment was successfully per-

formed. A manual averaging technique was used to sample five successive

cursor readings and then five spiral readings. The result was then enter-

ed into the computer. This technique appeared to be easier than taking

and entering five separate readings. Torquing angles were close to

0.7 degree in all three axes and indicated that the platform did drift.

(Editor's note: Platform drift was within specification limits.)

After the alignment, the navigation program was entered. It is

recommended that future crews update the abort guidance system with the

primary guidance state vector at this point and then use the abort guid-

ance system to determine the command module location. The primary guid-

ance system cannot be used to determine the command module range and range

rate, and the radar will not lock on until the command module is within

bOO miles range. The abort guidance system provides good data as this

range is approached.

A cold-fire reaction control system check and abort guidance system

calibration were performed, and the ascent pad was taken. About _5 min-

utes pricr to lift-off, another platform alignment was performed. The

landing site alignment option at ignition was used for lift-off. The

torquing angles for this alignment were on the order of 0.09 degree.
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In accordancewith ground instructions, the rendezvousradar was
placed in the antenna SLEWposition with the circuit breakers off for
ascent to avoid recurrence of the alarms experienced during descent.

Both crewmembers had forgotten the small helium pressure decrease

indication that the Apollo lO crew experienced when the ascent tanks

were pressurized and the cre_ initially believed that only one tank had

pressurized. This oversight was temporary and delayed crew verification
of proper pressurization of both tanks.

h.lh ASCENT

The pyrotechnic noises at descent stage separation were quite loud,

but ascent-engine ignition was inaudible. The yaw and pitch maneuvers

were very smooth. The pitch- and roll-attitude limit cycles were as ex-

pected and were not accompanied by any physiological difficulties. Both

the primary and abort guidance systems indicated the ascent to be a dupli-

cate of the planned trajectory. The guided cutoff yielded residuals of

less than 2 ft/sec; and the inplane components were nulled to within

O.1 ft/sec with the reaction control system. Throughout the trajectory,

the ground track could be visually verified, although a pitch attitude

confirmation by use of the horizon in the overhead window was found to

be quite difficult because of the horizon lighting condition.

h. 15 RENDEZVOUS

At orbital insertion, the primary guidance system showed an orbit of

47.3 by 9.5 miles: as compared t( the abort guidance system solution of

46.6 by 9.5 miles. Since radar range-rate data were not available, the

Network quickly confirmed that the orbital insertion was satisfactory.

In the preflight planning, stars had been chosen that would be in

the field of view 8_d require a minimum amount of maneuvering to get

through alignment ard back in plane. This maintenance of a nearly fixed

attitude would permit the radar to be turned on and the acquisition con-

ditions designated so that marks for a coelllptic sequence initiation

solution would be immediately available. For some reason during the sim-

ulations, these preselected stars h;_d not been correctly located relative

to the horizon, and some time and fuel were wasted in first maneuvering

to these stars, failing to mark on them, and then maneuvering to an alter-

nate pair. Even with these problems, the alignment was finished about

28 minutes before coelliptic sequence initiation, and it was possible ,o
proceed with radar lock-on.



All four sources for the coelliptic sequenceinitiation solution
agreed to within 0.2 it/see, an accuracy that had never been observed
before, qhe Commanderelected to use the primary guidance solution with-
out an)"out-of-plmle thrusting.

The coelliptic sequenceinitiation memeuverwas accomplish.._dusing
the plas Z thrusters, s_%d radar lock-on was maintained throughout the

fi¢in@ Continued navigation tracking by both vehicles indicated a plane

che.nge maneuver of about 2-1/2 it/see, but the crew elected to defer this

small correction until terminal phase initiation. The very small out-of-

plane velocities that existed bet'_een the spacecraft orbits indicated a

highly accurate lunar surface alignment. As a result of the higher-than-

expected ellipticity .Jf the commend module orbit, backup chart solutions

were not possible for the first two rendezvous maneuvers, and the con-

stant differential height maneuver h&_ a higher-then-expected vertical

component. The computers in both spacecraft agreed closely on the ma-

neuver values, and the lunar module primary guidance computer solution

was executed, using the minus X thrusters.

During the coellipt_c phase, radar tracking data were inserted into

the abort guidance system to obtain an independent intercept guidance

solution. The primary guidance solution was 6-1/2 minutes later than

planned. However, the intercept trajectory was quite nominal, with only

two small midcourse correction_ of 1.0 and 1.5 ._t/sec. The line-of-

sight rates were low, and the planned brs/_ing schedule was used to reach

a station-keepin C position.

In the process of m_neuverlng the lunar module to the docking attl-

tude, while at the same time avoichlnK ,liiect sunlight in the forward win-

dows, the platform inadvertently reached _[mDai look. The docking wa_

completed _ming the _bort guidance system for attitude control.

h.16 COMMAND _._)D_,E DOCKI_[G

Pre-dockir;g activities in the co_and m_:dule were normal in all

respects, as w_3 docking up to the point of probe capture. After the

Command Module Pilot as:ertsined that a success f_l capture had occurred,

as indicated by "barberpole" indicators, the £_C-FREE switch position

was used and one retract bottle fired. A right yaw excursion of approx-

imately 15 degrees immediately took place for 1 or 2 seconds. The

Command Module Pilot went back to CMC-A[r_'0 and made hand-controller in-

puts to reduce the an_le between the two vehlzles to zero. At docking

thr_-ter firings occurred unexpected/y in the lurar module when the

retract mechanism was actuated, and attit,de excuurslons of up to 15 de-

grees were observed. The lunar module we_ manually realigned. While
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this maneuver was in progress, all twelve docking latches fired _,d

docking was completed successfully. (See section 8.6.1 for further dis-
cussion.)

Following docking, the tunnel was cleared and the probe and drogue
were stowed in the lunar module. The items to be transferred to the

command module were cleaned using a vacuum brush attached to the lunar

module suit return hose. The suction was low and made the process

rather tedious. The sample return containers and film magazines were

placed in appropriate begs to complete the transfer, and the lunar

module was configured for Jettison according to the checklist procedure.

h.17 TRANSEARTH INJECTION

The time between docking and transearth injection was more than

adequate to clean all equipment contaminated with lunar surface material

and return it to the command module for stowage so that the necessary

preparations for transearth injection could be made. The tr:_nsearth in-

Jection maneuver, the last service propulsion engine firing of the flight,

was nominal. _le only difference between it and previous firings was

that without the docked lunar module the start transient was apparent_

h.18 TRANSEARTH CO_.ST

During tr_nseartn coast, faint spots or scintillations of light were

observed within the command module cabin. This phenomonon became apparent

to the Commander and Lunar Module Pilot after they became dark-adapted and

relaxed. [Editor's note: The source or cause of the light scintillations

is as yet unknown. One explanation involves primary cosmic rays, with

energies in the range of billions of electron volts, bombarding an object

in outer space. The theory assumes that numerous heavy and hlgh-energy

cosmic particles penetrate the command module structure, causing heavy

ionization inside the spacecraft. When liberated electrons recombine

with ions, photons in the visible portion of the spectrum are emitted.

If a sufficient number of photons are emitted, a dark-adapted observer

could detect the photons as a small spot or a streak of light. Two simple

laboratory experiments were conducted to substantiate the theory, but no

pos[tlve results were obtained in a 5-pal pressure environment because a

high enough energy source was not available to create the rad/atlon at

that pressure. This level of radiation does not present a crew hazard.]



3nly one midcourse correction, a reaction control system firing of

h.$ ft/sec, was required during tr_nsesxth coast. In general, the tra.ns-

earth coast period was che_racterized by a general relaxation on the part

of the crew, with plenty of time available to sample the excellent variety

of food packets _Id to take photographs of the shrinking moon and the

growing earth.

h. 19 ENTRY

Because of the presence of thunderstorms in the primary recovery

_zea (1285 miles downrange from the entry interface of bOO 000 feet),

the targeted landing point was moved to a ramge of 1500 miles from entry

interface. _lis change required the use of computer program P65 (skip-

up control routine) in the computer, in addition to those programs used

for the clanned shorter range entry. This change caused the crew some

apprehension, since such entries had rarely been practiced in preflight

simulations. However, during the entry, these parameter.- remained within

acceptable limits. The entry was guided automatically and _as nominal in

o/i respects. The first acceleration pulse reached approximately 6.5g
and the second 6.0g.

_..20 RECOVERY

3n the landing, the iS-knot surfzce wind filled the parachutes and

immediately rotated the command module into the apex down (stable If)

flotation position prior to parachute release. Moderate wave-induced

osci[lations accelerated the uprlghting sequence, which was completed in

le._s than 8 minutes. :[o difficulties were encountered in completing the

_cst leading checklist .

The b[o]ogical isolation garments were donned inside the spacecraft.

Crew tr,_nsfe,, into the raft was followed by hatch closure and by decon-

t_minatlon of the spacecraft end crew members by germicidal scrubdowl_.

Hel_copter pickup wzs _erformed as planned, b,lt visibility was sub-

stanti_lly degrade4 because of moisture condensation on the biological

isolat: 3n garment faceplate. The helicopter tremsfer to the aircraft

cafrler was performed as quickly as could be expected, but the tempera-

turc increase ins|de the 3ult was uncomfortable. Transfer from the hell-

:opter into the mobile quarantine facility completed the voye_e of
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5.0 LUNAR DESCENT _ND ASCENT

5.1 DESCENT TRAJECTORY LOGIC

The lunar descent trajectory, shown in figure 5-i, began with a

descent orbit insertion maneuver targeted to place the spacecraft into
a 60- by 8.2-mile orbit, with the pericynthion longitude located about

260 miles uprange from the landing site. Powered descent, shown in

figure 5-2, was initiated at pericynthion and continued down to landing.

The powered descent trajectory was designed considering such factors

as optimum propellant usage, navigation uncertainties, landing radar per-
formance, terrain uncertainties, and crew visibility restrictions. The

basic premise during trajectory design was to maintain near-optimum use
of propellant during initial braking and to provide a standard final

approach from which the landing area can be assessed and a desirable

landing location selected. The onboard guidance capability allows the

crew to re-designate the desired landing pozltion in the computer for

automatic execution or, if late in the t:'aJectory, to take over manually

and fly the lunar module to the desired point. To provide these descent

characteristics, compatibility between the automatic and manually con-

trolled trajectories was required, as well as acceptable flying quality
under manual control. Because of guidance dispersions, site-selection

uncertainties, visibility restriction, and ,redefined surface irregul&ri-

ties, adequate flexibility in the terminal-approach technique was pro-

vided the crew, with the principal limitation beinK descent propellant
quantity.

The major phases of powered descent are the braking phase (which

terminates at 7700 feet altitude), the approach or visibility phase (to

approximately 500 feet altitude), and the final landing phase. Three

separate computer programs, one for each phase, in the primary guidance

system execute the desired tr_Jectoi_ such that the various position,
velocity, acceleration, and visibility constraints are satisfied. These

programs provide an automatic guidance and control capability for the

lunar module from powered descent initiation to landinE. The braking
phase program (P63) is initiated at approximately hO minutes before de-

scent engine ignition and controls the lunar module until the final ap-

proach phase program (P6h) is automatically entered to provide trlJectory
conditions and landing slte visibility.

If desired d_Lring a nominal descent, the crew ma_ select the manu%l

landing phase program (P66) prior to the completion of final approach

phase program P6h. If the manual landing phase program P66 is not entered,

the automatic landing program (P65) would he entered automatically when



time-to-go equals 12 seconds at an altitude of about 150 feet. The auto-

matic l_nding phase program Pc5 initiates a.n automatic descent by nulling

the horizontal velocity relative to the surface and maintaining the rate

o:" lescent at 3 _t/sec. The manual landing phase Pug is initiated when

the crew chsmges the position of the primary' guidsm.ce mode control switch

from automatic to attitude-hold and then actuates the rate-of-descent con-

trol switch. Vehicle attitude changes are then controlled manually by the

crew, the descent engine throttle is under computer control, and the Com-

mander cam introduce l-ft/sec increments in the descent rate using the
rate-of-descent switch.

:_roughout the descent, maximum use was made onboard, as well as on

the ground, of all data, system responses, and cues, based on vehicle

position with respect to designated lunar features, to assure prcper

operation of the onboard systems. The two onboa/'d guidance systems prc-

vided the crew with a continuous check of selected navigation ps_-ameters.

:omparisons were made on the ground between data from each of the onboard

systems and comparable information derived from tracking data. A powered

:'light processor was _used to simultaneously reduce Doppler tracking data

from three or more ground stations and calculate the required parameters.

A filtering technique was used to compute corrections to the Doppler

tracking data _.nd thereby define an accurate vehicle state vector. The

<rour.d data were used as a voting source in c_se of a slow divergence be-

tween the two onboard systems.

5.2 ?REPARATION FOR POWERED DESCENT

D_e crew entered :_nd began activation of the lunar module following

the first sleep period in lunar orbit (see section h.8). A listing of

significant events :'or lunsm module descent is presented in table 5-1.

Undocking was accomplished on schedule Just prior to acquisition of

signal on lunar revolution 13. After the lunar module inspection by the

Con_:_nd Module Pilot, a separation maneuver was performed by the command

and service modules, and 20 minutes later, the rendezvous radar and VHF

r_ging outputs were compared. The two systems agreed and indicated

0.7-mile in range. The inertial measurement unit was aligned optically

for the first time, and the resulting gyro torquing '.ngles were well with-

in the platform drift criteria for a satisfactory pri,:ary system. Descent

orbit insertion was performed on time approximately 8 minutes after loss

of _iotwork llne-of-slght. Table 5-II contains the trajectory information

on descent orbit insertion, as reported by the crew following a-.quisitlon

of signal on revolution 16. A relatively i_rge Z-sxis residual for the

•bort guidance system was caused by an incorrectly loaded target vector.

With this exception, the residua/s were well within the three-slgma dis-

persion (_lus or minus 3.6 ft/sec) predicted before flight.
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Following descent orbit insertion, rendezvous radar data were recorded

by the Lunar Module Pilot and used to predict that the pericynthion point

would be at approximately 50 000 feet altitude. Initial checks using the

leading point designator capability produced close e_reement by indicating

52 000 feet. The crew also reported that a solar sighting, performed

following descent orbit insertion end using the alignment telescope, was

well withlrl the powered descent initiation go/no-go criterion of 0.25 de-

gree. The solar sighting consisted of acquiring the sun through the tele-

scope and comparing the actual gimbal angles to those theoretically re-
quired and computed by the onboard computer for this observation. This

check is am even more accurate indication of platform performance if the

0.07-degree bias correction for the telescope rear detent position is
subtracted from the recorded data.

The comparison of velocity residuals between _round tracking data

end the onboard system, as calculated along the earth-moon line-of-slght,

provided an additional check on the performance of the primary guidance

system. A residual of 2 it/sac was recorded at acquisition of signal

and provided confidence that the onboaurd state vector would have only

small altitude and downrange velocity magnitude errors at powered de-

scent initiation. The Doppler residual wM computed by comparing the

velocity meaa,_red along the e_rth-mcon line-of-sight by ground tracking

with the same velocity component computed by the primary system. As the

lunar module approached powered descent initiation, the Doppler residual

began to increase in magnitude to about 13 it/see. Since the earth-moon

llne-of-sight vector was almost normal to the velocity vector at this

point, the residual indicated that the prlmaz-i system estimate of its

state vector was approximately 21 000 feet upraage of the actual state

vector. This same error was also reflected in the real-tlme comparisons

made usin_ the powered flight processor previously mentioned. Table

5-1II is a comparison of the latitude, longitude, and altitude between

the best-estlmated-traJectory state vector at powered descent initia-

tion, that carried onboard, and the prefllght-e_Iculated trajectory.
Re onboard state-vector errors at powered descent initiation resulted

from a combination of the following:

a. Uncoupled thruster firings du0ring the docked landmark tracking
exercise

b. Unaccounted for velocity accrued during undocking and subse-

quent inspection and statlon-keeping activity

c. Descent orbit insertion residual

d. Propogated errors in the lunar potential function

e. Lunar module venting.
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5.3 POWERED DESCENT

7he powered descent maneuver began with a 26-second thrusting period

at m_nimum throttle. Immediately after ignition, S-band communications

were interrupted momentarily but were reestablished when the antenna was

switched from the automatic to the slew position. _he descent _aneuver

was initiated in a face-down attitude to permit the crew to ma/,.e tame

marks on selected landmarks. A landing-point-designator sighting on the

crater Maskelyne W was approximately 3 seconds early, confirming the sus-

pected downrange error. A yaw maneuver to face-up attitude was initiated

following the landmark sightings at an indicated altitude of about

h5 900 feet. The maneuver took longer than expected because of an incor-

rect setting of a rate displsy switch.

Landing radar lock-on occurred before the end of the yaw maneuver,

with the spacecraft rotating at approximately h deg/sec. The altitude

difference between that calculated by the onboard computer and that deter-

re!ned by the landing radar was approximately 2800 feet, which agrees with

the ,_itltude error suspected from the Doppler residual comparison. Radar

_ititude updates of the onbo_rd computer were enabled at 102:38:h5, and

the lifferences converged ,qthin 30 seconds. Velocity updates began auto-

matice_ily h seconds after enabling the altitude update. Two altitude-

difference trau,sients occurred dtu'ing computer alarms and were apparently

associated with incomplete r_dar data readout operations (see section 16.2.5).

_le reduction in throttle setting was predicted to occur 386 seconds

%fret ignltion% actual throttle reduction occurred at 386 seconds, indi-

cating nominal performance of the descent engine.

Yne first of five computer alarms occurred approximately 5 minutes

after in;.tiation of the descent. _ccurrences of these alarms are indl-

cated in table 5-i and are discussed in detail in section 16.2.5. Al-

though the alarms did not degrade the performance of any primary guidance

or control function, they did interfere with at. early assessment by the

crew of the landing approach.

Arrival at high _ate (end of braking phase) and the automatic switch

to final approach phase program 765 occurred at 7129 feet at a descent rate

of 125 ft/sec. _;ese values are slightly lower than predicted but within

acceptable boundaries. At about 5000 feet, the Commander switched his

control mode from automatic to attltude-hold to check manual control in

anticipation of the final descent.

Af or the pitchover at high gate, the landing point designator indi-

cated that the approach path was leading into a large crater. An unplan-

ned redesi_nation was introduced at this time. To avoid the crater, the



Comms_zder again switched from automatic to attitude-hold control and man-

ually increased the flight-path angle by pitching to a nesa-ly vertical

attitude for range extension. Manual control began at an altitude of

approximately 600 feet. Ten seconds later, at approximately bOO feet,

the rate-of-descent mode was activated to control descent velocity. In

this manner, the spacecraft was guided approximately llO0 feet downrange

from the initial aim point.

Figure 5-3 contains histories of altitude compared with altitude-

rate from the primary and abort guidance systems and from the Network

powered flight processor. The altitude difference existing between the

primary system and the Network at powered descent initiation can be o_-

served in this figure. All three sources are initialized to the primary

guidance state vector at powered descent initiation. The primary system,

however, is updated by the landing radar, and the abort guidance system

is not. As indicated in the figure, the altitude readouts from both sys-

tems gradually diverge so as to indicate a lower altitude for the primary

system until the abort system was manually updated with altitude data

from the primary system.

The powered flight processor data reflect both the altitude and down-

range errors existing in the primary system at powered descent initiation.

The radial velocity error is directly proportional to the downrange posi-
tion error such that a 1000-foot downrange error will cause a 1-ft/sec

radial velocity error. Therefore, the 20 O00-foot downrange error exist-

ing at powered descent initiation was also reflected as a 20-_t/sec radial

velocity residual. This error is apparent on the figure in the altitude

region near 27 000 feet, where an error of approximately 20 f_/sec is evi-

dent. The primary-system altitude error in existence at powered descent

initiation manifests itself F,t touchdown when the powered flight proces-

sor indicates a landing altitude below the lunar surface. Figure ?-_

contains a similar comparison of lateral velocity from the three sources.

Again, the divergence noted in the final phases in the abort guidance

system data was caused by a lack of radar updates.

Figure 5-5 contains a time history of vehicle pitch attitude, as re-

corded by the primary and abort guidance systems. The scale is set up

so that a pitch of zero degrees would place the X-axis of the vehicle

vertical at the landing site. Two separate designations of the landing

site are evident in the phase after manual takeover. F'igure 5-6 contains

comparisons for the pitch and roll attitude and indicates the lateral

corrections made in the final phase.

Figure 5-7 is an area photograph, taken from a Lunar Orbiter fllght,

showing the landing site ellipse and the ground track flown to the land-

ing point. Figure 5-8 is an enlarged photograph of the area adjacent to

the lunar landing site and shows the final portions of the ground track

to landing. Figure 5-9 contains a preliminary attempt at reconstructing

the surface terrain viewed during descent, based upon trajectory and radar
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data and known surface features. The coordinates of the landing point,

as obtained from the various real-time and postfiight sources, are sho_r.

in table 5-IV. The actual landing point is 0 degree kl minutes 15 sec-

onds north latitude and 23 degrees 26 minutes east longi_:ude, as compared

with the targeted landing point of 0 degree 43 minutes 5"< _,,:-onds north

l_titude and 23 degrees 38 minutes 51 seconds east longitude as shown in

figure 5-10. Figure 5-10 is the basic reference map for location of the

landing point in this report. As noted, the landing point dispersion was

c_used primarily by errors in the onboard state vector prior to powered
descent initiation.

Figure 5-11 is a time history of pertinent vehicle control parameters

during the entire descent phase. Evidence of fuel slosh was detected in

the attitude-rate informa+ion following the yaw maneuver. The slosh ef-

fect increased to the point where reaction control thruster firings were

required to damp the rate prior to throttle recovery. The dynamic be-

havior at this point and throug._ the remainder of descent was comparable

to that observed in simulations and indicates nominal control system per-
formaz_ce.

Approximately 95 pounds of reaction control propellant were used

during powered descent, as compared to the predicted value of h0 pounds.

Plots of propellant consumption for the reaction control and descent pro-

pui_ion systems are shown in f_gure 5-12. The reaction control propellant

consumption while in the manual descent control mode was 51 pounds, approx-

imately 1-1/2 times greater than that for the automatic mode. This in-

crease in usage rate is attributed to the requirement for greater attitude

9m.d translation maneuvering in the final stages of descent. The descent

propulsion system propellant usage was greater than predicted because of

the additional time required for the landing site redeslgnaticn.

5._ LANDING DYNAMICS

Landing on the surface uccurred at 102:45:39.9 with negligible for-

ward velocity, approximately 2.1 ft/sec to the crew's left and 1.7 ft/sec

vertically. Body rate transients occurred, as shown in figure 5-13, and

indicate that the right and the forward landing gear touched almost simul-

taneously, giving a roll-left and a pitch-up motion to the vehicle. The

left-directed lateral velocity resulted in a slight yaw right transient

at the point of touchdown. These touchdown conditions, obt_ned from atti-

tude rates and integration of accelerometer data, were verified qualita-

tively by the at-rest positions of the lunar surface sensing probes and

hi' s,arface buildup around the rims of the foot pads. Figure 11-17 shows

the probe boom nearly vertical on the inboard side of the minus Y foot pad,

indicating a component of velocity in the minus Y direction. Lunar material



can be seen as built up outboard of the pad, which also indicates a
lateral velocity in this direction. The probe position and 1,mnarmate-
rial disturbance producedby the minus Z gear assembly, shownin the same
figure, indicate a lateral velocity in the minus Y direction. Figure ll-16
showsin greater detail the surface material disturbance on the minus Y
side of the minus Z foot pad. The plus Y landing gear assemblysupports
the conclusion of a minus Y velocity, since the probe was on the outboard

side and material was piled inboard of the pad.

The crew reported no sensation of rockup (post-contact instability)

during the touchdown phase. A postflight simulation of the landing dynam-

ics indicates that the maximum rockup angle was only about 2 degrees,

which is indicative of a stable landing. In the simulation, the maximum

foot pad penetration was 2.5 to 3.5 inches, with an associated vehicle

slideout (skidding) of 1 to 3 inches. The land.ng gear struts stroked

less than 1 inch, which represents about l0 percent of the energy absorp-

tion capability of the low-level primary-strut honeycomb cartridge. Ex-

amination of photographs indicates agreement with this analytical con-
clusion.

5.5 POSTIJdqDING SPACECRA_-_F OPERATIONS

Immediately after landing, the lunar module crew began a simulated

launch countdown in preparation for the possibility of a contingency

lift-off. Two problems arose during this simulated countdown. First,

the mission timer had stopped and could not be restarted; therefore, the

event timer was started using a mark from the ground. Second, the descent

stage fuel-helitm heat exchanger froze, apparently with fuel trapped be-

tween the heat excaanger and the valves, causing the pressure in the line
to increase. See section 16.2.1 and 16.2.2 for further disctussion of

these problems.

The inertial measurement unit was aligne,_ three times during this

period using each of the three available lunar surface alignment options.

The alignments were satisfactory, and the results r,rovlded confidence in

the technique. The simulated countdown was terminated at lOb-i/2 hours,
and a partial power-down of the lunar module was ._.nitiated.

During the itmar surface stay, several unsuccessful attempts were

made by the C_mand Module Pilot to locate the lunar module through the

sextant using sighting coordinates transmitted from the ground. Estimates

o*" the ianding coordinates were obtained from the lunar module computer,
the lunar surface gravity alignment of the platform, and the limited inter-

pretation of the geological features during desc"nt. Figure 5-I_ shows

the areas that were tracked and the times of closest approach that were
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used for the sightings. It can be seen that the actual landing site, as

determined from films taken during the descent, did not lie near the cen-

ter of the sextant field of vie_; for any of the coordinates used; there-

fore, the ability to acquire the lunar module from a 60-mile orbit can

neither be established nor denied. The Command Module Pilot reported iZ

was possible to scan only one grid square during a single pass.

Because of the unsuccessful attempts to sight the lunar module from

the command module, the decision was made to track the command module from

the lunar module using the rendezvous radar. The command module was ac-

quired at a range of 79.9 miles and a closing rate of 3236 ft/sec, and

loss of track occurred at 85.3 miles with a receding range-rate of

3531 ft/sec (fig. 5-15).

The inertial measurement unit was successfully aligned two more times

prior to lift-off, once tc obtain a drift check and once to establish the

proper inertial orientation for lift-off. The drift check indicated nor-

mal system operation, as discussed in section 9.6. An abort guidance sys-

tem _lignment was also performed _rior to lift-off; however, a procedural

error caused an azimuth mlsalignment which resulted in the out-of-plane

velocity error discussed in section 9.6.2.

5.6 ASCENT

Preparations for ascent began after the end of the crew rest period

at 121 hours. The command module state vector was updated from the ground,

with coordinates provided for crater 130, a planned landmark. This cra-

ter was tracked using the command module sextant on the revolution prior

to lif_-off to establish the target orbit plane. During this same revo-

lution, the rendezvous radar was used to track the command module, as

previously mentioned, and the lunar surface navigation program (P22) was

exer-_i3ed to establish the location of the lunar module relative to the

orbit plane. Crew activities during the preparation for launch were con-

ducted as planned, and lift-off occurred on time.

The ascent phase was initiated by a lO-second period of vertical

rise, which allowed the ascent stage to clear safely the descent stage

and surrounding terrain obstacles, as well as provide for rotation of

the spacecraft to the correct launch azimuth. The pitchover maneuver

to a 50-degree attitude with respect to the local vertical began when

the ascent velocity reached &0 ft/sec. Powered ascent was targeted to

place the spacecraft in a i0- by &5-mile orbit to establish the correct

initial conditions for the rendezvous. Figure 5-16 shows the planned

ascent trajectory as compared with the actual ascent trajectory.

J
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The crew reported that the ascent was smooth, with normal reaction

control thruster activity. The ascent stage appeared to "wallow," or

traverse the attitude deadbsmds, as expected. Figure 5-17 cDntains a

time history of selected control system parameters during the a:_ent ma-

neuver. A data dropout occurred immediately after lift-off, ms/'_ing it

difficult to determine accurately the fir_-in-the-hole forces. The body

rate& recorded Just prior to the data dropout were small (le_s %hart 5 deg/

sec), but were increasing in magnitude at the time of the _t'olout. How-

ever, crew reports and associated dynamic information during _he data

loss period do no_ indicate that any rates exceeded the exp_ct_d ranges.

The predominant disturbance torque during ascent was a_:o'.t the pitch

axis and appears to have been caused by thrust vector offse?. Figure 5-18

contains an expanded view of control system parameters durir_:- :,.selected

period of the ascent phase. The digital autopilot was designed to con-

trol about axes offset approximately 45 degrees from the spacecraft body

axes and normally to fire only plus X thrusters during powered ascent.

Therefore, down-firing thrusters 2 and 3 were used almost e_clusively

during the early phases of the ascent and were fired alternately to con-

trol the pitch disturbance torque. These Jet.=, induced a roll rate while

counteracting the pitch disturbance; therefore, the accompanying roll

motion contributed to the wallowing sensation reported by the crew. As

the maneuver progressed, the center of gravity moved toward the thrust

vector, and the resulting pitch disturbance torque and required thruster

activity decreased until almost no disturban,ze was present. Near the end

of the maneuver, the center of gravit _ved to the opposite side of the

thrust vector, and proper thruster ac_i_ity to correct for this opposite

disturbance torque can be observed in figure 5-17.

The crew reported that the velocity-to-be-gained display in the

abort guidance system indicated differences of 50 to lO0 ft/sec with the

primary system near the end of the ascent maneuver. The reason for this

difference appears to be unsynchronized data displayed from the two sys-
te'_- (see section 9.6).

'?able 5-V contains a comparison of insertion conditions between

th,,: e calculated by various onboard sources and the planned values, and

s_tJsfactory agreement is indicated by all sources. The powered flight

processor was again used and indicated performance well within ranges
expected for both systems.
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5.7 RENDEZVOUS

Immediately after ascent insertion, the Commander began a platform

alignment using the lunar module telescope. During this time, the ground

relayed the lunar module state vector to the command module computer to

permit execution of navigation updates using the sextant and the VHF rang-

ing system. The lunar module platform alignment took somewhat longer ths_u

expected; consequently, the coelliptic sequence initiation program was

entered into the computer about 7 minutes later than planned. This delay
allowed somewhat less than the nominal 18 radar navigation updates between

insertion and the first rendezvous maneuver. Also, the first range rate

measurement for the backup solution was missed; however, this loss was

not significant, since both the lunar module and command module guidance

systems were performing normally. Figure 5-19 shows the ascent and rendez-

vous trajectory and their relationship in lunar orbit.

Prior to coelliptic sequence initiation, the lunar module out-of-

plane velocity was computed by the command module to be minus 1.0 ft/sec,

a value small enough to be deferred until terminal phase initiation. The

final lunar module solution for coelliptic sequence was a 51.5-ft/sec ma-

neuver to be performed with the Z-axis reaction control thrusters, "with

a planned ignition time of 125:19:34.7.

Following the coelliptic sequence initiation maneuver, the constant

differential height program was called up in both vehicles. Operation

of the guidance systems continued to be normal, and successful navigation

updates were obtained using the sextant, the VHF ranging system, and the

rendezvous radar. It was reported by the Lunar Module Pilot that the

backup range-rate measurement at 36 minutes prior to the constant differ-

ential height maneuve_ was outside the limits of the backup chart. Post-
flight trajectory analysis has shown that the off-nominal command module

orbit (62 by 56 miles) caused the range rate to be approximately 60 ft/sec

below nominal at the 36-minute data point. The command module was near

pericynthion and the lunar module was near apocynthion at the measurement

point. These conditions, which decreased the lunar module closure rate

to below the nominal value, are apparent from figure 5-20, a relative

motion plot of the two vehicles between insertion and the constant dif-

ferential height maneuver. Figure 5-20 was obtained by forward and back-

ward integration of the last available lunar module state vector prior to
loss of signal following insertion and the final constant differential

height maneuver vector integrated backward to the coelliptic sequence

initiation point. The dynamic range of the backup charts has been in-

creased for future landing missions. The constant differential height

maneuver was accomplished at the lunar module primary guidance computer
time of 126:17:49.6.
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The constant differential height maneuver was performed with a total

velocity change of 19.9 ft/sec. In a nominal coelliptic flight plan with

a circular target orbit for the command module, this maneuver would be

zero. However, the ellipticity of the command module orbit required a

real-time change in the rendezvous plan prior to lift-off to include ap-

proximately 5 ft/sec, applied retrograde, to compensate for the change in

differential height upon arriving at this maneuver point and approximately
ii ft/sec, applied vertically, to rotate the line of apsides to the cor-

rect angle. Actual execution errcrs in ascent insertion and coelliptic

sequence initiation resulted in an additional velocity change requirement

of about 8 ft/sec, which yielded the actual total of 19.9 ft/sec.

Following the constant differential height maneuver, the computers
in both spacecraft were configured for terminal phase initiation. Navi-

gation updates were made and several computer recycles wexe performed to

obtain an early indication of the maneuver time. The final computation

was initiated 12 minutes prior to the maneuver, as planned. Ignition

had been computed to occur at 127:03:39, or 6 minutes 39 seconds later
than planned.

Soon after the terminal phase initiation maneuver, the vehicles

passed behind the moon. At the next acquisition, the vehicles were fly-
ing formation in preparation for docking. The crew reported that the

rendezvous was nominal, with the first midcourse maneuver less than i ft/

sec and the second about 1.5 ft/sec. The midcourse maneuvers were per-
formed by thrusting the body axis components to zero while the lunar mod-

ule plus Z axis remained pointed at the command module. It was also re-

ported that line-of-sight rates were small, and the planned braking was
used for the approach to station-keeping. The lunar module and command

module maneuver solutions are summarized in tables 5-VI and 5-VII, respec-
tively.

During the docking maneuver, two unexpected events occurred. In the

alignment procedure for docking, the lunar module was maneuvered through

the platform gimbal-lock attitude and the docking had to be completed
using the abort guidance system for attitude control. 7ne off-nominal

attitude resulted from an added rotation to avoid sunlight interference

in the forward windows. The sun elevation was about 20 degrees higher

than planned because the angle for initiation of the terminal phase was
reached about 6 minutes late.

The second unexpected event occurred after docking and consisted of

relative vehicle alignment excursions of up to 15 degrees following ini-

tiation of the retract sequence. The proper docking _equence consists of

initial contact, lunar module plus-X thrusting from initial contact to

capture latch, switch the command module control from the automatic (CMC
AUTO) to the manual (CMC FREE) mode and allow relative motions to be
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damped to within plus or minus 3 degrees, and then initiate retract to

achieve hard docking. _ne Commander detected the relatively low velocity

at initial contact and applied plus X thrusting; however, the thrusting

was continued until after the misalignment excrxsion had developed, since

the Commander had received no indication of the capture event. To further

complicate the dynamics, the Ccmmand Module _ilot also noticed the excur-
sions and reversed the command module control mode from CMC FREE to CMC

AUTO. At this time, both the lunar module and the command module were in

minimum-deadband attitude-hold, thereby c_using considerable thruster fir-

ing until the lunar module was placed in maximum deadband. The vehicles

were stabilized using manual control Jt_,t prior to achieving a successful

hard dock. The initial observed misal_gnment excursion is cousidered to

have been caused by the continued lunac module thrusting following cap-

ture, since the thrust vector does not pass through the center of gravity
of the command and service modules.

The rendezvous was successful and similar to that for Apollo i0,

with all guidance and control systems operating satisfactorily. The

Command Module Pilot reported that the VHF ranging broke lock about 25

times following ascent insertion; however, lock-on was reestablished

each time, and navigat_ton updates were successful. The lunar module

reaction control propellant usage was nearly nominal.
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TABLE 5-1.- LUNAR DESCENT EVENT TIMES

Time,

hr :min :sec Event

102:17:17

102:20:53

102:24:40

102:27:32

102:32:55

102:32:58

102:33:05

102:33:31

102:36:57

102:37:51

102:37:59

102:38:22

102:38:45

102:38:50

102:38:50

102:39:02

102:39:31

102:41:32

102:41:37

102:41:53

I02:42:03

102:42:18

102:42:19

I02:42:L3

102:42:58

102:43:09

102:43:13

102:43:20

102:43:22

102:44:11

102:44:21

102:42:28

102:44:59

102:45:03

102:45:40

102:45:40

Acquisition of data

Landing radar on

Align abort guidance to primary guidance

Yaw maneuver to obtain improved communications

Altitude of 50 000 feet

Propellant-settling firing start

Descent engine ignitinn

Fixed throttle position (crew report)

Face-up yaw maneuver in process

Landing radar data good

Face-up maneuver complete

1202 alarm (computer determined)

Enable radar updates

Altitude less than 30 000 feet

Velocity less than 2000 ft/sec

velocity update)

1202 alarm

Throttle recovery

Enter program P64

Landing radar antenna to position 2

Attitude-hold (handling qualities check)

Automatic guidance

1201 alarm (computer determined)

Landing radar low scale (less than 2500 feet)

1202 alarm (computer determined)

1202 al&rm (computer determined)

Landing point redesignation

Attitude-hold

Update abcrt guidance attitude

Enter program P66

Landing radar data not good

Landing radar data good

Red-line low-level sensor light

Landing radar data not good

Landing radar data good

Landing

Engine off

(inhibit X-axis override)

(start landing radar

3



TABLE 5-11.- MANEUVEH RESIDUALS - DESCE_Yf ORBIT INSERTION

Velocity residual, ft/sec
Axis --

Before trimming After trimming

X

Y

Z

-0 .i

-0.4

-0 .i

0.0

-0.4

O.0

TABLE 5-111 - POWERED DsSC_N_ INITIATION STATE VECTORS

Par_leter

hatitude, deg

Lc_nFitude, deg

Altitude, ft

Operational

trajectory

0.961_

39.607

5O 000

Best estimate

trajectory

39 •371

L9 376

Primary guidance

computer

i .17

39.48

49 955
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TABLE 5-IV.- LUNAR LANDING COORDINATES a

Data source for solution

Primary guidance onboard
vector

Abort guidance onbos.rd

vector

Powered flight processor
(based on 4-track solu-

tion)

Alignment optical tele-

scope

Rendezvous radar

Best estimate trajectory
accelerometer recon-

struction

Lunar module targeted

Photography

Latitude b ,

deg north

0.649

0.639

0.631

0.523

0.636

0. 647

Longitude,

deg east

23.46

23.44

23.47

23.42

23.50

23.505

0.691

0.647 or

C0o41,15,,

23.72

23. 505 or

c23°26 '00"

Radius of

Landing Site 2,
miles

937.17

937.56

936.74

937.13

937.14

937.05

aFollowing the Apollo i0 mission, a difference was noted (from the

landmark tracking results) between the trajectory coordinate system and

the coordinate system on the reference map. In order to reference tra-

Jectory values to the l:100 000 scale Lunar Map 0RB-I!-6 (100), dated
December 1967, correction factors of plus 2'25" in latitude and minus

4'17" in longitude must be applied to the trajectory values.

bAll latitude values are corrected for the estimated out-of-plane

position error at powered descent initiation.

CThese coordinate values are referenced to the map and include the
correction factors.



TAB]IN 5-V.- ZiiSERTIOII ST%t_<;.!<y

bOUrO<_

frimary _-ui i:_.:e

.f_} Art EUid'_'N?e

Setw <rk t _'_c_in@

<'_erzt ionai Lrajectory

Reconstructed from accelerometers

_ctual (best estimate trajectory)

i:<r6et values*

Alt itude,

£t

t)%' O'<)_

ol "_9

60 085

60 33i

6o 3oo

6o o0o

kr_<][;O_

_r

33

32

32

Downrange

velocity,

ft/sec

5537.0

5537.9

5540.7

5536.6

5534.9

5537.0

5534.9

*Also, crossrange displacement of 1.7 miles was to be corrected.

The following velocity residuals were calculated by the primary guidance:

?_ : -2.i ft/sec

Y = -0.i ft./sec

Z : +1.8 ft/sec

The orbit resulting after residuals were trimmed was:

Apocynthion altitude = 47.3 miles

!'ericynthion altitude = 9.5 miles
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TABLE 5-VII C_MM._D MODULE SOLUTIO]i_I

rJ_ e tlve r

Coelliptic sequence initiation

Constant differential _eight

Time,

hr:mJ n:sec

Terminal phase initiation

First midcourse correction

Second midcourse correction

125:19:34.70

126:17:46.00

127:02:3L.50 a

!27:03:30.$ b

127:18:30.8

127:33:30.8

Solution,

ft/sec

51.3 retrograde

].4 south

<.0 up/down

9.1 posigrade

2.4 north

!4.6 down

_2.9 retrograde

1.7 south

11.9 down

1.3 retrograde

0.6 south

0.i retrograde

1.0 south

0.6 down

_Initial computed time of ignition usin_ nominal elevation angle

of 208.3 degrees for terminal phase initiation.

bFinai solution using lunar module time of ignition.

NOTE: All solutions in local horizontal coordinate frsa_e.
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NASA-S-69-3713
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Figure 5-5.- Pitch att!tude time history duringdescent,
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Figure 5-6. - Expanded pitch and roll attitude time histories near landing.
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Figure 5-7.- Area photograph of landing site ellipse showing ground track.
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Figure5 O. Terrain indicated by landing radar,
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6.0 CO_94U_ICATIONS

Performance of all commurlications systems (see sections 8, 9, i0,

and 13), including those of the command module, lunar module, portable

life support system, and Manned Space Flight Network, was generally as

expected. This section presents only those aspects of communication sys-

tem performance which were unique to this flight. The performance of

these systems was otherwise consistent with that of previous flights.

The S-band communication system provided good quality voice, as did the

VHF link within its range capability. The performance of command module

and lunar module up-data links was nominal, and real-time and playback

telemetry performance was excellent. Color television pictures of high

quality were received from the command module. Good quality black-and-

white television pictures were received and converted to standard format

during lunar surface operations. Excellent quality tracking data were

obtained for both the command and lunar modules. The received uplink

and downlink signal powers corresponded to preflight predictions. Com-

munications system management, including antenna switching, was generally
good.

Two-way phase lock with the command module S-band equipment was

maintained by the Merritt Island, Grand Bahama Island, Bermuda, and USNS

Vanguard stations through orbital insertion, except during S-IC/S-II
staging, interstage Jettison, and station-to-station handovers. A com-

plete loss of uplink lock and command capability was encountered between

6 and 6-1/2 minutes after earth lift-off because the operator of the

ground transmitter at the Grand Bahama Island station terminated trans-

mission 30 seconds early. Full S-band communications capability was re-

stored at the scheduled handover time when the Bermuda station established

two-way phase lock. During the Merritt Island station's coverage of the
launch phase, PM _nd FM receivers were used to demodulate the received

telemetry data. (Normally, only the PM data link is used.) Tne purpose

of this configuration was to provide additional data on the possibility

of improving telemetry coverage during S-IC/S-II staging and interstage

Jettison using the FM receiver. There was no loss of data through the

FM receiver at staging. On the other hand, the same event caused a 9-

second loss of data at the PM receiver output (see fig. 6-1). However,

the loss of data at [nterstage Jettison was approximately the same for
both types of receivers.

The television transmission attempted during the first pass over

the Goldstone station was unsuccessful because of a shorted patch cable

in the ground station television equipment. Also, the tracking coverage

during this pass was limited to approximately 3 minutes by terrain ob-

structions. All subsequent transmissions provided high-quality television.
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The USNS Redstone and Mercury ships and the Hawaii station provided

adequate coverage of translunar injection. A late handover of the com-

mand module and instrument unit uplinks from the Redstone to the Mercury

and an early handover of both uplinks from the Mercury to Hawaii were

performed because of command computer problems at the Mercury. Approxi-

mately 58 seconds of command module data were lost during these handovers.

The loss of data during the handover from the Mercury to Hawaii was caused

by terrain obstructions.

Communications between the commmld module and the ground were lost

during a portion of transposition and docking because the crew failed

to switch omnidirectional antennas during the pitch maneuver. Two-way

phase lock was regained when the crew acquired the high gain antenna in

the narrow beamwidth. The telemetry data recorded onboard the spacecraft

during this phase were subsequently played back to the ground. Between

3-1/2 and 4 hours, the downlink voice received at the Mission Control Cen-

ter was distorted by equipment failures within the Goldstone station.

During the fourth lunar orbit revolution, lunar module communications

equipment was activated for the first time. Good qus_lity normal and back-

up down-voice and high and low bit rate telemeter were received through

the 210-foot Goldstone antenna while the spacecraft was transmitting

through an omnidirectional antenna. As expected, telemetry decommutation

frame synchronization could not be maintained in the high-bit-rate mode

using the 85-foot antenna at Goldstone for reception.

Between acquisition of the lunar module signal at 102:16:30 and the

pitch-down maneuver during powered descent, valid steerable antenna auto-

track could not be achieved, and received uplink and downlink carrier

powers were 4 to 6 dB below nominal. Coincidently, several losses ol

phase-lock were experienced (fig. 6-2). Prior to the unscheduled yaw

maneuver initiated at 102:27:22, the line of sight from the hmar module

steerable antenna to earth was obstructed by a reaction control thruster

plume deflector (see section 16.2.4). Therefore, the antenna was more

susceptible in this attitude to incidental phase and amplitude modulation

resulting from multipath effects off either the lunar module or the lunar

surface. The sharp losses of phase lock were probably caused by the build-

up of oscillations in steerable antenna motion as the freauencies of the

incidental amplitude and phase modulation approached multiples of the an-

tenna switching frequency (50 hertz). After the yaw maneuver, auto-track

with the correct steerable antenna pointing angles was not attempted un-

til 102:40:12. Subsequently, valid auto-track was maintained through
landing.

As shown in figure 6-2, the performance of the downlink voice and

telemetry channels was consistent with the received carrier power. The

long periods of loss of PCM synchronization on data received at the 85-

foot station distinctly illustrate the advantage of scheduling the de-

scent maneuver during coverage by a 21C-foot antenna.
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After landing, the lunar modulesteerable antenmawasswitched to
the slew (manual)modeand wasused for all communicationsduring the
l_nar surface stay. Also, the Networkwasconfigured to rels_vvoice
communicationsbetweenthe two spacecraft.

This configuration provided good-quality voice while the command
modulewas transmitting through the high gain antenna. However,the
lunar modulecrewmenreported that the noise associated with randomkey-
ing of the voice-operated amplifier within the Network rel%y configura-
tion wasobjectionable whenthe commandmodulewas transmitting through
an omnidirectional antenna. This noise wasexpected with operation on
an omnidirectional antenna, and use cf the two-wayvoice rela_ through
the Networkwasdiscontinued, as planned, after the noise was reported.
During the subsequentextravehicular activity, a one-wayvoice relay
through the Network to the commandmodulewasutilized.

Primary coverageof the extravehicular activity wasprovided by
210-foot antennasat Goldstone, California, mudParkes, Australia. Back-
up coveragewasprovided by 85-foot antennasat Goldstone, California,
and HoneysuckleCreek, Australia. Voice communicationsduring this period
were satisfactory; however,voice-operated-relay operations causedbreakup
of the voice received at the Network stations (see section 13.2 and 16.2.8).
This breakupwasprimarily associated with the Lunar ModulePilot. Through-
out the lunar su_'faceoperation, an echo washeard on the ground 2.6 sec-
onds after uplink transmissions becauseuplink voice was turned around
and transmitted on the lunar moduleS-banddowniink (see section 16.2.9).
TheParkes receiving station was largely used by the Mission Control Cen-
te_ as the primar%"receiving station for real-time television transmis-
sions. The telemetry decommutationsystemand the PAM.-to-PCMconverter
maintained frame synchronization on the lunar moduletelemetry data and
the portable-life-support-system status data, respectively, throughout
the lunar s'Irface _ctivities.

;_nevaluation of data recorded by the Honeysucklestation during
lunar surface activities wasaccomplishedto determine whether an 85-foot
station could have supported this mission phasewithout deploymentof
the lunar moduleerectable _ter_na. i-he results were comparedwith
those of a s_milar evaluation recorded at the Gcldstone station using
the 21t-foot antenna. A comparisonof slow-scan teleo_dsionsignals
received at the twc stations showsthat, although there wasa 4-rib dif-
ference in signal-to-noise ratios, there wasno appreciable difference
in picture quality. The differences in downllnk voice intelligibility

s_d telemetr"j data quality were not significant. There is no perceptible

difference in the quality of biomedical data received at the 85- and 210-

foot stations. Playback of portable-life-support-system status data for

the Lunar Mod'_le Pilot shows that frame synchronization was maintained

88 and IC0 percent of the time for the 85- and 2i0-foot statlons, respec-

tively. Baaed on these comparisons, the 85-foot ground station could
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have supported the lunar surface activities without deployment of the

erectable antenna with slightly degraded data.

The performance of the communication system during the ascent and

rendezvous phases was nominal except for a 15-second loss of downlink

phase lock at ascent engine ignition. The data indicate this loss can

be attributed to rapid phase perturbat'_ons caused by transmission through

the ascent engine plume. During future Apollo missions, a wider carrier

tracking loop bandwidth will be selected by the Network stations prior to

powered ascent. This change will minimize the possibility of loss of

lock due to rapid phase perturbations.
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7.0 TRAJECTORY

The analysis of the trajectory from lift-off to spacecraft/S-IVB

separation was based on Marshall Space Flight Center results (ref. i)

and tracking data from the Manned Space Flight Network. After separa-
tion, the actual trajectory information was based on the best estimated

trajectory generated after the flight from Network tracking and telemetry
data.

The earth and moon models used for the trajectory analysis are geo-
metrically described as follows: (1) the earth model is a modified

seventh-order expansion containing geodetic and gravitational constants

representative of the Fischer ellipsoid, and (2) the moon model is a

spherical harmonic expansion containing the R2 poteutial function, which

is defined in reference 2. Table 7-I defines the trajectory and maneu-
ver parameters.

7.1 LAb_CH PHASE

The launch trajectory was essentially nominal and was nearly identi-

cal to that of Apol[o i0. A maximum dynamic pressure of 735 ib/ft 2 was

experienced. The S-IC center and outboard engines and the S-IVB engine

cut off within 1 second of the planned times, and S-II outboard engine

cutoff was 3 seconds early. At S-IVB cutoff, the altitude was high by

9100 feet, the velocity was low by 6.0 ft/sec, and the flight-path angle

was high by 0.01 degree all of which were within the expected dispersions.

7.2 EARTH PARKING ORBIT

Earth parking orbit insertion occurred at 0:ii:49.3. The parking

orbit was perturbed by low-level hydrogen venting of the S-IVB stage
until 2:34:38, the time of S-IVB restart preparation.

7.3 TRANSLUNAR INJECTION

The S-IVB was reignited for the translunar injection maneuver at

2:44:16.2, or within I second of the predicted time, and cutoff occurred

at 2:50:03. .Ill parameters were nominal and are shown in figure 7-1.
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7.4 MANEUVER ANALYSIS

The parameters derived from the best estimated trajectory for each

spacecraft maneuver executed during the translunar, lunar orbit, and

transearth coast phases are presented in table 7-11. Tables 7-111 and

7-1V present the respective pericynthion and free-return conditions after

each translunar maneuver. The free-return results indicate conditions at

entry interface produced by each maneuver, assuming no additional orbit

perturbations. Tables 7-V and 7-VI present the respective maneuver sum-

maries for the lunar orbit and the transearth coast phases.

7.4.1 Translunar Injection

The pericynthion altitude resulting from translunar injection was

896.3 miles, as compared with the preflight prediction of 718.9 miles.

This altitude difference is representative of a 1.6 ft/sec accuracy in

the injection maneuver. The associated free-return conditions show an

earth capture of the spacecraft.

7.h.2 Separation and Docking

The command and service modules separated from the S-IVB and suc-

cessfully completed the transposition and docking sequence. The space-

craft were ejected from the S-IVB at h hours 17 minutes. The effect of

the 0.7-ft/sec ejection maneuver was a change in the predicted pericyn-

thion altitude to 827.2 miles. The separation maneuver performed by the

service propulsion system was executed precisely and on time. The re-

sulting trajectory conditions indicate a pericynthion altitude reduction

to 180,0 miles, as compared to the planned value of 167.7 miles. The

difference indicates a 0.2h-ft/sec execution error.

7.4.3 Translunar Midcourse Correction

The computed midcourse correction for the first option point was

only 17.1 ft/sec. A real-time decision was therefore made to del_ the

first midcourse correction until the second option point at trm:slunmr

injection plus 24 hours because of the small increase to only 21.2 ft/sec

in the :orrective velocity required. The first and only translunar mid-

course correction was initiated on time and resulted in a pericynthion

altitude of 61.5 miles, as compared with the desired value of 60.0 miles.

<_o oth'_r opportunities for midcourse correction were available during

the tra_Lslunar phase, but the velocity changes required to satis:_ plan-

ne_ _er'cynthion altitude and nodal position targets were well below the
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levels at which normal lunar orbit insertion can be retargeted. There-
fore, no further translunar midcourse corrections were required. The
translunar trajectory wasvery similar to that of Apollo i0.

7.4.4 Lunar Orbit Insertion and Circularization

The lunar orbit insertion and circularization targeting philosophy
for Apollo ii differed from that of Apollo i0 in two ways. First, tar-
geting for landing site latitude wasbiased to account for the orbit
plane regression observed in Apollo i0; and secondly, the circularization
maneuverwas targeted for a noncircular orbit of 65.7 by 53.7 miles, as
comparedwith the 60-mile-circular orbit targeted for Apollo i0. A dis-
cussion of these considerations is presented in section 7.7. The repre-
sentative ground track of the spacecraft during the lunar orbit phaseof
the mission is shownin figure 7-2.

The sequenceof events for lunar orbit insertion was initiated on
time, and the orbit achieved was169.7 by 60.0 miles. The firing dura-
tion was4.5 secondsless than predicted becauseof higher than pre-
dicted thrust (see section 8.8).

The circularization maneuverwas initiated two revolutions later
and achieved the desired target orbit to within 0.i mile. The spacecraft
wasplaced into a 65.7- by 53.8-mile orbit, with pericynthion at approxi-
mately 80 degreeswest, as planned. The R2orbit prediction modelpre-
dicted a spacecraft orbit at 126 hours (revolution 13) of 59.9 by 59.3
miles. However,the orbit did not circularize during this period (fig.
7-3). The effects of the lunar potential were sufficient to causethis
prediction to be in error by about 2.5 miles. The actual spacecraft
orbit at 126 hours was62.4 by 56.6 mile_.

7.4.5 Undockingand CommandModuleSeparation

The lunar modulewasundockedfrom the commandmoduleat about _00
hours during lunar revolution 13. The commandand service modulesthen
performed a three-impulse separation sequence,with an actual firing
time of 9 secondsand a velocity changeof 2.7 ft/sec. As reported by
the crew, the lunar moduletrajectory perturbations resulting from un-
docking and station-keeping were uncompensatedfor in the descent orbit
insertion maneuverone-half revolution later. Theseerrors directly af-
fected the lunar modulestate vector accuracy at the initiation of pow-ered _escent.
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7.4.6 Lunar ModuleDescent

The descent orbit insertion maneuverwas executed at 101-1/2 hours,
and about 57 minutes later, the powereddescent sequencebegan. The
detailed trajectory analysis for the lunar moduledescent phaseis pre-
sented in section 5.1. The trajectory parameters and maneuver results

are presented in tables 7-II and 7-V.

7.4.7 Lunar Module Ascent and Rendezvous

The lunar module ascent stage lifted off the lunar surface at

124:22:00.8 after staying on the surface for 21 hours 36.35 minutes.

Lunar orbit insertion and the rendezvous sequence were normal. The

terminal phase was completed by 128 hours. The detailed trajectory anal-

ysis for ascent and rendezvous is presented in sections 5.6 and 5.7.

Tables 7-II and 7-V present the trajectory parameters and maneuver re-

sults for these phases.

7.4.8 Transearth injection

The transearth injection maneuver was initiated on time and achieved

a velocity change of only 1.2 ft/sec less than planned. This maneuver

exceeded the real-time planned duration by 3.4 seconds because of a

slightly lower-than-expected thrust (see section 8.8). The transearth

injection would not have achieved accept_,le earth entry conditions. The

resulting perigee altitude solution was 69.4 miles, as compared with the
nominal value of 20.4 miles.

7.4.9 Transearth Midcourse Correction

At the fifth midcourse-correction option point, the first and only
transearth midcourse correction of 4.8 ft/sec was made with the reaction

control system, which corrected the trajectory to the predicted entry

flight-path angle of minus 6.51 degrees.

7.5 COMMAND MODULE ENTRY

The best estimated trajectory for the command module d_ing entry

was obtained from a digital postflight reconstruction. The onboard te-

lemetry recorder was inoperative during ent_:, and since the spacecraft

experienced communications blackout during the first portion of entry,
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complete telemetry information was not recorded. A range instrumenta-

tion aircraft received a small amount of data soon after the entry inter-

face was reached and again approximately 4 minutes into the entry. These

data, combined with the best estimated trajectory, produced the postflight
data p_escnted herein. Table 7-VII presents the actual conditions at
entry In_ rface.

The flight-path angle at entry was 0.03-degree shallower than pre-
dicted at the last midcourse correction, causing a peak load factor of
6.56g, which was slightly higher than planned.

The spacecraft imuded in the Pacific Ocean at 169.15 degrees west
and 13.30 degrees north.

7.6 SERVICE MODULE ENTRY

The service module entry was recorded on film by aircraft. This film

shows the service module enterinK the earth's atmosphere and disintegra-

ting near the command module. According to preflight predictions, the

service module should have skipped out of the earth's atmosphere into a

highly elliptical orbit. The Apollo II crew observed the service module

about 5 minutes after separation and indicated that its reaction control

thrusters were firing and the module was rotating. A more complete dis-
cussion of this anomaly is contained in section 16.1.11.

7.7 LUNAR ORBIT TARGETING

The targeting philosophy for the lunar orbit insertion maneuver dif-

fered in two ways from that of Apollo 10. First, the landing site lati-

tude targeting was biased in "an attempt to account for the orbit plane

regression noted in Apollo lO. During Apollo 10, the lunar module passed

approximately 5 miles south of the landing site on the low-altitude pass
following descent orbit insertion. The Apollo ll target bias of

minus 0.37 degree in latitude was based on the Langley Research Center

13-degree, 13-order lunar gravity model. Of all gravity models investi-

gated, this one came the closest to predicting the crbit inclination and

longitude of ascending node rates observed from Apollo l0 data. During
the lunar landing phase in revolution 14, the lunar module latitude was

0.078 degree north of the desired landing site latitude. A large part

of this error resulted because the targeted orbit was not achieved at

l'unar orbit insertion. The difference between the predicted and actual

values was approximate2y 0.05 degree, which represents the prediction

error from the 13-degree, 13-order model over lh revolutions. However,
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the amount of lunar module plane change required during descent was re-

duced from the 0.337 degree that would have been required for a landing

during Apollo i0 to 0.07G degree in Apollo Ii by biasing t_(_ lunar orbit

insertion targeting. A comparison between Apollo I0 and _] latitude

targeting results is presented in table 7-VIII.

The second change from Apollo i0 targeting was that the circulariza-

tion maneuver was targeted for a noncircular orbit of 53.7 by 65.7 miles.

The R2 lunar potential model predicted this orbit would decs¥ tca 60-mile

circular orbit at nominal time for rendezvous, thereby conser_riug as,_ent

stage propellants. Although the R2 model is currently the ba3_ for pre-

dicting in-plane orbital elements, it cannot predict accurately over long

intervals. Figure 7-3 shows that the R2 predictions, usln d the revolu-

tion 3 vector, matched the observed altitudes for appr<:ximately i2 revo-

lutions. It should be noted that the command and service module separa-

tion maneuver in l_ular orbit was taken into account for both the circu-

larization targeting and the R2 prediction. If the spacecraft had been

placed into a nearly circular orbit, as in Apollo !0, estimates show _hat

a degenerated orbit of 55.7 by 67.3 miles would have resulted by the time

of rendezvous. The velocity penalty at the constant differential height

maneuver for the Apollo i0 approach would have been at least 23 ft/sec,

as compared to the actual 8 ft/sec resulting from the executed circular-

ization targeting scheme. A comparison between Apollo i! _nd Apollo i0

circularization results is presented in table 7-1X.

7._3 LUNAR ORBIT NAVIGATION

The preflight plan for lunar orbit navigation, based on Apollo 8

and i0 postf!ight analyses, was to fit tracking data from two near side

lunar passes with the orbit pl_e constrained to the latest, one-pass

solution. For descent targeting, it was planned to use the landing site

coordinates determined from landmark sightings during revolution 12, if

it appeared that the proFer landmark had been tracked. If not, the best

preflight estimate of coordinates from Lunar Orbiter data and Apollo i0

sightings was to be used. In addition, these coordinates were to be ad-

j1_sted to account for a two-revolution propagation of radial errors de-

termined in revolutions 3 through i0. The predicted worst-case estimate

of navigation accuracy was approximately 3000 feet in both latitude and

longitude.

Several unanticipated problems severely affected navigation accuracy.

First, there w_ a greater inconsistency and larger errors in the one-pass

orbit plane estimates than had been observed on any previous mission

(fig. 7-h).
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These errors were the result of a known deficiency in the R2 lunar

potential model. This condition should not occur on future missions

because Jiffcrent lunar inclination angles will be flown.

A seccnd problem, closely related to the first, was taat the two-

revolution propagation errors for crosstrack, or latitude, errors were

extremely inconsistent. The average progagation error based on five

s_ples at the end of revolution i0 was 2900 feet; but the uncertainty

in this estimate was plus or minus 9000 feet. On the other hand, the

propagation errors for radial and downtrack, or longitude, errors were

within expected limits. No adjustment was made for either latitude or

longitude propagation errors because of the large uncertainty in the case

of latitude and the small correction (800 feet) required in the case of
longitude.

The coordinates obtained from the landmark tracking during revolu-

tion 12 deviate9 from the best preflight estimate of the center of the

landing site ellipse by 0.097 degree north, 0.0147 degree east, and

0.038 _[Le below. These errors are attributed to the R2 potential

model deficiencies. The large difference in latitude resulted from an

error in the spacecraft state vector estimate of the orbit plane; these

were the data used to generate the sighting angles. The difference in

longitude could also have been caused by an error in the estimated state
vector or from tracking the wrong landmark.

The third problem area was the large number of trajectory perturba-

tion in revolutions ii through 13 because of uncoupled attitude maneuvers,

such as hot firing tests of the lunar module thrusters, undocking impulse,

station-keeping activity, sublimator operation and possibly tunnel and

cabin venting. The net effect of these perturbations was a sizeable down-
range miss.

A comparison between the 11_nar landing point coordinates generated

from various data sources is presented in table 5-1V. The difference, or

miss distance, was 0.0444 degree south and 0.2199 degree east, or approx-

imate!y 4440 _d 21 990 feet, respectively. The miss in latitude was

caused by neglecting the two-revolution orbit plane propagation error,

and the miss in longitude resulted from the trajectory perturbations
during revolutions ii through 13.

The coordinates used for ascent targeting were the best preflight

estimate of landing site radius and the onboard-guidance estimate of lat-

itude and longitude at touchdown (corrected for initial state vector errors

from ground tracking). The estimated errors in targeting coordinates were

a rs_dius 1500 feet less than desired and a longitude 4400 feet to the west.
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TABLE 7-1.- DEFINITION OF TPd%JECTORY AND ORBITAL PAPJU4ETERS

Tra_ ector_ Parameters

Geodetic latitude

Selenographic latitude

Longitude

Altitude

Space-fixed velocity

Space-fixed flight-path angle

Space-fixed heading angle

Apogee

Perigee

Apocynthion

Pericynthion

Period

Inc!ination

Longitude of the ascending
node

Definition

Spacecraft position measured norsh or south from

the earth's equator to the local vertical vector,

deg

Spacecraft position measured north or south from

the true lunar equatorial plane to the local ver-

tical vector, deg

Spacecraft position measured east or west from the

b_d_'s prime meridian to the local vertical vec-

tor, dog

Perpendicular distance from the reference body to

the point of orbit intersect, ft or miles; alti-

tude above the lunar surface is referenced to

Landing Site 2

Magnitude of the inertial velocity vector refer-

enced to the body-centered, inertial reference

coordinate system, ft/sec

Flight-path angle measured positive upward from

the body-centered, local horizontal plane to the

inertial velocity vector, _eg

Angle of the projection of the inertial velocity

vector onto the local bo@@-centered, horizontal

plane, measured positive eastward from north, deg

Maximum altitude above the oblate earth model, miles

Minimum altitude above the oblate earth model, miles

Maximum altitude above the moon model, referenced

to Landing Site 2, miles

Minimum altitude above the moon model, referenced

to L_Ldi_g Site 2, miles

Time required for spacecraft to complete 360 de-

grees of orbit rotation, min

Acute angle formed at the inter_ection of the orbit

plane and the reference body's equatorial plane,

dog

Longitude where the orbit _l_ne crosses the ref-

erence body's equatorial plane from below, deg
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TABLE 7-VII.- F/_TRY TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS

Entr_ interface (bOO 000 feet altitude)

Time, hr :mln :sec ..................

Geodetic latitude, deg south ............

LQngitude, dog east .................

Altitude, _/les ...................

Space-fixed velocity, 1_/sec ...........

Space-fixed flight-path angle, dog .........

Space-fixed heading angle, deg east of north ....

Maximum conditions

Velocity, ft/sec .\ .................

Acceleration, g ...................

Drogue de_lo_rment

Time, hr :min:sec ..................

Geodetic latitude, deg south

Recovery ship report ..............
Onboard guidance .................

Target .....................

Longitude, dee west

Recovery shlp report ...............

Onboard guidance .................

Target ......................

195:03:05.7

3.19

171.96

65.8

36 19h._

-6.h8

50.18

195 :12:06.9

13.25

13.30

13.32

169.15

169.15
169.15
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TABLE 7-VIII.- LATITUDE TARGETING SUMMARY

Desired

Actual

Error

Landing site latitude on the
landing revolutions, deg

Apollo i0

O.691

0.35_

0.337 south

Apollo 11

o.691

0.769

0.078 north

TABLE 7-IX.- CIRCULARIZATION ALTITUDE TARGETING

At circularization Des ired

A_tual

Error

At Fendezv_ Desired

Actual

Error

Orbit altitude, ._les

Apol]o 10

60.0 60.0

61.o b_r 62.8

1.o _ 2.8

60.0 by 60.0

_8.3 by 65.9

-1.9 by 5.9

Apollo 11

53.7 by 65.7

5h.5 by 66.1

0.8 by 0._

60.0 by 60.0

56.5 by 62.6

-3.5 by 2.6

!,
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8.0 COMMAND AND SERVICE MODULE PERFORMANCE

5̧

Performance of command and service module systems is discussed in

this section. The sequential, pyrotechnic, thermal protection, earth

landing, power distribution, and emergency detection systems operated

as intended and are not discussed further. Discrepancies and anomalies

are generally mentioned in this section but are discussed in greater de-
tail in section 16, Anomaly Summary.

8.1 STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

At earth lift-off, measured winds both at the 60-foot level and in

the region of maximum dynamic pressure indicate that structural loads

were well below the established limits. During the first stage of flight,
accelerations measured in the command module were nominal and similar

to those measured during Apollo 10. The predicted and calculated space-

craft loads at lift-off, in the region of msximum c_Tnamic pressure, at

the end of first stage boost, and during staging are shown in table 8.1-I.

Command module accelerometer data indicate that sustained low-fre-

quency longitudinal oscillations were limited to O.15g during S-IC boost.

Structural loads during S-II and S-IVB boost, translumar injection, both

do_-king operations, all service propulsion maneuvers, _md entry were well
wi-chin design limits.

As with all other mechanical systems, the docking system performed

as required for both the translunar and lunar orbit docking events. The

following information concerning the two docking operatiozs at contact
is based on crew comments :

Contact conditions

Axial velocity, ft/sec

Lateral velocity, ft/sec

Angular velocity, deg/sec

Angular alignment, deg

Miss distance, in.

Translunar

docking

0.1 to 0.2

0

0

0

Lunar orbit

docking

0.i

0

0

0

0
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The probe retract time for both events was between 6 and 8 seconds. Dur-

ing the gas retract phase of lunar orbit docking, the crew detected a
relative yaw mAsalignment that was estimated to have b,__en as much as
15 degrees. See sections _.15 and 5.7 for further discussion. The un-

expected vehicle motions were not precipitated by the docking hardware

and did not prevent accomplishment of a successful hard dock. Computer
simulations of the lunar orbit docking event indicate that the observed

vehicle misalignments can be caused "oy lunar module plus X thrusting
after the command module is placed in an attitude-free control Node (see
section 8.6).

|
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8.2 ELECTRICAL POWER

8.2.1 Batteries

The bus voltages of the entry and l_rotechnic batteries were main-

rained at normal levels, and battery charging was nominal. All three

entry batteries contained the cellophane separators, whereas only bat-

tery B used this type of separator for Apollo i0. The improved perform-

ance of the cellophane separators is evident from voltage/current data,

which show, at a 15-ampere load, that the cellophane type batteries main-

rain an output 1 to 2 volts higher than the Permion-type batteries.

The only departure from expected performance was when battery A was

placed on main bus A for the translunar midcourse correction. During

this maneuver, normal current supplied by each battery is between _ and

8 amperes, but current from battery A was initially 25 amperes and grad-

ually declined to approximately I0 amperes Just prior to removal from the

main bus. This occurrence can be explained by consideration of two con-

ditions: (i) fuel cell I on main bus A had a lower (_00 ° F) than average

skin temperature, causing it to deliver less current than usual; and (2)

battery A had been fully charged Just prior to the maneuver. Both these

conditions, combined to result in the higher than usual current delivery

by battery A. Performance was normal thereafter.

The total battery capacity was continuously maintained a1_ove 103 A-h

until separation of the command module from the service module.

8.2.2 Fuel Cells

The fuel cells and radiators performed satisfactorily during the

prelaunch and flight phases. All three fuel cells were activated 68 hours

prior to launch, and after a 3-1/2-hour conditioning load, they were

placed on open-circuit inline heater operation until 3 hours prior to

launch. After that time, the fuel cells provided full spacecraft power.

During the 195 hours of the mission, the fuel cells supplied approxi-

mately 393 kwh of energy at an average spacecraft current of 68.7 _eres

(22.9 amperes per fuel cell) and an average co_und module bus voltage of

29._ volts. The maxim_ deviation from equal load sharing between indi-

vidual fuel cells was an acceptable M.5 amperes.

All thermal parameters, inelu_Ltng condenser exit temperature, remained
within nomal operating ranges and agreed favorably with predicted flight

values. The condenser exit temperature on fuel cell 2 fluctuated periodi-
call_ every 3 to 8 minutes throughout the flight. This disturbance was

similar to that noted cm all other flights and is discussed in more d_tail
in reference 3. The periodic disturbance has been shown to hawe no effect

on fuel cell performance.
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8.3 CRYOGENIC STORAGE

I

I

The cryogenic storage system satisfactorily supplied reactants to

the fuel cells and metabolic oxygen to the environmental control system.
At launch, the total oxygen quantity was 615 pounds (79 pounds above the

minimum red-line limit), and the hydrogen quantity was 5h.l pounds (i.0

pound above the minimum red-line limit). The overall consumption _Tom
the system was nominal during the flight.

During the flight, it was discovered that one heater in oxygen tank 2

was inoperative. Records show that it had failed between the times of the

countdown demonstration test and the actual countdown, and current meas-

urements indicate that the element had an open circuit. This anomaly is
discussed in detail in section 16.1.2.

8._ VHF RANGING

The operation of the VHF ranging system was nominal during descent

and from lunar lift-off until orbital insertion. Following insertion,

a number of tracking dropouts were experienced. These dropouts resulted

from negative circuit margins caused by use of the lunar module aft VHF

antenna instead of the forward antenna. After the antennas were switched,
VHF ranging operation returned to normal. A maximum range of 2h6 miles

was measured, and a comparison of the VHF ranging data with rendezvous

radar data and the predicted trajectory shewed very close agreement.

8.5 INSTRUMENTATION

The instrumentation system, including the data storage equil_nent ,
the central timing equipment, and the signal conditioning equipment sup-
ported the mission.

The data storage equipment did not operate during entry because the
circuit breaker was open. The circuit breaker which supplies ac power to
the recorder also controls operation of the S-band FM transmitter. When

the television camera and usociated monitor were to be powered without
transmitting to a ground station, the circuit breaker was opened to dis-

able the S-band FM transmitter. This breaker was inadvertently left open
after the last television transmission.
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At approximately 5 hours 20 minutes during a scheduled cabin oxygen

enrichment (see section 16.1.8), the oxygen flow-rate transducer indicated

a low oxygen flow rate. Comparison of the oxygen manifold pressure,

oxygen-flow-restrlctor differential pressures, and cryogenic oxygen values

indicated that the flow-rate-transducer output calibration had shifted

downward. To compensate for the uncertainties associated with the oxygen

flow indications, cabin enrichment procedures w_re extended from 8 hours

to 9 hours.

8.6 GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, AND CONTROL

The command module guldance, navlgation, and control system perform-

ance was satisfactory throughout the mission. Earth-launch, earth-orblt,

and translunar-inJectlon monitoring functions were normal except that the

crew reported a 1.5-degree pitch deviation from the expected flight di-

rector attitude indicator reading during the translunar _nJectlon maneu-

ver. The procedure was designed for the crew to align the flight direc-
tor attitude indlcator/orbit-rate drive electronics assembly (ORDEAL) at

approximately _ deg/min while the launch vehicle was maintaining local

vertical. One error of 0.5 degree _s attributed to the movement of the

S-IVB while the flight director attitude indicator and the orbit-rate

drive electronics are being aligned. An additional 0:2-degree resulted

from an error in orbit-rate drive electronics initialization. Further,

the reading accuracy of the flight director attitude indicator is 0.25

degree. An additional source of error for Apollo ii was a late trajec-

tory modiflcatioT, which changed the ignition attitude by 0.4 degree. The

accumulation of errors from these four sources accounts for the error

reported by the crew. The present procedure is considered adequate ;

therefore, no change is being prepared for later missions.

8.6.1 Transposition and Docking

Two unexpected indications reported by the crew later proved to be
normal operation of the respective systems. The 180-degree pitch trans-

position maneuver was to be performed automatically under digital auto-

pilot control with a ,_n,,=lly initiated angular rate. The crew reported
that each time the digital autopilot was activated, it stopped the manu-

ally induced rate and maintained a constant attitude. The cause of the
apparent discrepancy was procedural; although the digital autopilot was

correctly initialized for the maneuver, "in each case the rotational hand
controller was moved out of detent prior to enabling the digital auto-

pilot. Normally, when the out-of-detent signal is received by the com-
plier, the digital autopilot is switched from an automatic to an attitude-
hold function until reenabled. After four attempts, the maneuver was

initiated properly and proceeded according to plan.
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The other discrepancy concerned the entry monitor system velocity

counter. The crew reported biasing the counter to minus i00 ft/sec prior

to separation, thrusting forward until the counter indicated 100.6, then

thrusting aft until the counter indicated 100.5. After the transposition

maneuver, the counter indicated 99.1, rather than the expected 100.5.

The cause of this apparent discrepancy was also procedural. The trans-

position maneuver was made at an average angular velocity of 1.75 deg/sec.

The entry monitor system is mounted approximately 12 feet from the center

of rotation. The resulting centripetal acceleration integrated over the

time necessary to move 180 degrees yields a 1.2-ft/sec velocity change

and accounts for the error observed. The docking maneuver following
transposition was normal, with only small transieLts.

8.6.2 Inertial Reference System Alignments

The inertial measurement unit was aligned as shown in table 8.6-1.

Results were normal and comparable to those of previous missions.

8.6.3 Translation Maneuvers

A s_nmary of pertinent parameters for each of the service propulsion

maneuvers is contained in table 8.6-II. All maneuvers were as expected,

with very small residuals. Monitoring of these maneuvers by the entry

monitor system was excellent, as shown in table 8.6-III. The velocity

initializing the entry monitor velocity counter prior to each firing is

biased by the velocity expected to be accrued during thrust tail-off.

When in control of a maneuver, the entry monitor issues an engine-off

discrete signal when the velocity counter reaches zero to avoid an over-

burn, and the bias includes an allowance for the predicted tail-off.

The crew was concerned with the duration of the transearth injection

maneuver. When the firing appeared to be approximately 3 _econds longer

than anticipated, the crew issued a manual engine-off command. Further

discussion of this problem is contained in section 8.8. The data indicate

that a computer engine-off discrete appeared simultaneously with actual

engine shutdown. Therefore, the manual input, which is not instrumented,
was either later than, or simultaneous with, the automatic command.

8.6.4 Attitude Control

All attitude control functions were satisfactorily performed through-
out the mission. The passive thermal control roll maneuver was used dur-

ing translunar and transearth coast.
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After entry into lunar orbit, and while still in the docked config-

uration, the crew reported a tendency of the spacecraft to position itself

along the local vertical with the lunar module positioned down. This ef-

fect was apparently a gravity gradient torque, which can be as large as

0.86 ft-lb when the longitudi=:_l axis of the vehicle is oriented 45 de-

grees from the local verticsS. A thruster duty cycle of once every 15

to 18 seconds would be consistent with a disturbance torque of this mag-
nitude.

8.6.5 Midcourse Navigation

Midcourse navigation using star/horizon sightings was performed dur-

ing the translunar and transearth coast phases. The first two groups of

sightings, at 43 600 and 126 800 miles, were used to calibrate the height

of the horizon for updating the computer. Although several procedural

problems were encountered during early attempts, the apparent horizon
altitude was determined to be 35 kilometers. Table 8.6-IV contains a

synopsis of the navigation sightings performed.

8.6.6 Landmark Tracking

Landmark tracking ,_as performed in lunar orbit as indicated in

table 8.6-V. The objective of the sightings was to eliminate part of

the relative uncertainty between the landing site and the command module

orbit and thus improve the accurscy of descent targeting. The sightings

also provided an independent check on the overall targeting scheme. The

pitch technique provided spacecraft control while the sextant was in use.

The landmark tracking program was also used to point the optics in several

unsuccessful attempts to locate and track the lunar module on the lunar
surface (see section 5.5).

i

8.6.7 Entry

The entry was performed under automatic control as planned. No telem-

etry data are available for the period during blackout; however, all in-

d/cations are that the system performed as intended.

The onboard calculations for inertial velocity and flight-path angle

at the entry interface were 36 195 ft/sec and minus 6.488 degrees, respec-
tively, and compare favorably with the 36 194 ft/sec and minus 6.483 de-

grees determined from tracking. Figure 13-1 shows a summary of landing

point data. The onboard computer indicated a landing at 169 degrees
9 minutes west longitude and 13 degrees 18 minutes north latitude, or
1.69 miles from the desired target point. Since no telemetry nor radar
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was available during entry, a final evaluation of navigation accuracy

cannot be obtained. However, a simulated best estimate trajectory shows

a landing point 1.03 miles from the target and confirms the onboard solu-

tion. Indications are that the entry monitor system performed as intended.

/

r

8.6.8 Inertial Measurement Unit Performance

Preflight perforr_ance of the inertial components is summarized in

table 8.6-_JI. This table also shows the aw_rage value of the accelerom.-

eter bias measurements and gyro null bias drift measurements made in
flight and the accompemying updates.

The gyro drift compensation updates were not as successful as ex-

pected, probably because of the change in sign of the compensation values.

With the change in the torquing current, a bias difference apparently

occurred as a result of residual magnetization in the torquer winding.
The difference was small., however, and had no effect on the mission.

Figure 8.6-1 contains a comparison of velocity measured by the iner-

tial measurement unit with that from the launch-vehicle guidance system
during earth ascent. These velocity differences reflect the errors in

the inertial component compensation values. One set of error terms that

would cause these velocity errors is shown in table 8.6-VII. The diver-

gence between the two systems is well within the expected limits and in-

- _¢_es excellent performance, although a momentary saturation of the

laul_c_ vehicle guidance system Y-axis accelerometer caused an initial

5 ft/sec error between the two systems. The remainder of the divergence

in this axis was primarily caused by a misalignment during gyrocompassing

of the spacecraft guidance system. The 60-ft/sec out-of-plane velocity

error at insertion is equi-._lent to _,misalignment of 0.i] degree; this

is corroborated by the Z-axi's gyro torquing angle calculated during the
initialJoptical alignment in earth orbit.

8.6.9 Computer

The computer performed as intended throughout the mission. A number

of alarms occurred, but all were caused by procedural errors or were in-
tended to caution the respective crewman

8.6.10 Optics

The sextant and the scanning telescope performed normally throughout
t_e mission. After the coelliptic sequence maneuver, the Command Module

Pilot reported that, after selecting the rendezvous tracking program (I>20),
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the optics had to be "zeroed" before automatic tracking of the lunar

module would begin. Data indicate that the optics mole switch was in

the "computer" position when the command module was set up for the con-

tingency mirror image coelliptic sequence maneuver. In this maneuver

program, the service propulsion engine gimbals are tri_ed by the .'om-

puter through the digital-to-analog converter outputs of the optics cou-

pling data units. These same converters are used to drive the optics

shaft and trunnion when the optics are in "computer" mode. To avoid

driving the optics with a gimbal drive signal, or vice versa, the com-

puter issues discretes which enable or disable the appropriate output.

With the optics drive disengaged, the trunnion in this unit was observed

during preflight testing to drift toward the positive stop. The drift

is caused by an anti-backlash spring.

A register in the computer tracks trunnion position but is not large

enough to provide an unambiguous value for the full range of allowable

tru_uion angles. Therefore, the register is biased to provide unambigu-

ous readouts for the normally used range of minus i0 degrees to plus

6h.7 degrees. In this case, the trum_ion drifted beyond 6h.7 degrees, the

register overflowed, _nd the computer lost track of actual trunnion posi-

tion. When the automatic optics positioning routine was entere,_ after

selection of the rendezvous tracking program (P20), the computer drive

commands, based on the invalid counter contents, drove the trunnion to

the positive stop. Zeroing the sytem reestablished synchronization and

proper operation.

8.6. ii Entry Monitor System

Operation of the entry monitor system wa_ normal, although one seg-
ment on the electroluminescent numerical displsy for the velocity counter
Iailed to operate during the mission (see section 16.1.h).
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TABLE 8.6-V.- LANDMARK TRACKING

Time,

hr :min :sec

82:43:00

98:49:00

i04:39:00

122:24:00

_andmark

identification

AI (altitude

landmark)

130

130

130

Number of

marks

5

5

5

Optics mode

Sextant, manual - resolved

Sextant, manual - resolved

Sextant, manual - resolved

Sextant, manual - resolved
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TABLE 8.6-VII .- INE_IAL SUBSYSTEM ERRORS DURING LAUNCH
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Error term Uncompensat. One-sigma
ed error specification

Offset velocity, ft/sec

Bias, cm/sec 2 X .

X • • •

Z • • . • • • • • • , •

Null bias drift, mERU - X . . .

- y . . .

-Z

Acceleration drift, input axis,

mE_U/g - X

-Z

Acceleration drift, spin reference 8xls,

mERU/g - Y .........

Acceleration drift, output axis,

mERUlg - x

-Z

Uncorrelated platform misalignment about

X axiS, arc sec ............

Uncorrelated platform mlsslignment about
Y axis, arc sec ..... . ......

h.2

-0 .Oh6*

0.150"

0.001"

2.h*

0.7*

-0.8"

-6.8

2.0

-0.7

-8.0

2.0

8.0

8.0

8.0

5.0

2to 5

2to 5

-3.0

-13

-26

5O

5O

*Averaged for entire flight.
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8.7 REACTION CONTROL

8.7.1 Service Module

Performance of the service module reaction control system was normal

throughout the mission. Total propellant consumed up to command module/

service module separation was 560 pounds, 30 pounds less than predicted.
During all mission phases, the system pressures and temperatures remained

well within their normal operating ranges.

At the time the command and service modules separated frcm zhe S-IVB,

the crew reported that the propellant isolation valve indicators for

quad B indicated the 'barber-pole" position. This indication corresponds

to at least one primary sad one secondary valve being in the closed posi-
tion. Twenty to thirty seconds after closure, the crew reopened the

valves according to checklist procedures, and no further problems were
experienced (see section 16.1.6).

8.7.2 Command Module

After command module/service module separation, the crew reported

that the minus-yaw engine in system 1 was not responding properly to

firing commands through the automatic coils. Postflight data confirm

that this engine produced very low, but detectable, thrust when the auto-

matic coils were activated. Also, the response to direct coil commands

was normal, which indicates that, mechanically, the two valves were oper-
ating properly and that one of the two valves was operating when the

automatic coils were energized. Postflight tests confirmed that an inter-

mittent circuit existed on a terminal board in the valve electronics.

Section 16.1.3 contains a discussion of this anomaly.

All measured system pressures sad temperatures were normal through-

out the mission, and except for the problem with the yaw engine, both
systems operated as expected during entry. About 1 minute after command

module/s_rvice module separation, system 2 was disabled sad system 1 was

used for _utry control, as planned. Forty-one pounds of propellant were
used during entry.

8.8 SERVICE PROPUI_ION

Service propulsion system performance was satisfactory during each

of the five maneuvers, with a total firing time of 531.9 seconds. The

actual ignition times sad firir,g durations are listed in table 8.6-II.
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The longest engine firing was for 357.5 seconds during the lunar orbit

insertion maneuver. The fourth end fifth service propulsion firings were

preceded by a plus-X reaction control translation to effect propellant
settling, sad all firings were conducted under automatic control.

The steady-state performance during all firings was satisfactory.

The steady-state pressure data indicate essentially nominal performance;

however, the gaging system data indicate a mixture ratio of 1.55 rather
than the expected 1.60 to 1.61.

The engine transient performance during all starts sad shutdowns

was satisfactory. The chamber pressure overshoot during the start of

the spacecraft separation maneuver from the S-IVB was approxi_tely
120 psia, which corresponds to the upper specification limit for starts

using only one bank of propellant valves. On subsequent firings, the

chamber pressure overshoots were all less than 120 psia. During the

separation firing, minor oscillations in the measured chamber pressure

were observed beginning approximately 1.5 seconds after the initial firing

signal. However, the magnitude of the oscillations was less than 30 psi

(peak-to-pea2), sad by approximately 2.2 seconds after ignition, the cham-

ber pressure data were indicating normal steady-state operation.

The helium pressurization system functioned normally throughout the

mission. All system temperatures were maintained within their red-line
limits without heater operation.

The propellant utilization sad gaging system operated satisfactorily

throughout the mission. The mode selection switch for the gaging system

was set in the normal position for all service propulsion firings ; as a

result, only the primary system data were used. The propellant utiliza-

tion valve was in the "normal" position during the separation sad first

midcourse firings sad for the first 76 seconds of the lunar orbit inser-

tion firing. At that time, the valve was moved to the "increase" position

sad remained there through the first 122 seconds of the trsasearth injec-

tion firing. The valve position was then moved to "normal" for approxi-
mately 9 seconds and then to "decrease" for most of the rema/nder of the
trsasearth injection firing.

Figure 8.8-1 shows the indicated propellant unbalance, as computed
frc_ the data. The indicated unbalance history should reflect the tin-

balance history displayed in the cabin, within the accuracy of the telem-

etry system. As expected, based on previous flights, the indicated un-

balance following the start of the lunar orbit insertion firing showed

decrease readings. The initial decrease readings were caused primarily

by the oxidizer level in the sump tank exceeding the maximum gageable
height. This condition occurs because oxidizer is transferred from the

storage tank to the sump tank as a result of helium absorption from the

sump tank ullage. This phenomenon, in combination with a known storage
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tank oxidizer gaging error, is known to cause both the initial decrease

readings and a step increase in the tu_balance at crossover. The crew

were briefed on these conditions prior to flight and, therefore, expected

both the initial decrease readings and a step increase at crossover of

150 to 200 pounds. When the unbalance started to increase (approach zero)

prior to crossover, the crew, in anticipation of the increase, properly

interpreted the unbalance meter movement as an indication of a low mixture

ratio and moved the propellant utilization valve to the "increase" posi-
tion. As shown in figure 8.8-1, the unbalance then started to decrease

in response to the valve change, and at crossover the expected step in-

crease did occur. At the end of the firing, the crew reported that the

unbalance was a 50-pound increase, which agrees well with the telemetered

data shown in figure 8.8-1. This early recognition of a lower mixture

ratio and the movement of the propellant utilitization valve to the "in-

crease" position during lunar orbit insertion resulted in a higher-than-

predicted average thrust for the firing and a duration of 4.5 seconds less
than predicted.

The duration of the firing as determined by Missi_l Control, was de-

creased to reflect the higher thrust level experienced on the lunar orbit

insertion firing. However, during the transearth injection firing, the
propellant utilization valve was cycled from the normal to the decrease

position two times. This resulted in less than the expected thrust and

consequently resulted in an overburn of 3.4 seconds above the recalculated
trausearth injection firing prediction.

Preliminary calculstions, which were based on the telemetered gaging

data and the predicted effects of propellant utilization valve position,

yielded mixture ratios for the "normal" valve position of about 1.55_ com-

pared to an expected range of 1.60 to 1.61. Less-than-expected mixture

ratios were also experienced during Apollo 9 and 10, and sufficient pre-

flight analyses were made prior to this flight to verify that the propel-
lant utilization and gaging system was capable of correcting for mixture

ratio shifts of the magnitudes e_xperienced. 'l"aereason for the less-than-

expected mixture ratios during the last three flights is still under in-
ves tigat ion.

An abnormal decay in the secondary (system B) nitrogen pressure w_s

observed during the lunar orbit insertion service propulsion firing, in-

dicating a leak in th_ system which operates the engine upper bipropellant

valve bank. No further leakage was indicated during the remainder of the

mission. This anomaly is discussed in greater detail in section 16.1.1.
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8.9 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM

The environmental control system performed satisfactorily through-
out the mission and provided a comfortable environment for the crew and

adequate thermal control of spacecraft equipment.

8.9.1 Oxygen Distribution

The cabin pressure stabilized at 4.7 psia prior to translunar injec-

tion and returned to that value after initial lunar module pressurization.

Two master alarms indicating high oxygen flow occurred, hawever, during

lunar module pressurization when the oxygen flow rate was decreasing.

This condition was also experienced during ground testing. Postflight

analysis has shown that this condition was caused by a malfunction of
oxygen flow rate transducer (see section 16.1.5).

8.9.2 Particulate Back-Contaminatlon Control

The command module oxygen systems were used for particulate lunar

surface back-contamination control from final command module docking
until earth landing.

At about 128 hours, the oxygen Clow rate waJ adjusted to an indi-

cated reading of approximately 0.6 i:'/hr to establish a positive differ-

ential pressure between the two vehlcles, causing the cabin pressure to

increase to about 5.h psia. The oxygen purge was terminated at 130 hours

9 minutes following the command module tunnel hatch leak check.

8.9.3 Thermal Control

The primary coolant system provided adequate thermal control for

crew comfort and spacecraft equipment throughout the mission. The sec-

ondary coolant system was activated only during redundant component checks

and the earth entry chilldown. The evaporators were not activated dur-

ing lunar orbit coast, since the radiators provided adequate temperature
cant rol.

At 105 hours 19 minutes, the primary evaporator outlet temperature
had dropped to 31.5 ° F. Normally, the temperature is maintained above

h2 ° F by the glycol temperature control valve during cold temperature

excursions of the radiator. This discrepancy is discussed in sec-
tion 16.1.10.
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8.9.h Water Management

Gas in the spacecraft potable water has been a problem on all manned

Apollo flights. On this mission, a two-membrane water/gas separator was

installed on both the water gun and the outlet at the food preparation
unit. The separators allow only gas to pass through one membrane into

the cabin atmosphere, while the second membrane passes only gas-free

water to the outlet port for crew consumption. The crew indicated that

performance of the separators was satisfactory. Water in the food bags

and from the water pistol was nearly free of gas. Two interface problems

were experienced while using the separators. There is no positive lock

between the water pistol and the inlet port of the separator; thus, oc-
casionally the separator did not remain in place when used to fill a food

bag from the water pisto]. Also, the crew commented that some provision

for positively retaining the food bag to the separator outlet port woul_

be highly desirable. For future spacecraft, a redesign of the separator

will provide positive locking between the water pistol and the inlet port

of the separator. Also, a change has been made in the separator outlet

probe to provide an improved interface with the food bag.

8.10 CREW STATION

The displays and controls were adequate except the mission clack in

the lcwcr equipment bay ran slow, by less than l0 seconds over a 24-hour

period, as reported by the crew. The mission clocks have a history of

slow operation, which has been attributed to electromagnetic interference.

In addition, the glass face was found to be cracked. This has also been

experienced in the past and is caused by stress introduced in the glass
during the assembly process.

The lunar module mission clock is identical to the command module

clock. Because of the lunar module clock problem discussed in section

16.2.1, an improved-design timer is being procured and will be incorpo-
rated in future command modules.

8.ii CONSUMABLES

The predictions for consumables usage improved from mission to mis-

sion such that for the Apollo 11 mission, all of the command and service

module consumable quantities were within i0 percent of the preflight es-
timates.
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8.11.1 Service Propulsion Propellant

The service propulsion propellant usagewaswithin 5 percent of the
preflight estimate for the mission. Thedeviations which were experienced
have been attributed to the variations in firing times (see section 8.8).
In the following table, the loadings were calculated from gaging system
readings and measureddensities prior to lift-off.

Conditions

Loaded

In tanks

In lines

Tot al

Consumed

Remaining at command

module/service module

separation

Actual usage, ib

Fuel

15 633

79

15 712

13 75h

1 958

Oxidizer

2h 967

12h

25 091

21 985

3 106

Tot al

bO 8o3

35 739

5 o6h

Preflight

planned

usage, ib

hO 8O3

36 296

4 507

8.11.2 Reaction Control Propellant

Service module.- Reaction control system propellant usage predictions

and flight data agreed within 5 percent. Usage was higher than expected

during transposition and docking and the initial set of navigational sight-

ings. This was balanced by efficient maneuvering of the command and serv-

ice modules during the rendezvous sequence, in which the propellant con-

sumption was less than predicted. The usages listed in the following

table were calculated from telemetered helium tank pressure data using

the relationship between pressure, volume, and temperature.
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Loaded
QuadA
Quad B

Quad C

Quad D

Total

Consumed

Condition

Remaining at command mod-

ule/service module sepa-
ration

Actual us age, lb

Fuel Oxidizer

llO 225

ll0 225

110 225

ii0 225

4_o 900

191 369

249 531

Total

13hO

560

780

Preflight

planned

us age, ib

1342

590

752

ConTn_d mo_le.- Command module reaction control system propellant

usage predictions agreed with actual usage quantities within 5 percent.

The usages listed in the following table were calculated from pressure,
volume, and temperature relationships.

Condition

Loaded

System A

System B

Total

Consumed

System A

System B

Total

Remaining at main parachute

deployment

System A

System B

Total

Actual usage, ib

Fuel

44.8

44.4

89.2

15.0

0.0

15.0

75.2

Oxidizer

78.4

78.3

156.7

26.8

0.0

26.8

51.6

78.3

129.9

Total

245.9

40.8

205.1

Preflight

planned

usage, lb

245.o

39.3

205.7
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8.11.3 Cryogenics

The oxygen and hydrogen usages were within 5 percent of those pre-
dicted. This deviation was caused by the loss of an oxygen tank heater

element, plus a reduced reaction control system heater duty cycle. Usages

listed in the following table are based on the electrlcal power produced
by the fuel cells.

Condition

Available at lift-off

Tank I

Tank 2

Total

Consumed

Tank 1

Tank 2

Total

Remaining at ccm_mnd module/

service module separation
Tank 1

Tank 2

Tot al

Hydrogen usage, ib

Actual

27.3

26.8

54.1

17.5

17.4

34.9

9.8

9.4

19.2

Planned

56.4

36.6

19.8

O_gen usage, lb

Actual

300.5

314.5

615.0

174.0

18o .0

354.0

126.5

134.5

261.0

Planned
m

634.7

371.1

263.6

8.11.4 Water

Predictions concerning water consumed in the cczmmnd and service

modules are not generated for each mission because the system has an ini-

tial charge of potable water at lift-off, plus additional water is gene-

rated in the fuel cells in excess of the demand. Also, water is dumped

overboard and some is consumed. The water quantities loaded, consumed,

produced, and expelled during the mission are shown in the following
table.

h
i:_ ¸ •
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Conditi

Loade d

Potable water tank

Waste water tank

Produced inflight

Fuel ce_ is

Lithium hydroxide, metabolic

Dumped overboard (including urine)

Evaporated up to command module/service

module separatic_

Remaining at command module/service

module separation

Potable water tank

Waste water tank

Quantity, lb

315

NA

325.7

8.7

36.8

h3.5
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9.0 LUNAR MODULE PERFORMANCE

This section is a discussion of lunar module systems performance.
The significant problems are described in this section and are discussed

in detail in section 16, Anomaly Summary.

9.1 STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL SYST_4S

No structural instrumentation was installed on the lunar module;
consequently, the structural performance evaluation was based on lunar

module guidance and control data, cabin pressure data, command module
acceleration data, photographs, and analytical results.

Based on measured command module accelerations and on simulations

using measured wind data, the lunar module loads are inferred to have

been within structural limits during the S-IC, S-II, and S-IVB launch
phase firings, and the S-l-v-B translunar injection maneuvers. The loads
during both dockings were also within structural limits.

Ccmnand module accelercmeter data show minimal structural excitation

during the service propulsion maneuvers, indicating that the lunar module
loads were well within structural limits.

The structural loading environment during lunar landing was evalu-
ated from motion picture film, still photographs, postflight landing simu-

lations, and crew comments. The motion picture film from the onboard corn-

era showed no evidence of structural oscillations during landing, and crew

comments agree with this assessment. Flight data from the guidance and

propulsion systems were used in conducting the simulations of the landing

(see section 5._). The simulations and photographs indicate that the

landing gear strut stroking was very small and that the external loads

developed during landing were well within design values.

9.2 THERMAL CONTROL

The lunar module internal temperatures at the end of translunar

flight we:e nominal and within 3° Y o_ the launch temperatures. During
the active periods, temperature response was normal and all antenna tem-
peratures were within acceptable limits.

The crew inspected the descent stage therwA1 shielding after lunar
landing and observed no significant d_age.
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9 •3 ELECTRICAL POWER

The electrical power system performed satisfactorily. The dc bus

voltage was maintained above 28.8 volts throughout the flight. The max-

imum observed load was 81 amperes, during powered descent initiation.

Both inverters performed as expected.

The knob on the ascent engine arm circuit breaker was broken, prob-

ably by the aft edge of the oxygen purge system hitting the breaker dur-

ing preparations for extravehicular activity. In any event, this circuit

breaker was closed without difficulty when required prior to ascent (sec-
tion 16.2.11).

At staging, the descent batteries had supplied 1055 A-h of a nominal

total capacity of 1600 A.-h. The difference in load sharing at staging

was 2 A-h on batteries 1 and 2 and 23 A-h on batteries 3 and 4, and both

of these values are acceptable.

At lunar module Jettison, the two ascent batteries had delivered

336 A-h of a nominal total capacity of 592 A-h. The ascent batteries

continued to supply power, for a total of 680 A-h at 28 V dc or above.

9.4 COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

Overall performance of the S-band steerable antenna was satisfactory.

Some difficulties were experienced, however, during descent of the lunar

module. Prior to the scheduled 180-degree yaw maneuver, the signal

strength dropped below the tracking level and the antenna broke lock sev-

eral times. After the maneuver was completed, new look angles were set

in and the antenna acquired the uplink signal and tracked normally until

landing. 'Fne most probable cause of the problem was a combination of

vehicle blockage and multipath reflections from the lunar surface, as
discussed in section 16.2.4.

During the entire extravehicular activity, the lunar module relay

provided good voice and extravehicular mobility unit data. Occasional
breakup of the Lunar Module Pilot's voice occurred in the extravehicular

communications system relay mode. The most probable cause was that the

sensitivity of the voice-operated relay of the Commander's audio center

in the lunar module was inadvertently set at less than maximum specified.
This anomaly is discussed in section 16.2.8.

Also during the extravehicular activity, the Network received an

intermittent echo of the uplink transmissions. This was most likely

caused by signal coupling between the headset and microphone. A detailed
discussion of this an_mmly is in section 16.2.9.
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After crew ingress into the lunar module, the voice link was lost

when the portable life support system antennas were stowed; however, the

data from the extravehicular mobility unit remained good.

Television transmission was good during the el_tire extravehicular

activity, both from the descent stage stowage unit and from the tripod
on the lunar surface. Signal-to-noise ratios of the television link

were very good. The television was turned off after 5 hours 4 minutes

of continuous o;eration.

Lunar module voice and data communications were normal during the

lift-off from the lunar surface. The steerable antenna maintained lock

and tracked throughout the ascent. Uplink signal strength remained
stable at approximately minus 88 dBm.

9.5 INSTRUMENTATION

Performance of the operational instrumentation was satisfactory

with the exception of the data storage electronic assembly (onboard voice

recorder). When the tape was played, no timing signal was evident and

voice was weak and unreadable, with a 400-hertz hum 8nd wideband noise

background. For further discussion of this anomaly, see section 16.2.10.

9.6 GUIDANCE AND CONTROL

9.6.1 Power-Up Initialization

The guidance and control system power-up sequence was nominal except

that the crew reported an initial difficulty in aligning the abort guid-

ance system. The abort guidance system is aligned in flight by transfer-

ring inertial meast_ement unit gimbal angles from the primary guidance

system, and from these angles establishing a direction cosine matrix.

Prior to the first alignment after activation, the primary system cou-

pling data units and the abort system gimbal angle registers must be

zeroed to insure that the angles acc_Arately reflect the platform atti-

tude. Failure to zero could cause the symptoms reported. Another pos-

sible cause is an incorrect setting of the orbital rate drive electronics

(ORDEAL) mode switch. If this switch is set in the orbital rate position,

even though the orbital rate drive unit is powered down, the pitch atti-
tude displayed on the flight director attitude indicator will be offset

by an amount corresponding to the orbital rate drive resolver. No data
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are available for the alignment attempt, and no pertinent information is
contained in the data before and after the occurrence. Becauseof the
successof all subsequentalignment attempts, hardware and software mal-
functions are unlikely, and a procedural discrepancy is the most probable
cause of the difficulty.

9.6.2 Attitude ReferenceSystemAlignments

Pertinent data concerning each of the inertial measurementunit
alignments are contained in table 9.6-I. The first alignment was per-
formed before undocking, and the command module platform was used as a

reference in correcting for the measured 2.05-degree misalignment of the

docking interface. After undocking, the aligr.ment optical telescope was

used to realign the platform to the same reference, and a misalignment
equivalent to the gyro torquing angles shown in table 9.6-I was calculat-

ed. These angles were well within the go/no-go limits established pre-
flight.

After the descent orbit insertion maneuver, an alignment check was

performed by making three telescope sightings on the sun. A comparison

was made between the actual pitch angle required for the sun marks and

the angle calculated by the onboard computer. The results were well

within the allowable tolerance and again indicated a properly function-
ing platform.

The inertial measurement unit was aligned five times while on the

lunar surface. All three alignment options were successfully utilized,

including an _ignment using a gravity vector calculated by the onboard

accelerometers and a prestored azimuth, one utilizing the two vectors

obtained from two different star sightings, and one _sing the calculated

gravity vector and a single star sighting to determine an azimuth.

The Lunar Module Pilot reported that the optical sightings associ-

ated with these alignments were based on a technique in which the average
of five successive sightings was calculated by hand and then inserted

into the computer. An analysis of these successive sightings indicated

that the random sighting error was very small and that the only signif-

icant trend observed in the successive sightings was lunar rate.

The platform remained inertial during the 17.5-hour period between

the thira and fourth alignments. Because both of these alignments were

to the same orientation, it is possible to make an estimate of gyro drift
while on the lunar surface. Drift was calculated from three sources:

the gyro torquing angles, or misalignment, indicated at the second align-

ment ; the gimbal angle change history in comparison to that predicted
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from lunar rate ; and the comparison of the actual gravity tracking his-
tory of the onboard acceler_neters with that predicted from lunar rate.

The results (table 9.6-11) indicate excellent _reement for the granu-
larity of the data utilized.

The abort guidance system was aligned to the primary system at least

nine times during the mission (table 9.6-111). The alignment accuracy,

as determined by the Euler angle differences between the primary and

abort systems for the eight alignments available on telemetry, was within

specification tolerances. In addition, the abort guidance system was in-

dependently aligned three times on the lunar surface using gravity as
determined by the abort system accelerometers and _n azimuth derived from

an external source. The resulting Euler angles are shown in table 9.6-IV.

A valid c_nparison following the first alignment cannot be made because

the abort guidance system azimuth was not updated. Primary guidance align-

ments following the second alignment were incompatible with the abort guid-

ance system because the inertial measurement unit was not aligned to the

local vertical. A comparison of the Euler angles for the third alignment
indicated an azimuth error of 0.08 degree. This error resulted from an

incorrect azimuth value received from the ground and loaded in the abort

guidance system manually. The resulting O.08-degree error in azimuth

caused an out-of-plane velocity difference between the primary and abort
systems at insertion (see section 5.6).

9.6.3 Translation Maneuvers

All translation maneuvers were performed under primary guidance

system control with the abort guidance system operating in a monitor

mode. Significant parameters are contained in table 9.6-V. The dynamic

response of the spacecraft was nominal during descent and ascent engine

maneuvers, altho_h the effect of fuel slosh during powered descent was

greater than expected based on preflight simulations. Slosh oscillations

became noticeable after the 180-degree yaw maneuver and gradually In-

creased to the extent that thruster firings were required for damping
(fig. 5-11). The effect remained noticeable and significant until after

the end of the braking phase when the engine w88 throttled down to begin

rate-of-descent control. The slosh response has been reproduced post-
flight by making slight variations in the slosh model damping ratio.

The ascent maneuver was nominal with the crew e_ain reporting the
wallowing tendency inherent in the control technique used. As shown in
table 9.6-V, the velocity at insertion was 2 f_/sec higher th_n planned.

This has been attributed to a difference in the predicted and actual tail-
off characteristics of the engine.
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The abort guidance system, as stated, was used to monitor all pri-

mary guidance system maneuyer8. Performance was excellent except for
some isolated procedural problems. The azimuth misaliKnment which was
inserted into the abort guidance system prior to lift-off and which con-

tributed to the out-of-plane error at insertion is discussed in the pre-
vious section. During the ascent tiring, the abort guidance system

velocit)'-to-be-gained was used to compare with and to monitor the primary
system velocity to be gained. The crew reported that near the end of the

insertion maneuver, the primary and abort system displays differed by 50
to 100 ft/sec. A similar comparison of the reported parameter differences

has been made postfliKht and is shown in figure 9.6-1. As indJ.cated, the
velocity difference was as large as 39 ft/sec and was caused by the time
synchronization between the two sets of data not being precise. The cal-

culations are made and displayed independentl7 by the two computers, which
have outputs that are not synchronized. Therefore, the time at which a
given velocity is valid could vary as _p/ch 88 h seconds between the two

systems. Both systems appear to have operated properly.

Performance of the abort guidance system while monitoring rendezvous
maneuvers was also satisfactory, although residuals after the terminal

phase initiation maneuver were somewhat large. The differences were

caused by a 23-second late initiation of the maneuver and relatively
large attitude excursions induced because of the incorrect selection of

wide deadband in the primary system. The desired velocity vector in the
abort guidance system is chosen for a nominal time of rendezvous. If the

terminal phase initiation maneuver is beK_n at other than this time and

the abort system is not retargeted, the maneuver direction and magnitude
will not be correct.

9.6.h Attitude Control

The digital autopilot was the primary source of attitude control

during the mission and performed as designed. One procedural discrepancy
occurred during the 180-degree yaw maneuver after the start of powered
descent. This maneuver wax performed -_nually using the proportional rate
output of the rotational hand controller. Because a low rate scale wax

erroneously selected for display, the maneuver was begun and ps_ially

completed at less than the desired rate of 10 deg/sec. Continuing the
meneuyer on the low rate scale would have deleted landing reAar acquisi-
tion. After the problem was recoKnited, the high rate scale was selected,

and the maneuver Wall completed as plemne4. The abort guidance system was
used Just prior to the second docking. Performance was all expected; how-

ever, scem difficulty was experienced during the docking (see |eeticm 5.7).
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9.6.5 Primary Guidance, Navigation, and Control System Performance

The inertial measurement unit was replaced 12 days before launch and

exhibited excellent performance throughout the mission. Table 9.6-VI

contains the preflight history of the inertial components for the inertial

measurement unit. The acceler_neter bias history is shown in table 9.6-VII.

An accelerometer bias update was performed prior to undocking, with results
as shown.

Visibility in orbit and on the lunar surface through the alignment

optical telescope was as expected. Because of the relative position of

the earth, the sun, and reflections off the lunar surface, only the left

and right rear telescope detent positions were usable after touchdown.

Star recognition and visibility through these detents proved to be ade-

quate. The sun angle had changed by the time of lift-off, and only the

right rear detent was usable. This detent proved sufficient for pre-

lift-off alignments (see section 5.6).

The lunar module guidance computer performed as designed, except for

a _umber of unexpected alarms. The first of these occurred during the
power-up sequence when the display keyboard circuit breaker was closed

and a 520 alarm (RADAR RUPT), which was not expected at this time, was
generated. This alarm has been reproduced on the ground and was caused

by a random setting of logic gates during the turn-on sequence. Although
this alarm has a low probability of occurrence, it is neither abnormal
nor indicative of a malfunction.

The E_ecutive overflow alarms that occurred during descent (see sec-

tion 5.3) are now known to be normal for the existing situation and were

indicative of proper performance of the guidance computer. These alarms
are discussed in detail in section 16.2.6.

!

9.6.6 Abort Guidance System Performance

Except for procedural errors which degraded performance to sane
extent, all required functions were satisfactory. Eight known state

vector transfers from the primary aystem were performed. The resulting
position and velocity differences for three of the transfers are shown
in table 9.6-VIII. With the exception of one which was invalid because

of an incorrect K-factor used to time-synchronize the system, all state
vector updates were accomplished without difficulty.

The preflight inertial cc_nent test history is shown in table 9.6-IX.

The inflight calibration results were not recorded; however, Just prior
to the inflight calibration (before loss of data), the acceleremeter biases

were calculated from velocity data and the known c_puter compensations.
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The shift between the pre-installation calibration data and the flight

measurements were as follows. (The capability estimate limits are based

on current 3-sigma capability estimates with expected measurement errors
included. )

Accelerometer bias, _g

Accelerometer Pre-installation
Free fall _8-da_ Capability

calibration (July 20, 1969) shift estimate
(June 6, 1969)

X

Y

Z

i

-17

-66

-65

-_1

-8_

-66

-2_

-18

185

185

185

When telemetered data were regained after the inflight calibration and

after powered ascent, excellent accelerometer stability was indicated as

follows. (The capability estimate limits are based upon current B-sigma

capability estimates with expected measurement errors included. )

Accelerometer bias, _g

Ac celer_eter

Before descent After ascent Shift Capability
estimate

X

Y

Z

-3_

-27

-62

-31

-62

-28

-21

6O

60

60

Inflight calibration data on the gyros were reported and two lunar sur-

face gyro calibrations were performed with the followi_ results. The

degree of stability of the instru_nts was well within the expected
Yalues.
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Pre-inst allation calibration

on June 2, 1969

Final earth prelaunch calibration

on June 28, 1968

Inflight calibration

on July 20, 1969

First lunar surface calibration

on July 21, 1969

Second lunar surface calibration

on July 21, 1969

Gyro drift, deg/hr

X Y
I w

+0.27 +0.03

+0. i0 -0.13

+0.33 -0.07

+0.3h -0.08

+0.41 -0.04

|

+o. 41

+o. 35

+o. 38

+0.47

+0.50

The only hardware discrepancy reported in the abort guidance system
was the failure of an electroluminescent segment in one digit of the data

entry and display assembly. This is discussed in detail in section 16.2.7.
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TABLE 9.6-II.- LUNAR SURFACE GYRO DRIFT COMPARISON

Gyro drift, deg
Axis

Gimbal angle change Computed from gravity

X

Y

Z

Computer out-

put (P57)

0.699

-0.696

O.628

0.707

-0.73

O.623

0.413

-0.76

1.00

TABLE 9.6-111.- GUIDANCE SYSTEM ALI_ COMPARISON

Time,
hr :rain: sec

Indicated difference, gimbal

minus abort electronics, deg

X Y Z

Lunar Surface

102 :52:01

103 :15 :29

103 :50 :29

122 :36 :O0

122:53:00

122 :5It :30

-0.0081

-0.0161

-0.0063

-0.0166

-0.0152

-0.0071

0.0066

-0.0271

-0.0015

-0.0025

-0.0071

-0.0101

In flight

o.oooh

o.oooh

0.0028

0.0028

-0.0012

-0.0012

i00 :56 :20

126:11:56

o.oo67

-0.0_68
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TABLE 9.6-IV.- LUNAR SURFACE ALIGNMENT COMPARISON

Angle Abort guidance Primary guidance Difference

Yaw, deg

Pitch, deg

Roll, deg

13.3194

4.hO4Z

0.5001

13.2275

h.h055

0.4614

o.o9z9

-o.ooz_

o.o387
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TABLE 9.6-V.- LtmAR MODULE MANEUVER St_O4ARY

Maneuver

Condition Descent orbit Powered descent Ascent Coelliptic se- Constemt differ- Terminal phase
insertion initiation quence initiation ential height initiatloz

PGNCS/DPS PGRCS/DPS PGHCS/APS PG_CS/RCS FGNCS/RCS PGNCS/RCZ

Time

Ignition, hr;min:sec
Cutoff, hr;m/nlsec

Duration, sec

Velocity, f_/sec
_des£red/actual}

X

Coordinate system

Velocity residual after

trimm/Dg, f_/_ec
X

Y

I01_36:14 a

101:36:44

30.0

-75.81 (h)

0.0/ (b)

+9.8/ (b)
Local verb ical

ao•0

-0.4

i02:33:05.01

102:hS:_l.hO
756.39

6775

tot_

Mot applicable

124:22:00.79

124:29:15.67

971.27/971•32
0.22/0.18

5550.05/5551.57

Stable plat foil

O.4

-1.0

125:19:35 a

125:20:22

47.0

_1.51 (b)

l.ol (b)

ol (b)
Local verticLl

-0.2

+0.7

126:17:49.6

126:18:29.2

17.8

2.o412.o5

18.99118.85

6 •616.17
Esu_h-centered

inertial

+o.,

-0•l

0.0

127:_3:51.8

127:04:14.5

22.7

-20.70/-20.62
-13.81/-14.10

-4•I91-4.93

Earth-_entered

inertial

-0.2

0•0
Z

Gimbal drive actuator, in.

initial
Pitch

Roll

M_ximum excursion
Pitch

_olI

Steady-state

Pitch
Roll

M_LXi_Lm rate excursion, deg/sec
_itch

_olI

Yaw

>:_xim'_ attitude excursion, deg
fitch

Roll

Y_w

0.0

(t)

(b)

(_

+0.43
-0.02

+0.03
-0.28

+0.59

-0.28

+0.8

-0.8
-0.6

+i. 2
-1.6

-2.4

-16.2

+1.8

+2.0

+3.2

-2.0
-2.0

(b)

(h)

Not applicable

-0.8
-0.6

-+0.2

-1.6

+0.8
-+0.4

-0 .i

[qot applicable

+1.2

±0.8

-*0.2

-0.4
-0 •
+O.B

aReported by crew.

tNC da:a available.

NCTR: PGNC$ - Primary _uids_nce, navigation, and control systea; DPS - Descent propulsion system; APS - Ascent prcpu/sion system,
RC$ - Reaction control system.

Rendezvou= maneuvers after terminal phase initiation Lre reported in 3eetion 5 and are ba_ed on crew reports.

Ignition and cutoff times are those commanded by the computer.
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TABLE 9.6-%q.- INERTIAL COMPON_f PREFLIGHT HISTORY - LUNAW MODULE

Error No. of Cotmtdown

samples value

X - Scale factor error, ppm .....

Bias, cm/sec 2 ..........

Y - Scale factor error, ppm .....

Bias, cm/sec 2 ..........

Z - Scale factor error, ppm .....

Bias, cm/sec 2 ..........

X - Null bias drift, mERU ......

Acceleration drift, spin reference

axis, mERU/g .........

Acceleration drift, input axis,
mERU/g ............

Y - Null bias drift, mERU ......

Acceleration drift, spin reference

axis, mERU/g .........

Acceleration drift, input axis,

mE_U/g ............

Z - Null bias drift, mERU ......

Acceleration drift, spin reference

axis, mERU/g .........

Acceleration drift, input axis,

m_ulg ............

I Sample ] Standardmean deviation

Aceelerometers

-155 lll

o,60 0.09

-]256 11

0.08 o.o2

-51'9 72

0.1h 0.12

Gyroscopes

-1.5 1.2

5.7 0.o

12.8 3.5

I Flightload

-237 -270

0.7o 0.66

-262 -1150

0.05 0 .I0

-600 -62o

0.22 0.20

-1.3 -1.6

5.7 6.0

15.2 1o .o

1.3 3.8

-3.1 -5.0

2.0 3.0

3.5 h.2

-_.2 -5.0

-3.8 -3.0

3.0 1.6

-2.0 1.2

-2.3 6.1

2.1 0.6

-h.7 o,2

-9.3 7.7

3

2

2

3

2

2
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TABLE 9.6-VII.- ACCELEROMETER BIAS FLIGHT HISTORY

Condition

Flight load

Updated value

Flight average before update

Flight average after update

Bias, cmlsec2

X

+0.66

+0.66

+0.63

+0.67

Y Z

+0. i0

+0.04

+0.04

+0. OT

+0.20

+0.03

+0.03

-0.01

9-15
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TABLE 9.6-VIII.- ABORT GUIDANCE STATE VECTOR UPDATES

Time,
hr :re.in:sec

122:31:02

12h:09:12

126:10:14

Abort minus primary guidance

Position, ft

-137.6

-177,6

-301.3

Velocity, ft/sec

0.05

-0.15

-2° 0]
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TABLE 9.6-IX.- A/,ORT GUIDANCE SYSTEM PREINSTALLATION CALIBRATION DATA

Accelerometer bias

Accelerometer scale factor

Gyro scale factor

Gyro fixed drift

Sample

mean,

ug

-53

-22

-79

Sample

me_ s

deg/_-

-10_8

-300

3_56

Sample

mes_1,

Standard

deviati on,

_g

42

9

22

St andard

deviation,

ppm

28

12

Standard

devl ation s

deg/hr

-i0

-_7

16

Standard

deviation,

Number

of

samples

15

15

15

Number

of

samples

Number

of

samples

15

15

15

Number

of

Final cali-

bration value

_g

1

-17

-66

Final cali-

bration value,

ppm

-_30 -&63.5

32b 299.5

1483 i_53._

-lOb8

-285

3hh3

Final cali-

bration value,

Flight com_ensa.

tion value,

ug

0

-23.7

-71.2

Flight compensa-
tion value,

ppa

Flight load

value i
deg/hr

-lO_8

-285

3_3

Flight load

val_e,

ppm

0.27

0.03

0._I

F1 if_. loo4

v1&lue,

deWhr/g

.-0.65

ppm

Gyro spin axis mass

unbalance

0.33

0.0_

0.51

ppm

0.05

0.05

O.07

samples

15

15

15

plm

0.27

0.03

0._i

Sample

_ean 9

des/_'/g

-o. 67

Standard

deviation,
deg/hr/g

0.12

._ulber

of

ssmples

15

Final cali-

_rati_ value,

deg/hr/g

-0.65

Final cali-

bration value,

deg/hr
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NASA-S-b9-3741
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:10 :20

Figure 9.6-1.- Comwison of wlmary guidanceandalwt guidance
systemvelocities during final I:haseof ascent.
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9.7 REACTION CONTR@L

S

Performance of the reaction control system was satisfactory. The

system pressurization sequence was nominal, and the regulators maintained
acceptable outlet pressures (between 178 and 18h psia) throughout the
mission.

The crew reported thrust chamber assembly warning flags for three

engine pairs. The A2 and Ah flags occurred simultaneously during lunar

module station-keeping prior to descent orbit insertion. The Bh flag

appeared shortly thereafter and also twice Just before powered descent

initiation. The crew believed these flags were accompanied by master

alarms. The flags were reset by cycling of the caution and warning elec-
tronics circuit breaker. See section 16.2.ih for further discussion.

The chamber pressure switch in reaction control engine B1D failed
closed approximately 8.5 minutes after powered descent initiation. The

switch remained closed for 2 minutes 53 seconds, then opened and func-
tioned properly for the remainder of the mission. The failure mode is

believed to he the same as that of pressure switch failures on Apollo 9

and 10; that is, particulate conteBination or propellant residue holding
the switch cloeed. The only potential consequence of the failure would
have been the inability to detect an engine failed "off."

A master alarm was noted at 126:hh:00 when seven consecutive pulses

were commanded on engine A2A without a pressure switch response. Further
discussion of this discrepancy is contained in section 16.2.12.

Thermal characteristics were satisfactory and all temperatures were
within predicted values. The maximum quad temperature was 232 ° F on
quad 1 subsequent to touchdown. The fuel tank temperatures ranged from
68 ° to T1 ° _.

Propellant usage, based on the propellant quantity measuring device,
vu 319 pounds, compared with a predicted value of 253 ponds and the
total propellant load of 5_9 potn2de. About 57 of the 66 pounds above

predictions were used during powered descent. Figures 9.7-1 and 9.7-2
include total _d individual system propellant cons_ption profilel, re-
spectively.

The reaction control _stem w_ led in the --cent interconnect mode

during powered ucent. The lystem wed approxiaately 69 po_nde of pro-
pellant _ the _cent propullion teaks.
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9.8 DESCENT PROPULSION

The descent propulsion system operation was satisfactory for the

descent orbit insertion and descent maneuvers. The engine transients
and throttle response were normal.

9.8.1 Inflight Performance

The descent orbit insertion maneuver lasted 30 seconds ; the result-

ing velocity change was 76.4 ft/sec. The engine was started at the mini-

man throttle setting of 13.0 percent of full thrust and, after approxi-
mately 15 seconds, was throttled to 40 percent thrust for the remainder

of the firing.

The duration of the powered descent firing was 756.3 seconds, corre-

spond/ng to a velocity change of approximately 6775 ft/sec. The engine

was at the minimum throttle setting (13 percent ) at the beginning of the

firing and, after approximately 26 seconds, was advanced to full throttle.

There was about a 45-second data dropout during this period but frmm crew

reports, the throttle-up conditions were apparently normal. Figure 9.8-1

presents descent propulsion system pressures and throttle settings as a
function of time. The data have been smoothed and do not reflect the

data dropout, and the throttle fluctuations Just before touchdown.

During the powered descent maneuver, the oxidizer interface pres-

sure appeared to be oscillating ms much as 67 psi peak-to-peak. These

oscillations were evident throughout the firing, although of a lower mag-

nitude (fig. 9.8-2), but were most prcamlnent at about 50-percent throttle.

The fact that oscillations of this magnitude were not observed in the

chamber pressure or the fuel interface pressure measurements indicates

that they were not real. Engine performance was not affected. Oscilla-

tions of this type have been observed at the White Sands Test Facility
on numerous engines, on similLr pressure measurement installations. The

high magnitude pressure oacillations observed during the White Sands Test
Facility tests were emplificatioas of much lower pressure oecillations

in the system. The phenomenon has been demonstrated in ground tests
where small actual oscillations were amplified by cavity resonance of a

pressure transducer assembly, which contains a tee capped on one end with
the transducer an another leg of the tee. This is similar to the inter-
face pressure transducer inntallation. The resonance conditions will

vary with the amount of helium trapped in the tee and the throttle set-
ting.
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9.8.2 System Pressurization

The oxidizer tank ullage pressure decayed from 158 to 95 psia during

the period from lift-off to the first activation of the system at about

83 hours. During the period, the fuel tank ullage pressure decreased

from 163 to 139 psia. These decays resulted from helium absorption into

the propellants and were within the expected range.

The measured pressure profile in the supercritical helium tank was

normal. The preflight and inflight pressure rise rates were 8.3 and

6.4 psi/hr, respectively.

During propellant venting after landing, the fuel interface pressure

increased rapidly to an off-scale reading. The fuel line had frozen dur-

ing venting of the supercritical helium, trapping fuel between the pre-

valve and the helium heat exchanger, and this fuel, when heated from en-
gine soakback, caused the pressure rise. See section 16.2.2 for further
discussion.

9.8.3 Gaging System Performance

During the descent orbit insertica maneuver and the early portion

of powered descent, the two oxidizer propellant gages were indicating

off-scale (greater than the maximum 95-percent indication), as expected.

The fuel probes on the other hand were indicating approximately 94.5 per l

cent instead of reading off-scale. The propellant loaded was equivalent

to approximately 97.3 and 96.4 percent for oxidizer and fuel, respectively.

An initial low fuel reading also had occurred on Apollo i0. As the firing

continued, the propellant gages began to indicate consumption correctly.

The tank 1 and tank 2 fuel probe measurements agreed throughout the fir-

ing. The tank 1 and tank 2 oxidizer probe measurements agreed initially,

but they began to diverge until the difference was approximately 3 per-

cent midwa_ through the firing. For the remainder of the firing, the
difference remained constant. The divergence was probably caused by oxi-
dizer flowing from tank 2 to tank 1 through the propellant crossover line

as a result of an offset in vehicle center of gravity.

The low level light came on at i02:_h:30._, indicating _proximately

116 seconds of total firing time remaining, based on the sensor location.

The propellant remaining timeline from the low level light indication to

calculated propellant depletion is as follows.
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Propellant

low level

light on

Landing

go/no-go Calculated

Engine decision propellant

cut off point deplet ion

20 0

Firing time remaining, sec

The indicated h5 seconds to propellant depletion compares favorably
with the postflight calculated value of 50 seconds to oxidizer tank 2

depletion. The 5-second difference is within the measurement accuracy

of the system. The low level signal was triggered by the point sensor
in either the oxidizer tank 2 or fuel tank 2.
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9.9 ASCE&_ PROPULSION

The ascent propulsion system was fired for _35 seconds from lunar

lift-off to orbital insertion. All aspects of system performance were
nominal.

The regulator outlet pressure was 184 psia during the firing and

returned to the nominal lock-up value of 188.5 psia after engine cutoff.

Table 9.9-I presents a comparison of the actual _nd predicted perform-

ance. Based on engine flow rate data, the engine mixture ratio was esti-

mated to be 1.595. The estimated usable propellant remaining at engine

shutdown was 17_ pounds oxidizer aud 121 pounds fuel; these quantities

are equivalent to 25 seconds additional firing time to oxidizer depletion.

After ascent propulsion system cutoff and during lunar orbit, the

fuel and interface pressures increased from their respective flow pres-

sures to lock-up, and then continued to increase approximately 3.6 psi

for fuel and Ii to 12 psi for oxidizer. Loss of signal occurred approx-
imately 39 minutes after engine shutdown as the vehicle went behind the

moon. Pressure rises in the system were observed during both the Apollo 9

and i0 missions. This initial pressure rise after shutdown was caused by

a number of ccntibuting factors, such as, regulator lockup, heating of

the ullage gas, and vaporization from the remaining propellants °

At reacquisition of signal (approximately i hour 29 minutes after

shutdown) a drop of approximately 6 psi and 3.6 psi had occurred in the

oxidizer and fuel pressures, respectively. Thereafter, the pressure re-

mained at a constant level for the _.5 hours that data were monitored,
which rules out leakage. The apparant pressure drops had no effect on

ascent propulsion system performance. The pressure drop wu probably
caused by a combination of ullage gas tomperature cooling, pressure trans-
ducer drift resulting from engine heat somkback, and instrumentation
resolution. Above 200 ° F, the accuracy of the pressure transducer de-

grades to +_ percent (±10 psia) rather than the normal +2 percent. A

permanent shift ms_ alao occur at hi@h temperatures. Thermal analysis
indicates that the peak soakback temperatures were 200 ° to 235 ° F. Errors
which m_7 be attributed to vma_uus sources include a transducer shift of

percent, eq,_tvalent to ±10 l_i ; a pulse code modulation resolution of

2 counts, equivalent to 2 psi ; and a 1 psi ullase pressure change which
is effective one7 on the oxidizer side.
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9.10 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM

9-29 !
The environmental control system in the lunar module satisfactorily

supported all lunar operations with only minor exceptio_.s.

Routine water/glycol sampling during prelaunch activities showed the

presence of large numbers of crystals which were identified as benzathiazyl

disulfide. These crystals were being precipitated from a corrosion inhib-

itor in the fluid. The system was flushed and filtered repeatedly, but

the crystals continued to be present. The fluid was then replaced with

one containing a previously omitted additive (sodium sulfite), and crystals

were still present but to a much lesser degree. A spacecraft pump pack-

age was run on a bench rig with this contaminated fluid, and the pump per-

formance was shown to be unaffected, even for long durations. The filter

in the test package did plug and the bypass valve opened during the test.
Pump disassembly revealed no deterioration. It was then demonstrated

that the crystals, while presenting an undesirable contamination, were
not harmful to the system operation. The flight performance of the heat

transport section was nominal. The investigation revealed that recently

the corrosion inhibitor formulation was slightly modified. For future

spacecraft, water/glycol with the original corrosion inhibitor formula-
tion will be used.

Depressurization of the lunar module cabin through the bacteria

filter for the extravehicular activity required more time than predicted.

The data indicate that the cabin pressure transducer was reading high at

the low end of its range; consequently, the crew could have opened the

hatch sooner if the true pressure had been known.

During the sleep period on the lunar surface, the crew reported that

they were too cold to sleep. Analysis of the conditions experienced in-

dicated that once the crew were in a cold condition, there was not enough
heat available in the environmental control system to return them to a
comfortable condition. Ground tests have indicated that in addition to

the required procedural changes which are designed to maintain heat in

the suit circuit, blankets will be provided and the crew will sleep in
hammocks.

Shortly after lunar module --cent, the crew rep_ted that the carbon

dioxide indicator va_ erratic, so the7 switched to the secondary car-
tridge. Also, the secondary water separttor had been selected since one
crewman reported water in his suit.

Evaluation of the erratic carbon dioxide indications determined that

the carbon dioxide sensor had malfunctioned, and the circuit 0reeker vM
pulled. Erratic operation in the past has been caused by free water in

t
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the optical section of the sensor. FUrther d_scussion of both the errat-

ic carbon dioxid_ readings and vater in the crewnan'8 suit i8 contemned
in section 16.2.3 end 16.2.13, respectively.

9.11 RADAR

Performance of the rendezvous and landing radars va8 satisfactory,
and antenna _emperature8 ve2'e alve_s within nona_ lilies. RanKs and

velocity _ere acquired by the landing radar at slant ronKo8 of approxi-
mately _ 000 and 28 000 Feet, respectively. The tracker vu lost brief-
ly at altitudes of 2_0 and 7_ Feet; these 1088e8 vere expected and are

attributed to zero-Doppler effects usociated vith nanual naneuverin_.

_.12 C_trd STATION

9.12.1 _spl_ys and Controls

The disple_s and controls 8&tisF_ctorll_ supported the Ltssion,

except that the nlssion timer stopped durinK the descent. _er beinK

deenergized For 11 hours, the timer vM stetted qain and operated prop-
erly throuKhout the remain,ler of the n4881on. The o_Jt probable caWJe
of this failure v88 a cracked solder Joint. This anomaly .4.8 discussed
in Kreater detail in section 16.2.1.

t

9.12.2 Crew Provisions

The Commander end Lunar Module Pilot were provided vith catow_ict-

tions carrier adapter tartubee, hayinj noised tarpitceJ, For use in the
lunar nodule cabin. The purpo6e of these earphone adapters Is to lncreue

the audio level to the ear. The L_n&r Nodu_ Pilot used adapter8 th_ujho

out the lunar nodule des_Jn_ end _n41n8 phu_e, buL after lending, he
F(_d the molded eea_leees un_ortable and remowed then. The Coo_der
did not use adapters mines his prefltKht experience indicated audio voluoe

levels were adequate ; the use of the adapters 18 bsJ,_d on crew preference.
The Apollo I0 Ltu_ar Module Pilot had used the _tenl dtn'lndJ his entlN
lunar nodule operational period and reported n_ dleooafo_t. The _o1£o 12
crew will also be provided adapters for optione£ use.

The erev eoanented that the lnflijht oow_rsll joroento void be ool_t
utilitarian if they were patterned after the _tond_rd _-pie_o otter

f_tM suit. J4ore pockets vith • better oeth._d of _losuN, prnf_rsblW
sippers, vere rteo_anded edad vii1 be proytded For ey&tu_tlos_ by f_ul_t



The crev reported repeated foKKAnK of the lunar module vlndov8 while
the sunshades vere lnstalle_. They had transferred rye of the co_mand
module tissue dispensers to the lunar module and made use of them in

cleaning _he winders rather than using the vindov heaters for defoK_Lng.
Tissue dispensers are being added to the lunar nodule 8tovase list.

9.13 CONS(J4ABLI_

On the Apollo 3.l ndssion, the actual usMe of c_y three consumable

quantities for the lunar module deTtnted by as mash s8 lO percent From
the preflight predicted emounts. These eonot|_Lble| vere the descent

stake oxygen, ascent stqe onTgen, and reaetlem control system propellant.
The actual oxygen requlrenents were less than predicted because the 3eak-

eke rate was lover than expected. The actual res_ion con_'ol propellant
requirement was greater than predicted because of the increased hover time
during the descent phase.

The electrical pover system consunable8 usqe vas vlthln 5 percent
of predicted Flight requirements. The current usqe from the descent

stage batteries was approxtnate/_y 8 percent less than predicted, and the
ascent stage current uss£e was approximately 3 percent nora than predicted.

The deviations appear to have resulted From uncertainties in the predic-
tions of reaction control heater duty cTcles. Electrical pover consunp-
tion iS discn_ssed l_aTther In Section 9.3.

9.13.1 Descent Propulsion 5Fetch Propallant

The hisher-than-predicted propellant usqe by the descent propulsion
system vas esused by the nanetwer_nj to mid a lip crster de:In6 the

Final _ts4ee of descent. Until thmt time, prope3.1ant usa4e had been nan-
inal. A_ovance For mmusl hover and leadln8 point re¢_sJ4aatioa vas In

the _refllsht bud£et but vim not considered part of' the_ ncmlnKl usese.

The quantities of dneent propu_ion 8Fstsu in_pellant loadAn4 In
the Follovin4 table _tre esleulsted f_m reeKtnp sad neesmd densities
prior to lift-off.
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Condition

Loaded

Consumed
Nominal

RedesiKnation
Margin For manual hover

Total

Tot al

Actual usaee,

FUel Oxldl zer

6975 11 209

672_ I0 690

216 _58
35 61

251 519

lb

Total

18 18_

1T _._

770

Preflight
planned

usqe, lb

18 18_

17 010

103

IT 2,_r

957

9.13.2 _cent Propul8to_ Systen Propellant

The actual ascent propulsion system propellant usqe vas vithln

5 percent of the preFlleht predLctions. The loedinp Jn the following
table vere determined From neasured deasitlas iwior to lift-off and tr_

weiKnts of oft-loaded propellanl_. A porticu_ of the propellants was used
by the reaction control system duri_ ascent stqe operatlane.

_-tual uJq;e, lb Pret]/ght

planned
l_el Oxidl ser Total usqle e lb

Coastmed

_ ucent prop_jioo qj-
en prior to ascent etaOe

1833 293k

Jett i8_

reaction control systoa 23 k6

Total 18_6 298O

lkmainint at recent |t_ 16k 238
Jettleoa
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9.13.3 Reaettor Control System Propellant

The increased hover time For lunar 18ndinK resulted in a deviation
of over 10 percent in the reaction control system propellant usaKe, as
compared with the prefliKht predictions. Propellant consumption was cal-
culated From telemetered helium tank pressure histories using the rela-
tionships between pressure, volume, and temperature. The ntxture -_to
was assumed to be 1.9_ for the calculations.

Condition

Loaded

System A
Symten B

Tot el

Co_d

System A
Sys_n B

Total

Reuelnin#l at lunar nodule
Jettison

System A
System B

Totel

Actual _sqe

Fuel Oxidizer

108 209
1o8 209

_6 90
62 121

lO8 211

62 119
88

108 20T

63E

319

Preflight
planned

tma_e, lb

633

253

38O

9.13._ OxTIlen

The actual o_gen usqe vm lover then the prtflijht prodi_ionJ
bee&use c,_ton leak rate from the eabin vas loss then the specification
vmluo. The aetuel rate was 0.05 lb/hr, 88 _mperod with the epoelFleatlon
rate of 0.2 lb/hr. In the follovtna t_lo. the e_tual qumatitlu loaded
end cons_soJ are bened on telemetered data.
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Coa_itlQa

Loaded (at lift-off)

Descen_ sts4e
Ascent stage

Tank 1
Tank 2

T_tl

Coasted

Descent stsOe
As_ent sts_e

Tank 1
Tank 2

Total

Re=_tntng in descent sts_e at
lunar IIft-off

Ree_.nin£ at ascent sts@e Jettison

T_k 2

Total

Actual

usage,
ib

1,8.2

2.5
2.5

5.0

Pre flight
planned

usage, lb

17.2

1.0
0.1

1.1

31.0

1,8.2

2.1,

1,.8

21.7

1.5
0.0

1.5

26.5

1.5 0.9

3.9 i 3.3
l

9.13.5 Water

The a_tual vster tms£e vas vithin 10 percent of the preflight prl-
dictions. In the follovl_ table, the a_tual qmmtities loe4ed mad con-
smMd are based on telemetered data.

i
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Condition

Loaded (at li_t-off)

Descent stage
Ascent sts_

Tank I
Tank 2

Total

Consumd

Descent stsoe
_cent st s4_e

Tsnk 1
Tank 2

Tot al

Reuktntng in descent et_ at
lunar li_t-off

4
_eaLtnlnt at ascent Itqe Jettison

Tank I

Tonk 2

To_al

Actual

usage,
ib

217.5

_2 .I,
_2.h

8_.8

9,T .o

19.2
18.1

37.3

70.5

23.2

2h.3

_6.5

Preflight
planned

usage, Ib

217.5

_2._

42.4

8h.8

158.6

17.3

17.3

3_.6

58.9

25.1
25 .I

50.2

f
|

|

i
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9.13.6 Helium

The ccasumed quantities of helium for the main propulsion systems
vere in close a4_reement vtth the predicted _ounts. Helium vu stored
ambiently in the ascent stsge and supercritical_ in the descent stage.
Helium loading vas nominal, and the usa6e quantities in the folloving
table vere calculated frca telemetered data. An additional 1 pound vas

stored ambtently in the descent s taSe for valve actuation and is not re-
fleeted in the values reported.

Condition

Loaded

Consu_d

Reaalning

Descenl

Actual
value

lb

_8.1

39.5

a8.6

propulsion

Pre fliiht
plenned

wdue, lb

_8.0

38._

9.6 ,"

Ascent propu.].s ion

Ac'ttud

value,
lb

13.2

8.8

Preflight
planned

wLlue, lb

13.0

9._

3.6

aAt lunar landins.

bat as_nt stqe Jettison.
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10.0 EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY tRIT PERFORMAHCE

Extravehicular mobility unit performance was excellent throughout

both intravehicular and extravehicular lunar surface operations. Crew

Robility was very good during extravehicular activity, and an analysis

of lnflight cooling system data shove good correlation with ground data.
The crew remained comfortable throughout the most strenuous surface

operations. Because of the lover-than-expected metabolic rates, o_-_en
and water consumption was alve_s belov predicted levels.

The pressure garment assemblies, including helmet and intravehicular
gloves, vere vorn during latmch. The pressure Karment assemblies of the

Commander and Lunar Module Pilot incorporated hey arm bearings, vhich

contributed to the relativel_ unrestricted mobility demonstrated during
lunar surface operations.

The C_land Module Pilot had a problea vith the fit of the lover

abdomen and crotch of his pressure gmA_ent usembl_, caused by the urine
collection and transfer usembl_ flange. Pressure points resulted from

insufficient size in the pressure garment usembly. On future flights,

fit checks trill be performed vlth the crewman wearing the urine collec-

tion and transfer aJsemb_, fecal containment ssstem, and liquid cooling
garment, u applicable. In addAtian, the fit cheek viii include a posi-
tion simulating that vhlch the crewman experiences during the countdown.

All three pressure garment assemblies and the liquid cooling garments
for the Comander and Lunar Module Pilot were donned at approximately

hours in preparation for the lunar landing and surface operations.
Donning van mcc_plLshed normall_ vith help from another cre_en, u

required. The suit integrity check prior to undocking van completed

successfUl_ vtth suit pressures dec_i_ approxlaatel¥ 0.1 psi.

Wristlets and caafort g£oves were taken aboard for optional uBe by
the Colander end Lunar M_dule Pilot dt_lag the lunar sta_. Because of
the quick adapt_tio_ to 1/6-_, the 1Aght loads hendled on this _tssion,
end the short duratio_ of the lunar surface activity, both crewaen eleoted
to omit the use of the protective _ristlets and e_fort gloves. Without
the protection of the wristlets, the Lunar Module Pilot's wrists were

rubbed by the _rist ring_, and the grasp oapabllitF of the Commander vu
reduced _lo_e_hat vithout the e_oa-t g_wes.

After atte_b_ent of the l_nar m_dule restraint, a pressure point
developed on the instep of the _nar Module Pilot's right foot because

the reotra_tn_ ten_d to pull h_a fo_a_d and outboard rather than strmA|ht
dove. R_0ver, he _en_ated by noying his right foot forward md out-
board_ tala_ foot then took the majority of the load. The determination
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of whether corrective _ction is required will be made after assessment of

Apollo 12.

Extravehicular activity preparations proceeded smoothly. However,

more time was required than planned for completing the unstowage of equip-

ment and performing other minor tasks not normally emphasized in training

exercises •

The oxygen purge system checkout was performed successfully. The

crew encountered two problems during pre-egress activities: (1) diffi-

culty in mating the remote control unit connector axed (2) bumping items
in the cabin because of the bulk of the portable llfe support system and

oxygen purge system; as a result, one circuit breaker was broken and the

positions of two :ircuit breakers were changed.

About I0 minutes was required to make each remote control unit con-

nector. Each time the crewmar, thought the connector was aligned, the

lock le,rer rotation caused the connector to cock off to one side. The

problem is discussed further in section 16.3.2.

While waiting for the cabin to depressurize, the crew were comfort-

able even though the inlet temperature of the liquid-cooling garment

reached about 90 ° F prior to sublimator startup. No thermal changes were
The rtable life support system and oxygen purge system

noted at egreSS.comfortP°_ly ' and the back-supported mass was not obJec-
were ,_orn quite

tionab!e In 1/6-6.

Analysis of the extravehicular activity data shows a good correla-

tion with data from previous training conducted in the Space Environmental

Simulation Labo:atory facility. As expected, the feedwater pressure dur-

ing the mission was slightly higher than that indicated during slmulations.
The difference results from the lunar gravitational effect on the head of

water at the sublimator and transducer, the high point in the system. The

only other discernible differences were in temperature readouts which gen-

erally indicated better performance (more cooling) than expected. Comfort

in the liquid cooling garment was always adequate, although the data indi-
cate a much hiSher temperature for the Commander than for the Lunar Module

Pilot. This observation correlates with prevto_ simulation experience,
which shows that the ComBander had a strong preference for a warmer body

temperature than that desired by the Lunar Mod_Lle Pilot. This parameter
is controlled by each crewman to meet his comfort requirements. Operation
of the extravehicular mobility unit while in the extravehicular aode was

uneventful. There was never a requirement to change any of the control

settings for the portable _fe support system other than the diverter
valves, which both crewmen changed at their option for comfort.
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Because of the lower-than-expected metabolic rates for the Lunar

Module Pilot, and especially for the Commander, the actual oxygen and

feedwater quantities consumed were lower than predicted. Consumables

data are shown in the following table.

Condition

Metabolic rate, Btu/hr . . .

Time, sin .........

Oxygen, ib

Loaded ..........

Consumeda .........
Remaining ........

Feedwater, ib

Loaded ...........

Consumed D .........

Remaining ........

Power, W-h

Initial charge c ......

Consumed .........

Remaining ........

Commander

Actual

8O0

191

1.26
o.sh

o.72

Predicted

136o

16o

i.26
0.68

o .58

8.6

2.9

5.7

270

133

137

8.5
5.1,
3.1

27O

130
lhO

Lunar Module Pilot

Actual

ii00

186

1.26
0.6o
o .66

8.6

h._
h.2

27O

135

135

Predicted

1265

160

1.26
0.63

0.63

8.5

5.1

3.h

270

130

I_0

aApproximately 0.06 pound required for suit integrity cheek.

bApproximately 0.6 pound required for start-up and trapped water.

CMinimum prelaunch charge.

Crewman mobility and balance in the extravehicular mobility unit
were sufficient to allow stable movement while performing lunar surface

tasks. The Lunar Module Pilot demonstrated the capability to walk, to
run, to change direction while running, and to stop movement without dif-

ficulty. He reported a tendency to tip backwa_'ds in the soft sand and

noted that he had to be careful to compensate tor the different location
of the center of mass. The crewmen were observed to kneel down and con-

tact the lunar surface while retrieving objects. The crew stated that
getting down c_ one or both knees to retrieve samples m_d to allow closer

inspection of the lunar surface should be a normal operating mode. Addi-
tional waist mobility would improve the ,bility to get clo_er to the

lunar surface add, in addition, would increase downward visibility.
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Each crewman raised his extravehicular visor assembly to various

positions throughout the extravehicular activity and noted a back reflec-

tion of his face from the visor. The reflection was greatest with the

sun shining approximately 90 degrees from the front of the visor assembly.
With this reflection, it was difficult to see into shaded areas. In addi-

tion, the continuous movement from sunlight into shadow and back to sun-

light required extra time because of the necessary wait for adaptation to

changes in light intensity. Use of the blinders on the visor assembly

could have alleviated the reflection and adaptation problem to some extent.
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ii.0 THE LUNAR SURFACE

Preflight planning for the Apollo Ii mission included a lunar sur-

face stay of approximately 22 hours, including 2 hours hO minutes that
was allotted to extravehicular activities.

After landing, the crew performed a lunar module checkout to amcer-

tain launch capability and photographed the landing area from the lunar

module. Then, following an extensive checkout of the extravehicular mo-

bility unit, the crewmen left the lunar module to accomplish the follow-
ing activities :

a. Inspection of the lunar module exterior

b. Collection of a contingency sample, a bulk sample, and docu-
mented samples of lunar surface materials

c. Evaluation of the physical characteristics of the lunar surface

and its effects on extravehicular activity

d. Deployment of the solar wind composition experiment and, at the

end of the extravehicular activities, retrieval of the experiment for
return to earth

e. Deployment of the early Apcllo scientific experiments pa_age,

consisting of the passive seismic eJ_eriment and the laser ranging retro-
reflector.

Throughout the extravehicular activities, the crewmen made detailed

observations and photographs to document the activities and lunar surface

characteristics. A television c_.,ra provided real-time coverage of crew
extravehicular activities.

Except for a portion of the planned documented sample collection
not completed, the lunar surface activities were totally oucces_._ul end

all objectives were accomplished. As had been anticipated prior to flight,
time did not permit exact perforemnce of the documented sample collection.
Two core samples and several loc_Je rock samples were collected and re-

turned. Insufficient time remained to fill the environmental and gu
ana_yois sample containers, which were a part of the doet_ented sampling.

Although the crewmen were operating in a new environment, they were

able to complete the activities at a rate very cloee to that predicted
before flight (see table 11-I).
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M&inor equipment malfunctions and operational discrepancies occurred

during the extravehicular activity, but none prevented accomplishment of

the respective tasks. Conversely, several operations were enhanced and

equipment performance i:_creased because of unexpected influences of the
lunar environment.

The planned timeline of major surface activities compared with the
actual time required is shown in table ll-I. The table lists the events

sequentially, as presented in the Lunar Surface Operations Plan, and also

includes several major unplanned activities. Crew rest periods, system
checks, spontaneous observations, and unscheduled evaluations not neces-

sarily related to the task being accomplished are not listed as separate
activities but are included in the times shown.

During deployment of the television camera, several activities were

accomplished, including some that were unplanned. The timeline provide,,
a minimum amount of time for the Commander to remove the thermal blanket

on the equipment compartment, change the camera lens, remove the tripod

and camera from the compartment, and move the tripod-mounted camera to

a remote location. This time also included a few minutes for viewing

selected lunar features, positioning the camera to cover the subsequent

surface activities, and returning to the compartment.

Throughout the extravehicular activity, both crewmen made observa-

tions and evaluations of the lunar environment, including lighting and

surface features as well as other characteristics of scientific or opera-

tional interest. During the extravehicular activity, the sun angle ranged
from l&-l/2 to 16 degrees. Most of the observations and evaluations will

provide valuable information for future equipment design, crew training,
and flight planning.

The evaluation of lunar surface experiments is contained in the fol-

lowing paragraphs. Photographic results, including those related to

specific experiments, are discussed both in the appropriate sections and

in a general description of lunar surface photography (section ll.6).

NOTE: Definitions of some scientific terms used in this section

are contained in appendix E.
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ii. i.i Stumnary

The Apollo ii spacecraft landed in the southwestern part of Mare
Tranquillitatis at 0 degree hl minutes 15 seconds north latitude and

23 degrees 26 minutes east longitude (fig. ii-i), approximately 20 kilo-

meters southwest of the crater Sabine D. This part of Mare Tranquillitatis

is crossed by relatively faint, but distinct, north-northwest trending

rays (bright, whitish lines) associated with the crater Theophilus, which

lies 320 kilometers to the southeast (ref. h). The landing site is ap-

proximately 25 kilometers southeast of Surveyor V and 68 kilometers south-

west of the impact crater formed by Ranger VIII. A fairly prominent

north-northeast trending ray lies 15 kilometers west of the landing site.

This ray may be related to Alfraganus, 160 kilometers to the southwest,

or to Tycho, about 1500 kilometers to the southwest. The landing site

lies between major rays but may contain rare fragments derived from The-

ophi].us, Alfraganus, Tycho, or other distant craters.

About h00 meters east of the landing point is a sharp-rimmed ray

crater, approximately 180 meters in diameter and 30 meters deep, which

was unofficially named West crater. West crater is surrounded by a

blocky eJecta (material ejected from crater) apron that extends almost

symmetrically outward about 250 meters from the rim crest. Blocks as

much as 5 meters across exist from on the rim to as far as approximately

150 meters, as well as in the interior of the crater. Rays of blocky

eJecta, with many fragments 1/2 to 2 meters across, extend beyond the

eJecta apron west of the landing point. The lunar module landed between

these rays in a path that is relatively free of extremely coarse blocks.

At the landing site, the lunar surface consists of fragmental debris

ranging in size from particles too fine to be resolved by the naked eye

to blocks 0.8-meter in diameter. This debris forms a layer that is called

the lunar regolith. At the surface, the regolith (debris layer) is porous

and weakly coherent. It grades downward into a similar, but more densely

packed, substrate. The bulk of the debris layer consists of fine par-

ticles, but many small rock fragments were encountered in the subsurface
as well as on the surface.

In the vicinity of the lunar module, the mare surface has numerous

small craters ranging in diameter from a few centimeters to several tens

of meters. Just southwest of the lunar module is a double crater 12 me-

ters long, 6 meters wide, and 1 meter deep, with a subdued raised rim.

About 50 meters east of the lunar module is a steep-walled, but shallow,

crater 33 meters in diameter and h meters deep, which was visited by the

Commander near the end of the extravehicular period.
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All of the craters in the immediate vicinity of the lunar module

have rims, walls, and floors of relatively fine grained material, with

scattered coarser fragments that occur in about the same abundance as on

the intercrater areas. These craters are up to a meter deep and suggest

having been excavated entirely in the regolith because of the lack of
blocky eJecta.

At the 33-meter-diameter crater east of the lunar module, the walls

and rim have the same texture as the regolith elsewhere; however, a pile

of blocks was observed on the floor of the crater. The crater floor may
lie close to the base of the regolith. Several craters of about the same

size, with steep walls and shallow flat floors, or floors with central

hlunps, occur in the area around the landing site. From the depths of

these craters, the thickness of the regolith is estimated to range from
3 to 6 meters.

Coarse fragments are scattered in the vicinity of the lunar module

in about the same abundance as at the Surveyor I landing site in the

Ocean of Storms at 2 degrees 2h.6 minutes south latitude and 43 degrees
18 minutes west longitude. They are distinctly more abundant than at the

other Surveyor landing sites on the maria, including the landing site of

Surveyor V northwest of the lunar module. The Surveyor i landing site

was near a fresh blocky rim crater, but beyond the apron of coarse blocky

eJecta, as was the Apollo ll site. It may be inferred that many rock

fragments in the immediate vicinity of the spacecraft, at both the Sur-

veyor I and Apollo ll landing sites, were derived from the nearby blocky

rim crater. Fragments derived from West crater may have come from depths

as great as 30 meters beneath the mare surface, and may be direct samples
of the bedrock from which the local regolith was derived.

Rock fragments at the Apollo ii landing site have a wide variety of

shapes and most are embedded to varying degrees in the fine matrix of

the regolith. A majority of the rocks are rounded or partially rounded

on their upper surfaces, but angular fragments of irregular shape are also

abundant. A few rocks are rectangular slabs with a faint platy (parallel

fractures) structure. Many of the rounded rocks, when collected, were

found to be flat or of irregular angular shape on the bottom. The exposed

part of one unusual rock, which was not collected, was described Ly the

Commander as resembling an automobile distributor cap. When this rock was

dislodged, the sculptured "cap" was found to be the top of a much bigger

rock, the buried part of which was larger in lateral dimensions and angu-
lar in form.

The evidence suggests that processes of erosion are taking place on

the lunar surface which lead to the gradual rounding of the exposed sur-
faces of rocks. Several processes may be involved. On some rounded

rock surfaces, the individual clasts (fragmented material) and grains
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that composethe rocks and the glassy linings of pits on the surfaces have

been left in raised relief by general wearing swa_ or ablation of the sur-

face. This differential erosion is most prominent in microbreccia (rocks

consisting of small sharp fragments embedded in a fine-grained matrix).

The ablation may be caused primarily by small particles bombarding the
surface.

Some crystalline rocks of medium grain size have rounded surfaces

that have been produced by the peeling of closely spaced exfoliation

(thin, concentric flakes) shells. The observed "distributor ca_" form

may have developed by exfoliation or by spa/ling of the free surfaces of

the rock as a result of one or more energetic impacts on the top surface.

Minute pits from a fraction of a millimeter to about 2 millimeters

in diameter and from a fraction of a millimeter to one millimeter deep,

occur on the rounded surfaces of most rocks. As described in a subsequent
paragraph, many of these pits are lined with glass. They are present on

a specimen of microbreccia which has been tentatively identified in pho-

tographs taken on the lunar surface and for which a preliminary orienta-

tion of the rock at the time it was collected has been obtained (see

fig. 11-2). The pits are found primarily on the upper side. They clear-

ly have been produced by a process acting on the exposed surface. They
do not resemble impact craters produced in the laboratory (at collision

velocities of 7 km/sec and below), and their origin remains to be ex-
plained.

11.1.2 Regional Geologic Setting

Mare Tranquillitatis is a mare (refs. 5 and 6) of irregular form.

Two characteristics suggest that the mare material is relatively thin:

an unusual ridge ring, named Lamont, located in the southwest part of the

mare, ma_ be localized over the shallowly buried rim of a pre-mare crater;
and no large positive gravity anomaly, like those over the deep mare-
filled circular basins, is associated with Mare Tranquillitatis (ref. 7).

The southern part of Mare Tranquillitatis is crossed by relatively

faint but distinct north-northwest trending ra_s and prominent secondary
craters associated with the crater Theophilus. About 15 kilometers west

of the landing site is a fairly prominent north-northeast trending r_.

The rsy ma_ be related to either of the craters Alfraganus or Ty_ho,
located 160 and 1500 kilometers, respectively, to the southwest.

A hill of hi_hland-like material protrudes above the mare surface

52 kilometers east-southeast of the landing site. This structure suggests
the mare material is vex_ thin in this region, perh_s no more than & few
hundred meters thick.
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11.1.3 Analysis of Transmitter Gaologic Data

Location of the lundi_g site.- The l_nding site was tentatively ident-

ified during the lunar surface stay on the basis of observations transmit-

bed by the crew. The Commander reported avoiding a blocky crater the

size of a football field d,Aring landing, and observed a hill that he es-

timated to be from 1/2 to 1 mile west of the lunar module. The lunar

module was tilted 4.5 degrees east (backward) on the lunar surface.

During the first command and service module pass after lunar module

landing (about 1 to l-l/2 hours after lemding), the first of several dif-

ferent landing site locations, computed from the onboard computer and from

tracking data, was transmittcd to the Command Module Pilot for visual

search (see section 5.5). The first such estimate of the landing site

was northwest of the planned landing ellipse. The only site near this

computed location that could have matched the reported description was

near North crater at the northwest boundary of the landing ellipse. How-

ever, this region did not match the description very closely. Later,
computed estimates indicated the landing site was considerably south of

the earlier determination, and the areas near the West crater most closely
fit the description. These data were transmitted to the Command Module

Pilot on the last pass before lunar module lift-off, but the Command Mod-

ule Pilot's activities at this time did not permit visual search. The

location Just west of West crater was confirmed by rendezvous radar track-

ing of the command module by the lunar module near the end of the lumar

stay period and by the descent photography.

The crater that was avoided during landing was reported by the crew

to be surrounded by ejects containing blocks up to 5 meters in diameter

and which extended 100 to 200 meters from the crater rim, indicating a
relatively fresh, sharp-rimmed ray crater. The only crater in the 100-

to 200-meter size range that meets the description and is in the vicinity
indicated by the radar is West crater, near the southwest edge of the

planned landing ellipse. A description by the Commander of a double

crater about 6 to 12 meters in size and south of the lunar module shadow

plus the identification of West crater, the hill to the west, and the 21-

to 24-meter crater reported behind the lunar module, formed s unique pat-

tern from which the landing site was determined to within about 8 meters.

The 21 to 24 meter crater has been since identified by photometry as being

33 meters in diameter. The returned sequence-camera descent photography

confirmed the landing point location. The position corresponds to coor-

dinates 0 degree iO_ minutes 15 seconds north latitude and 23 degrees
26 minutes 0 second east longitude ca figure 5-10.

C_o_o_.- The surface of the mare near the landing site is unusually

rough and of greater geologic interest than exnected before flight. Tele-

vision pictures indicated a greater abundance of coarse fragmental debris

than at any of the four Surveyor landing sites ca the maria except that

of Surveyor I (ref. 8). It is likely that the observed fra_ents and the
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samplesreturned to earth had been derived from varying depths beneath
the original maresurface and have had widely different histories of ex-
posure on the lunar surface.

The major topographic features in the landing area are large craters
a few hundred meters across, of which four are broad subdued _eatures and

the fifth is West crater, located h00 meters east of the landing point.

Near the lunar module, the surface is pocked by numerous small craters and

strewn with fragmental debris, part of which maY have been generated dur-
ing the impact formation of West crater.

Among the smaller craters, both sharp, raised-rim craters and rela-

tively subdued craters are common. They range in size from a few centi-

meters to 20 meters. A slightly subdued, raised-rim crater (the reported

21- to 2h-meter crater) 33 meters in diameter and h meters deep occurs

about 50 meters east of the lunar module, and a double crater (the re-

ported doublet crater) about 12 meters long and 6 meters wide lies

i0 meters west of the lunar module at 260 degrees azimuth (see fig. 5-8).

The walls and floors of most of the craters are smooth and uninter-

rupted by either outcrops or conspicuous stratification. Rocks present

in the 33-meter crater are larger than any of those seen on the surface

in the vicinity of the lunar module.

The bulk of the surface layer consists of fine-grained particles

which tended to adhere to the crewmen's boots and suits, as well as equip-

sent, and was molded into smooth forms in the footprints.

The regolith is weak and relatively easily trenched to depths of

several centimeters. At an altitude of approximately 30 meters prior

to landing, the crewmen observed dust moving aw_y from the center of the

descent propulsion blast. The lunar module foot pads penetrated to a

maximum depth of 7 or 8 centimeters. The crewmen's boots left prints

generally from 3 millimeters to 2 or 3 centimeters deep. Surface material

was easily dislodged by being kicked, (see fig. 11-3). The flagpole and

drive tubes were pressed into the surface to a depth of approximately

12 centimeters. At that depth, the regolith was not sufficiently strong

to hold the core tubes upright. A hemmer was used to drive them to depths

of 15 to 20 centimeters. At places, during scooping operations, rocks
were encountered in the subsurface.

The crewmen's boot treads were sharply preserved and angles as large

as 70 degrees were maintained in the print walls (see fig. ll-h). The

surface disturbed by walking tended to break into slabs, cracking outward

about 12 to 15 centimeters from the edge of footprints.

The finest particles of the surface had some adhesion to boots,

gloves, suits, hand tools, and rocks on the lunar surface. On repeated
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contact, the coating on the boots thickened to the point that their color

war completely obscured. When the fine particles were brtu_hed off the
suits, a stain remained.

During the television panorama, the Commander pointed out several

rocks west of the television camera, one of which was tabular and stand-

ing on edge, protruding 30 centimeters above the surface. Strewn fields

of angular blocks, many more than 1/2 meter long, occur north and west

of the lunar module. In general, the rocks tended to be rounded on top
and flat or angular on the bottom.

The cohesive strength of rock fragments varied, and in some cases

the crew had difficulty in distinguishing aggregates, or clods of fine
debris, from xocks.

ll.l.h Geologic Photography and Mapping Procedures

Television and photographic coverage of the lunar surface activities

constitute most of the fundamental data for the lunar geology experiment

and complement information reported by the crew. (Refer to section 11.6

for a discussion of lunar surface photography.)

Photographic documentation of the lunar surface was acquired with

a 16--.. sequence camera, a close-up stereo camera, and two 70-ram still

cameras (one with an 80--.. lens and the other with a 60-ram lens). The

camera with the 60-... lens was intended primarily for gathering geological

data, and a transparent plate containing a 5 by 5 matrix of crosses was

mounted in front of the film plane to define the coordinate system for
the optical geometry.

Photogr_hio pro_dAuae8.- Photographic procedures planned for the

lunar geologic experiment for use ,lith the 70-ram Hasselblad with 60-.-

lens were the panorama survey, the sample area survey, and the single

sam_le survey.

The panorama survey consists of 12 pictures taken at intervals of

30 degrees in azimuth and aimed at the horizon with the lens focused at

22.5 meters. The resulting pictures, when matched together as a moeaic,
form a continuous 360-degree view of the landing site from which relative

azimuth angles can be measured between features of interest. The Com-

mander took a partial panorsma from the foot of the ladder immediately

after he Stepped to the lunar surface (fig. 11-5, part a). Also, three

panoramas were taken from the vertices of an imaginary triangle surro_d-
ing the lunar module (for example, fig. 11-5, parts b and c).
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The samplearea survey consists of five or morepictures taken of
an area h to 6 meters from the camera. The first picture was taken approx-
imately downsun, and the succeedingthree or morepictures were taken
cross sun, with parallel cameraaxes at inter_zals of 1 to 2 meters.

The single samplesurvey wasdesigned to record structures that were
particularly significant to the crew. The area wasphotographedfrom a
distance of 1.6 meters. As with the samplearea survey, the first picture
was taken approximately downsun, and the next two were taken cross sun.

Geologic study from photogr_hs.- The lunar geology experiment in-

cludes a detailed study and comparison of photographs of the rock samples
in the Lunar Receiving Laboratory with photographs taken on the lunar sur-

face. The method of study involves the drawing of geologic sketch maps

of faces that show features of the rock unobscured by dust and a detailed

description of the morphologic (relating to former structure), structural,

and textural features of the rock, together with an interpretation of the

associated geologic features. The photographs and geologic sketches con-

stitute a permanent record of the appearance of the specimens before sub-
sequent destructive laboratory work.

A small rock, 2 by h by 6 centimeters, which was collected in the

contingency sample has been tentatively located on the lunar-surface pho-

tographs. Photographs of the rock show a fresh-appearing vesicular (small

cavity resulting from vaporization in a molten mass) lava, similar in ve-

sicularity, texture, and crystallinity to many terrestrial basalts (see
fig. ll-2).

The third largest rock in the contingency sample was collected with-

in 2 meters of the lunar module. The rock hs.q an ovoid shape, tapered at

one end, with broadly rounded top and nearly flat bottom (see fig. ll-6).

It is about 5.5 centimeters long, 2 to 3 c_utimeters wide, and l-l/2 to

2 centimeters thick. Part of the top and sides are covered with fine dust

but the bottom and lower sides indicate a very f__ne-grained clastic rock

with scattered subrounded rock fragments up to 5 millimeters in diameter.

The rounded ovoid shape of the top and sides of this specimen is irregular
in detail. In the central part, there is a broad depression formed by

many coalescing shallow irregalar cavities and round pits. Adjacent to

this, toward the tapered front end, round deep pits are abundant and so

closely spaced that some intersect others and indicate more than one gene-

ration of pitting. The bottom is marked by two parallel flat surfaces,
separated by an irregular longitudinal scarp about 1/2 to 1 millimeter

high. A few small cavities are present, but no round pits of the type
found on the top. An irregular fracture pattern occurs on the bottom of

the rock. The fractures are short, discontinuous, and largely filled with

dust. On the top of the rock near the tapered end, a set of short frac-

tures, 3 to 9 millimeters long, is largely dust-filled and does not appear
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to penetrate far into the rock. On a few sides _nd corners, there are

short, curved fractures which may be exfoliation features. This rock is

a breccia of small subangular lithic fragments in a very fine grained

matrix. It resembles the material of the surface layer as photographed

by the stereo closeup camera, except that this specimen is indurated.

Photometric evaluation.- The general photometric characteristics of

the surface were not noticeably different from those observed at the

Surveyor landing sites. See section ii.7 for a more detailed evaluation

of the photography during lunar orbit and surface operations. The albedo

of the lunar surface decreased significantly where it was disturbed or

covered with a spray of fine grained material kicked L,@ by the crew. At

low phase angles, the reflectance of the fine grained materiel was in-

creased noticeably, especially where it was compressed smoothly by the
crewmen's boots.

11.1.5 Surface Traverse and Sampling Logs

The television pictures and lunar surface photographs were used to

prepare a map showing the location of surface features, emplaced instru-

ments, and sample localities (fig. 11-7). The most distant single tra-

verse was made to the 33-meter-diameter crater east of the lunar module.

The contingency sample was taken in view of the sequence camer_ just

outside quad IV of the lunar module. Two scoopfuls filled the sample bag

with approximately 1.03 kilograms of surface material. The areas where

the samples were obtained have been accurately located on a frame

(fig. 11-8) of the sequence film taken from the lunar module window. Both

scoopfels included small rock fragments (figs. 11-9 and ii-i0) visible on

the surface from the lunar module windows prior to sampling.

The Commander pushed the handle of the scoop apparatus 15 to 20 cen-

timeters into the surface very near the area of the first scoop. Collec-

tion of the bulk sample included 17 or 18 scoop motions made in full view
of the television camera and at least five within the field of view of

the sequence camera.

The two core-tube samples were taken in +.he vicinity of the solar

wind composition experiment. The first core. location was documented by

the television camera and by two individual Hasselblad photographs. The

second core-t'.,be location, as reported by the crew, was in the vicinity

of the solar wind composition experiment.

Approximately 20 selected, but unphotographed, grab samples (about
6 kilograms ) were collec_ed in the final minutes of the extravehicular

activity. These specimens were collected out to a distance of i0 to

15 meters in the area _outh of the lunar module and near the east rim of

the large double crater.

J
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The sites of three of the contingency sample rocks havebeen located

and those of two tentatively identified by comparing their shapes and

sizes from the lunar module window and surface photographs with photo-

graphs taken of the specimens at the Lunar Receiving Laboratory. Evidence

for the identification and orientation of rock A (fig. 11-9) was obtained

from the presence of a saddle-shaped notch on its exposed side. Rock C

(fig. ii-i0) was characterized by the pitlike depression visible on the

photographs. Rock B (fig. 11-9) is only about 2 centimeters across and

at this time has not been correlated with the specimens in the Lunar Re-

ceiving Laboratory.

During bulk sampling, rock fragments were collected primarily on the

northeast rim of the large double crater southwest of the lunar module.

Photographs taken of the documented sample locality (south of the

plus Z foot pad) before and after the extravehicular activity were search-

ed for evidence of rocks that might have been included in the sample. Fig-

ures ll-ll and ll-12 illustrate that three rather large rocks (up to sev-

era/ tens of centimeters) were removed from their respective positions

shoal on the photographs taken before the extravehicular activity. A

closer view of these three rocks was obtained during the extravehicular
activity (fig. ll-13).

ll.l.6 Geologic Hand Tools

The geologic hand tools (fig. A-5) included the contingency sample

container, scoop, hammer, extension h_ndle, two core tubes, tongs, two

large sample bags, weighing scale, two sample return containers, and the

gnomon. Also included were small sample bags, numbered for _se in docu-

mentation. All tools were used except the gnomon. The crew reported
that, in general, the tools worked well.

The large scoop, attached to the extension handle, was used primar-

ily during bulk sampling to collect rocks and fine-grained material. The

large scoop wa_ used about 22 times in collecting the bulk sample. As
expected from i/6-g simulations, some lunar material tended to fall out

of the scoop at the end of scooping motion.

The hammer was used to drive the core tubes attached to the extension

handle. Hard enough blows could be struck to dent the top of the exten-

sion handle. The extension handle was attached to the large scoop for

bulk sampling and to the core tubes for taking core samples.

Two core tubes were driven and each collected a satisfactory sample.

Each tube had an internally tapered bit that compressed the sample 2.2:1
within the inside of the tube. One tube collected i0 centimeters of
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sampleand the other 13 centimeters. The tubes were difficult to drive
deeper than about 20 centimeters. This difficulty mayhavebeen parti-
ally causedby the increasing density of the fine grained material with
depth or other mechanical characteristics of the lunar regolith. The
difficulty of penetration was also a function of the tapered bit, which
causedgreater resistance with increased penetration. Onetube was dif-
ficult to attach to the extension handle. Whenthis tube wasdetached
from the extension handle, the butt end of the tube unscrewedandwas
lost on the lunar surface. Thetubes were openedafter the flight and
the split liners inside both were found to be offset at the bit end. The
Teflon core follower in one tube was originally inserted upside down, and
the follower in the other tube was inserted without the expansion spring
which holds it snugly against the inside of the split tube.

The tongs were usedto pick up the documentedsamplesand to right
the closeup stereo camerawhenit fell over on the lunar surface.

Oneof the large samplebags was used for stowageof documented
samples. The other large bag, the weigh bag, wasused for sto_age of
buUksamples.

Theweighing scale was used only as a hook to suspend the btuk sam-

ple bag from the lunar module during the collection of bulk samp;te_ .

11.2 LUNAR SOIL MECHANICS EXPERIMENT

The lunar surface at the Apollo ll landing site was similar :Isp-

pearance, behavior, and mechanical properties to the surface encountered

at the Surveyor maria landing sites. Although the lunar surface material

differs considerably in composition and in range of particle shapes from

a terrestrial soil of the same particle size distribution, it does not

appear to differ significantly in its engineering behavior.

A variety of data was obtained through detailed crew observations,
photography, telemetered dynamic _ata, and examination of the returned

lunar surface material and rock samples. This information permitted a

preliminary assessment of the physical and mechanical properties of the

lunar surface materials. Simulaticas based on current data are planned

to gain further insight into the physical characteristics and mechanical
behavior of lunar surface materials.

11.2.1 Observed Characteristics

The physical characteristics of lunar surface materials were first

indicated during the lunar module descent when the crew noticed a trans-

parent sheet of dust resembling a thin l_er of ground fog thst moved

radially outward and caused a gradual decrease in visibility.
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Inspection of the area below the descent stage after landing re-

vealed no evidence of an erosion crater and little change in the apparent

topography. The surface immediately underneath the engine skirt had a

singed appearance and was slightly etched (fig. ll-lh), indicating a

sculpturing effect extending outward from the engine. Visible streaks

of eroded material extended only to a maximum distance of about 1 meter

beyond the engine skirt.

During ascent, there were no visible signs of surface erosion. The

insulation blown off the descent stage generally moved outward on extended

flight paths in a manner similar to that of the eroded surface particles

during descent, although the crew reported the insulation was, in some
cases, blown for several miles.

The landing gear foot pads had penetrated the surface 2 to 5 centi-

meters and there was no discernible throwout from the foot pads. Fig-

ures ll-15 through ll-18 show the foot pads of the plus Y and minus Z

and Y struts. The same photographs show the postlanding condition of

the lunar contact probes, which had dug into end were dragged through

the lunar surface, as well as some surface bulldozing by the minus Z

foot pad in the direction of the left lateral motion during landing.

The bearing pressure on each foot pad is 1 or 2 psi.

The upper few centimeters of surface materiel in the vicinity of the

landing site are characterized by a brownish, medium gray, slightly co-

hesive, granular material that is largely composed of bulky grains in

the size range of silt to fine sand. Angular to subrounded rock frag-

ments ranging in size up to 1 meter are distributed throughout the area.

Some of these fragments were observed to lie on the surface, some were

partially buried, and others were only barely exposed.

The lunar surface is relatively soft to depths of 5 to 20 centimet-

ers. The surface can be easily scooped, offers low resistance to penetra-

tion, and provided slight lateral support for the staffs, poles, and core

tubes. Beneath this relatively soft surface, resistance to penetration

increases considerably. The available data seem to indicate that this in-

crease is caused by an increase in the density of material at the surface

rather than the presence of rock fragments or bedrock.

Natural clods of fine-grained material crumbled under the crewmen's

boots. This behavior, while not fully understood, indicates cementation

and/or natural cohesion between the grains. Returned lumar surface sam-

ples in nitrogen were also found to cohere again to some extent after

being separated, although to a lesser degree than observed on the lunar
surface in the vacuum.

The surface material was loose, powdery, and fine-gralned and ex-

hibited adhesive characteristics. As a result, the surface material

tended to stick to any object with which it came in contact, including
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the crewmen's boots and suits, the television cable, and the lunar equip-

ment conveyor. During operation of the lunar equipment conveyor, the

powder adhering to it was carried into the spacecraft cabin. Also, suf-

ficient fine-grained material collected on the equipment conveyor to
cause binding.

The thin layer of material adhering to the crewmen's boot soles

caused some tendency to slip on the ladder during ingress. Similarly,
the powdery coating of the rocks on the lunar surface was also somewhat

slippery (see section 4.0). A fine dust confined between two relatively

hard surfaces, such as a boot sole and a ladder rung or a rock surface,
would be expected to produce some tendency to slip.

The lunar surface provided adequate bearing strength for standing,

walking, loping, or Jumping, and sufficient traction for starting, turn-
ing, or stopping.

Small, fresh crater walls having slope angles of up to 15 degrees

could be readily negotiated by the crew. Going straight down or up was

found to be preferable to traversing these slopes sideways. The footing

was nct secure because the varying thickness of unstable layer material
tended to slide in an unpredictable fashion.

The material on the rim and walls of larger-size craters, with w._ll

slopes ranging up to 35 degrees appeared to be more compact and stable
than that on the smaller craters which were traversed.

11.2.2 Examination of Lunar Material Samples

Preliminary observations were made of the general appe_'ance, struc-

ture, texture, color, graln-size distribution, consistency, compactness,

and mechanical behavior of the fine-grained material ssm_le_ by the core

tubes and collected during the contingency, bulk, and documented sa_ling.

These investigations will be reported in greater detail in subsequent
science reports.

%&

Ii. 3 EXAMINATION OF LUNAR SAMPLES

A total of 22 kilograms of lunar material was returned by the

Apollo II crew; ii kilograms were rock fragments more than i centimeter

in diameter and Ii kilograms were sma_ler particulate material. Because

the documented sample container was filled by picking up selected rocks

with tongs, the container held a variety of large rocks (total 6.0 kilo-

grams). The total bulk sample was 14.6 kilograms.
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The returned lunar material may be divided into the following four
groups :

a. Type A - fine-grained crystalline igneous rock containing vesi-
cles (cavities)

b. Type B -medium-grained vuggy (small cavity) crystalline igneous
rock

c. Type C - breccia (rock consisting of sharp fragments imbedded

in a fine grained matrix) consisting of small fragments of gray rocks
and fine material

d. Type D - fines (very small particles in a mixture of various
sizes ).

The major findings of a preliminary examination of the lunar samples
are as follows :

a. Based on the fabric and mineralogy, the rocks can be divided

into two groups: (1) fine and medium grained crystalline rocks of igne-

ous origin, probably originally deposited as lava flows, then dismembered

and redeposited as impact debris, and (2) breccias of complex history.

b. The crystalline rocks are different from any terrestrial rock

and from meteorites, as shown by the bulk chemistry studies and analyses
of mineral concentration in a specified area.

c. Erosion has occurred on the lunar surface, as indicated by the

rounding on most rocks and by the evidence of exposure to a process

which gives the rocks a surface appearance similar to sandblasted rocks.

No evidence exists of erosion by surface water.

d. The probable presence of the assemblage iron-troilite-ilmenlte

and the absence of any hydrated phase suggest that the crystalline rocks

were formed under extremely low partial pressures of oxygen, water, and
sulfur (in the range of those in equilibrium with most meteorites).

e. The absence of secondary hydrated minerals suggests that there

has been no surface water at Tranquility Base at any time since the rocks
were exposed.

f. Evidence of shock or impact metamorphism is common in the rocks
and fines.

g. All the rocks display glass-lined surface pits which may have

been caused by the impact of small particles.
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h. The fine material and the breccia contain large amounts of all

noble gases with elemental and isotopic abundances that a/m:ost certainly
were derived from the solar wind. The fact that interior semples of the

breccias contain these gases implies that the breccias were formed at

the lunar surface from material previously exposed to the solar wind.

i. The 40K/40Ar measurements on igneous rock indicate that those

rocks crystallized 3 to h billion years ago. Cosmic-ray-produced nuclides

indicate the rocks have been within 1 meter of the surface for periods of
20 to 160 million years.

J. The level of indigenous volatilizable and/or pyrolyzable organic

material appears to be extremely low (considerably less than 1 ppm).

k. The chemical analyses of 23 lunar samples show that all rocks

and fines are generally similar chemically.

i. The elemental constituents of lunar samples are the same as

those found in terrestrial igneous rocks and meteorites. However, sev-

eral significant differences in composition occur: (1) some refractory

elements (such as titanium and zirconium) are notably enriched, and
(2) the alkalis and some volatile elements are depleted.

m. Elements that are enriched in iron meteorites (that is, nickel,
cobalt, and the platinum group) were either not observed or were low in
abundance.

n. The chemical analysis of the fines material is in excellent

agreement with the results of the alpha-back-scattering measurement at
the Surveyor V site.

o. Of 12 radioactive species identified, two were cosmogenic radio-

nuclides of short half life, (52Mm which has a half life of 5.7 days and
_8V which has a half life of 16.1 days.

p. Uranium and thorium concentrations were near the typical values
for terrestrial basalts; however, the potassium-to-uranium ratio deter-

mined for lunar surface material as much lower than such values deter-

mined for either terrestrial rocks or meteorites.

q. The observed high concentration of 26;ui is consistent with a

long cosmic-ray expcsure age inferred from the rare-gas analysis.

r. No evidence of biological material has been found to date in the
samples.

s. The lunar surface material at the lunar module landing site is

predominantly fine grained, granular, slightly cohesive, and incompressible.
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The hardness increases considerably at a depth of 6 inches. The soil is

similar in appearance and behavior to the soil at the Surveyor landing
sites.

ll.h PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT

The early Apollo scientific experiment package seismometer system

met the requirements of the experiment for the first 2 weeks of its oper-

ation. No significant instrumental deficiencies were encountered despite

the fact that maximum operating temperatures exceeded those planned for
the instrument by as much as 50° F.

Analysis of calibration pulses and signals received from various

crew activities indicated that all four seismometers were operating

properly. Instrument response curves derived from calibration pulses
are shown in figure ll-19.

During the first lunar day, data were acquired at ii:40:39 p.m.

e.s.t., July 20, and transmission was stopped by command from Mission Con-

trol Center at 06:58:46 a.m.e.s.t., August 3, when the predicted rate of

solar panel output power drop occurred at lunar sunset. This occurred

approximately 4 hours end 40 minutes before the sunset time predicted for

a flat surface, indicating an effective slope of 2 degrees 20 minutes up-
ward to the west at the deployment site.

11.4.1 Seismic Background Noise

A histogram of seismic background level recorded by the short-period

seismometer is shown in figure ll-20. The high amplitude signal Just

after turn-on was produced in part by crew activities and in part by a

signal generated within the lunar module, presumably by venting processes.

The levels decreased steadily until the background had disappeared com-

pletely by July 29 (8 days after turn-on). Thus, continuous seismic

background signal near 1 hertz is less than 0.3 millimicron, which cor-

responds to system noise. Maximum signal levels of 1.2 microns at fre-

quencies of 7 to 8 hertz were observed during the period when the crewmen
were on the surface.

Except for the occasional occurrence of transient signals, the back-

ground seismic signal level on the long period vertical component seis-
mometer is below system noise; that is, below 0.3 millimicron over the

period range from 1 to i0 seconds (see figs. 11-21 and 11-22). This is

between one hundred and ten thousand times less than the average back-

ground levels observed on earth in the normal period range for micro-
seisms (6 to 8 seconds).
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Continuous background motions of relatively large amplitude (i0 to

30 millimicrons peak to peak) were observed on the records from both

horizontal component seismomet_rs. The amplitude of these motions de-

creased below the level of the 5h-second oscillation for a 2- to 3-day

interval centered near lunar noon when the rate of change of exteAmal

temperature with time would be at a minimum. The signals are of very
low frequency (period is on the order of 20 seconds to 2 minutes). It

is assumed that these signals correspond to tilting of the instruments

caused by a combination of thermal distortions of the metal pallet which

serves as the instrument base and a rocking motion of the pallet produced

by thermal effects in the lunar surface material. However, the horizontal

component of true lunar background seismic background level at shorter
periods (less than l0 seconds) also appears to be less than 0.3 millimi-

cron.

ii.4.2 Near Seismic Events

Four types of high frequency signals produced by local sources

(within l0 to 20 kilometers of the seismic experiment package) have been

tentatively identified.

Signals produced by crew activities were prominent on the short

period seismometer from initial turn-on until lunar module ascent. Such

signals were particularly large when the crewmen were in physical contact

with the lunar module. The signal produced when the Commander ascended

the ladder to reenter the lunar module is shown in figure 11-23.

The predominant frequency of all of these signals is 7.2 to 7.3 hertz.

The spectrum of the signal produced by the Commander on the lunar module

ladder, shown in figure i1-23, contains this prominent peak. This fre-

quency is approximatel_ _ equal to the fundamental resonant mode of vibra-

tion of the lunar mod_le structure. The spectrum of the signal generated

when c_e of the portable life support systems, weighing 75 pounds, struck

the ground after being ejected from the lunar module is shown in figure

ll-2h for comparison. The spectrum again shows the 7.2 hertz peak; how-

ever, it is important to note that the two peaks at 11.3 and 12.3 hertz

would be dominant if the spectrum were corrected for instrument response.

The signal at 7.2 hertz was presumably generated because the portable llfe

support system struck the lunar module porch and the ladder as it fell
to the surface.

The 7.2 hertz peak is shifted to 8.0 hertz in the spectra of signals

generated after departure of the lunar module ascent stage. Resonances

in the remaining descent stage structure would be expected to shift to

higher frequencies when the mass of the ascent stage was removed.
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Someof the signals observedhad the samecharacteristics as did
landslides on earth. The signals have emergentonset_ and last up to
7 minutes for the largest trains. Lowfrequencies (1/10 to 1/15 herr )
associated with the largest of these trains are also observedon the
seismogramsfrom the long period, vertical componentseismometer. As
shownin fi_are 11-25, these events beganon July 25 (2 dapsbefore lunar
noon), subsided during the lunar noonperiod, and continued after lunar
noonwith more frequent and muchsmaller events_ The activity is believed
to be related in somewaMto thermal effects. Morethan 200 of these
events were identified in total.

High frequency signals were observed from an undeterminedsource,
Thesesignals beganwith large amplitudes on the short period selsmo..
meter and gradually decreasedover a period of 8 days until they disap-
peared completely on July 30. During the final stages of this activity,
the signals becamevery repetitive with nearly identical structure from
train to train. As mentionedpreviously, the predominant frequency of
these signals was approximately 7.2 hertz before l_iar moduleascent and
8.0 hertz after lunar moduleascent. The complete disappearanceof these
signals andtheir nearly identical form have led to the tentative conclu-
sion that they were producedby the lunar moduleitself, presumablyby
venting processes.

Someof the observedhigh frequency signals might possibly have been
from nearby meteoroid impacts. An analysis is being madeof several high-
frequency signals which maycorrespondto meteoroid impacts at ranges of
a few kilometers, or less, from the passive seismic experiment package.
Substantive remarkson these events cannot be madeuntil spectra of the
signals are computed.

ll.h.3 Distant Seismic Events

During the period from July 22 through 24, three of the recorded
signals appear to be surface waves, that is, seismic waveswhich travel
along the surface of the moonin contrast to body waveswhich would trav-
el through the interior of the moon. Bodywaves(compressional and shear
waves)producedby a given seismic source normally travel at higher ve-
locities than surface wavesand, hence, are observed on the record before

the surface waves. No body waves were observed for these events. The

wave trains begin with short period oscillations (2 to 4 seconds) which

gradually increase in period to 16 to 18 seconds, when the train dis-
persed.

A wave train having similar characteristics has been observed on

the long period vertical channel in associatic_ with a series of dis-

crete pulses on the short period vertical channel. In this case, the
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long period wavetrain observedon the record is simply the summationof
transients corresponding to these pulses and, hence, is of instrumental
origin. A dispersion of this type is commonlyobservedon earth in var-
ious types of surface wavesand is well understood. The dispersion, or
gradual transformation of an initial impulsive source to an extended
oscillatory train of waves, is producedby propagation through a wave
guide of sometype. The events observed appearonly on the horizontal
componentseismometers. Suchhorizontally polarized waves,whenobserved
on earth, would be called Love waves. Onearth, surface waveswhich have
a vL_cical componentof motion (Rayleigh waves) are usually the most prom-
inent waveson the record from a distant event. Several possibilities
are presently under study to explain these w_vea.

ii.4.4 Engineering Evaluation

Fromacquisition of initial data to turn-off, the passive seismic
experiment packageoperated a total of 319hours 18 minutes. Thepower
and data subsystemsperformedextremely well, psu_ticularly in view of
the abnormally high operating temperatures. The output of the solar cell
array waswithin I to 2 watts of the expected value andwas always higher
than the 27-watt minimumdesign specification.

About 99.8 percent of the data from the passive seismic experiment
packageare preserved on tape. Several occurrences of data dropout were

determined to be caused by other than the seismic experiment system.

The passive seismic experiment showed good response, detecting the

crewmen's footsteps, portable life support system ejection from the lunar

module, and movements by the crew in the lunar module prior to lift-off.

Data from the dust and thermal radiation engineering measurement

were obtained continuously except for brief turn-off periods associated
with power/thermal management.

A total of 916 commands were transmitted and accepted by the passive
seismic experiment package. Most of these commands were used to level

the equipment, thereby correcting for the thermal distortions of the sup-
porting primary structure.

The down_link signal strength received from the passive seismic ex-
periment package agree with the predictions and for the SO-foot antennas

ranged from minus 135 to minus 139 dl_ and for the 85-foot antennas

ranged from minus 125 to minus 127 dBm.

Normal operation was initiated on the second lunar day by command

from Mission Control Center at l:O0 a.m.e.s.t., August 19, approximately

20 hours after sunrise at Tranquility Base. Transmission stopped at
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6:08 a.m.e.s.t., Septemberi, with the loss of solar panel output power
at lunar sunset. The loss of transmission wasdisappointing, however,
at the time of the loss, the passive seismic experiment packagehad ex-
ceededthe design objectives.

Data received, including seismometermeasurements,were consistent
with those recorded at corresponding sun elevation angles on the first
lunar day. Operation continued until the data system did not respond to
a transmitted commandat 3:50 a.m.e.s.t., August 25 (approximately noon
of the secondlunar day). No commandwas acceptedby the passive seismic
experiment packageafter that time, despite repeated attempts under a
wide variety of ccnditions.

The initial impact of the loss of commandcapability was the in-
ability to re-level the long period seismic sensors. As a result, all
tLree axesbecameso _nba]ancedthat the data were meaningless; however,
meaningful data continued to be received from the short period sensor.

Valid short period seismic sensor and telemetry data continued to be
received s_ndrecorded during the remainder of the day. Componenttempera-
tures and power levels continued to be nominal, corresponding with values
recorded at the samesun angles on the first lunar day. Thepassive
seismic experiment was automatically switched to the standby modeof op-
eration whenthe power droppedat sunset.

Downlink transmission was acquired during the third lunar day at
5:27 p.m.e.s.t., September16. Transmission stopped at 6:31 a.m.,
e.s.t., October l, with the loss of power at lunar sunset. Efforts to
restore commandcommunicationswere unsuccessful. The passive seismic

experiment remained in the standby mode of operation, with no seismic

data output. Data from the dust and thermal radiation engineering mea-

surement went off-scale low at 10:00 p.m.e.s.t., September 16, and re-

ms/ned off-scale throughout the day. The downlink signal strength, com-

ponent temperatures, and power levels ccntinued to be nominal, correspond-

ing with values reco;'ded at the same sun angles on previous days.

ll.b.5 Conclusions

Tentative conclusions based on a preliminary analysis of data ob-

tained during the first recording period (July 21 to August 3) are as
follows :

a. The seismic background signal on the moon is less than the

threshold sensitivity of the instrument (0.3 millimicron). Seismometers

are able to operate on the lunar surface at l0 to 100 times higher sensi-
tivity than is possible on earth.
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b. Allowing for the difference in size betweenthe earth and the
moon,the occurrence of seismic events (moonquakesor impacts) is much
less frequent for the moonthan the occurrence of earthquakes on the
earth.

c. Despite the puzzling features of the possible surface wave
trains, an attempt is being madeto find lunar modelscompatible with
the data. A detailed discussion of the surface wavetrains will be con-
tained in a subsequentscience report.

d. Erosional processes corresponding to landslides along crater
walls maybe operative within one or more relatively young craters lo-
cated within a few kilometers of the passive seismic experiment package.

ii. 5 LASERRANGINGRETRO-REFLECTOREXPERIMENT

Thelaser ranging retro-reflector wasdeployed approximately 14 meters
south-southwest of the lunar modulein a relatively smootharea (see fig.
11-26). Thebubble wasnot precisely in the center of the leveling device
but wasbetweenthe center andthe innermost division in the southwest
direction, indicating an off-level condition of less than 30 minutes of
arc. The shadowlines and sun compassmarkingswere clearly visible, and
the crew reported that these devices showedthat the alignment wasprecise.

OnAugust i, 1969, the Lick Observatory obtained reflected signals
from the laser reflector. The signal continued to appear for the remain-
der of the night. Between5 and 8 Joules per pulse were transmitted al
6943angstroms. Using the 120-inch telescope, each returned signal con-
tained, on the average, morethan one photo-electron, a value that indi-
cates that the condition of the reflector on the surface is entirely sat-
is factory.

OnAugust 20, 1969, the McDonald Observatory obtained reflected sig-

nals from the reflector. The round trip signal time was found to be

2.h9596311 (+0.00000003) seconds, an uncertainty equivalent to a distance
variation of 4.5 meters.

These observations, made a few days before lunar sunset and a few

days after lunar sunrise, show that the thermal design of the reflector

permits operation during sun illuminated periods and that the reflector

survived the lunar night satisfactorily. They also indicate no serious

degradation of optical performance from flaked insulation, debris, dust,

or rocket exhaust products which scattered during lunar module lift-off.
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The scientific objectives of the laser ranging experiment --studies

of gravitaticn, relativity, and earth and lunar physics -- can be achieved

only by sacce_sfully monitoring the changes in the distances from stations

on earth to the laser beam reflector on the moon with an uncertainty of

about 15 centimeters over a period of many years. The McDonald Observatory

is being instrumented to make daily observations with this accuracy, and

it is expected that several other stations capable of this ranging pre-
cision will be established.

i1.6 SOLAR WIND COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT

The solar wind composition experiment was designed to measure the

abundance and the isotopic compositions of the noble gases in the solar

wind (He S, He 4, Ne 20, Ne 21 ' Ne22 Ar36, and Ar38). The experiment con-

sisted of a specially prepared aluminum foil with an effective area of

0.4 square meter (see fig. 11-27). When exposed to the solar wind at the

lunar surface, solar wind particles which arrived with velocities of a

few hundred kilometers per second would penetrate the foil to a depth of

several millionths of a centimeter and become firmly trapped. Particle

measurements would be accomplished by heating the returned foil in an

ultra high vacuum system. The evolving atoms would then be analyzed in

statically operated mass spectrometers, and the absolute and isotopic
quantities of _he particles determined.

The experiment was deployed approximately 6 meters from the lunar

module. The staff of the experiment penetrated 13.5 centimeters into the
surface.

The foil was retreived after 77 minutes exposure to the lunar en-

vlronment. The return unit was placed into a special Teflon bag and re-

turned to earth in the lunar sample return container. A portion of the

foil was cut out, placed into a metal gasket vacuum container, and heat

sterilized at 125 ° C for 39 hours. The section of foil has been released

for analysis, and results will be reported in science reports.

Ii. 7 PHOTOGRAPHY

A preliminary analysis of the Apollo II photographic activities is

discussed in the following paragraphs. During the mission, all nine of

the 70-ram and all 13 of the 16-ram film magazines carried onboard the

spacecraft were exposed. Approximately 90 percent of the photographic

objectives were accomplished, including about 85 percent of the requested

lunar photography and about 46 percent of the targets of opportunity.
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11.7.1 Photographic Objectives

The lunar surface photographic objectives were:

a. Long distance coverage from the command module

b. Lunar mapping photography from orbit

c. Landed lunar module location

d. Sequence photography during descent, lunar stay, and ascent

e. Still photographs through the lunar module window

f. Still photographs on the lunar surface

g. Closeup stereo photography

11.7.2 Film Description and Processing

Special care was taken in the selection, preparation, calibration,

and processing of film to maximize returned information. The types of

film included and exposed are listed in the following table.

Film type Film size, mm

S0-368, color 16

?0

35
S0-168, color 16

?0
3_O0, black 70

and white

ASA
Magazines

speed

5 6h

2

1

8
2

Re solut ion

High
contrast

8O

63

170

, lines/ram

Low

contrast

35

32

?0

mExposed and developed at ASA i000 for interior photography and
ASA 160 for lunar surface photography.

11.7.3 Photographic Results

Lunar photography from the command module consisted mainly of speci-
fied targets of opportunity together with a short strip of vertical still

photography from about 170 to 120 degrees east longitude. Most of the
other 70--_ co_und module photography of the surface consisted of fea-
tures selected by the crew.
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The 16-mm sequence camera photography was generally excellent. The
descent film was used to determine the location of the landed lunar mod-

ule. One sequence of 16-mm coverage taken from the lunar module window

shows the lunar surface change from a light to a very dark color wherever

the crew walked.

The quantity and quality of still photographs taken through the lunar

module window and on the lunar surface were very good. On some sequences,

to insure good photography the crew varied the exposures one stop in either

direction from the exposure indicated. The still photography on the sur-

face indicates that the landing site location determined by use of the 16-

ram descent film is correct.

The closeup stereo photography provides good quality imagery of

17 areas, each 3 by 3 inches. These areas included various rocks, some

ground surface cracks, and some rock which appears to have been partially

melted or splattered with molten glass.

11.7.4 Photographic Lighting and Color Effects

When the lunar surface was vi ewed from the command module window,

the color was reported to vary with the viewing angle. A high sun angle

caused the surface to appear brown, and a low sun angle caused the sur-.

face to appear slate gre,v. At this distance from the moon, distinct

color variations were seen in the maria and are very pronounced on the

processed film. According to the crew, the 16-ram photographs are more

representative of the true surface color than are the 70-mm photographs.

However, prints from both film types have shown tints of green and other

shades which are not realistic. Underexposure contributes to the green

tint, and the printing process can increase this effect. Each generation

away from the original copy will cause a further increase in this tint-

ing. On the original film, the greenish tint in the dark, or underex-

posed, areas is a function of spacecraft window transmission character-

istics and low sun angles. For Apollo 12, the master fi."m copies will

be color corrected, which should greatly minimize unrealistic tinting.

A 16-... film sequence from the lunar module window shows crew activ-

ities in both gray and light brown areas. As the crewmen moved, the gray

area, which is apparently softer, deeper material, turned almost black.

The crewmen's feet visibly sank in this gray material a_ they kicked mod-

erate quantities. The light brown area did not appreciably change color
with crewmen' s movement.

The color pictures in which the fine grained parts of the lunar

surface appear gray are properly exposed, while those pictures in which

the lunar surface is light brown to light tan are generally overexposed.
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The rocks appear light grs_v to brownish gray in pictures that are pro-

perly exposed for the rocks and vary from light tan to an off-white where

overexposed. The crew reported that fine grained lunar material and rocks

appeared to be gray to dark gray. These materials appeared slightly

brownish gray when observed near zero phase angle. Small brownish, tan,
and golden reflections were observed from rock surfaces.

The targets and associated exposure values for each frame of the

lunar surface film magazines were carefully planned before flight. Nearly

all of the photographs were taken at the recommended exposure settings.

Preflight simulations and training photography indicated that at

shutter speeds of 1/125 second or longer, a suited crewman could induce

excessive image motion during exposure. A shutter speed of 1/250 second

was therefore chosen to reduce the unwanted motion to an acceptable level.

Corresponding f-stops were then determined which would provide correct

exposure under predicted lunar lighting conditions. At the completion

of the training program, the crew was proficient at photographzng dif-

ferent subjects under varying lighting conditions.

To simplify camera operations, f-stops of 5.6 and ii were chosen

for exposures in the cross-sun and down-sun directions, respectively.
This exposure information was provided on decals attached to the film

magazines and was used successfully.

The crewmen chose exposures for unusual lighting conditions. For

example, the photographs of the Lunar Module Pilot descending the ladder

were taken at an f-stop of 5.6 and a speed of 1/60 second, and the best

photograph of the landing-leg plaque was taken at an exposure of 5.6 and

1/30 second. When a high depth of field was required, exposures were

made with smaller apertures and correspondingly slower shutter speeds to

maintain equivalent exposure values. The crewmen usually steadied the

camera against the remote-control-unit bracket on the suit during these
slower-speed exposures.

A preliminary analysis of all lunar surface exposures indicates that

the nominal shutter speed of 1/250 second appears to be a good compromise

between depth of field and crew-induced image motion. In those specific

instances where a slower shutter speed was required, either because of

depth-of-field or lighting considerations, the crew was able to minimize

image motion by steadying the camera. However, the selection of the

1/250-second speed will be re-evaluated for continued general photography.

Figures 11-3, 11-4, 11-18, and 11-28 are representative of lunar

surface photography.



TABLE ll-I .- COMPARATIVE TIMES FOR PLANNED LU_AB SURFACE EVENTS

Event

Final preparation for egress

Coa_nder egress to surface

Cc_nander environmental famil-

larlz&tion

Contingency sample collection

Preliminary spaceeraf_ cheeks

Lunar Module Pilot egress to

suffice

Crm-_nder photography a_d oh-
serTntlon

Television camera deployment

(partial)

Lunar Module Pilot envlron-

mental "_m/llarlz&t ion

Television cetera deployment

(complete )

Solar wind ccmposltion experi-

ment deployment

Bulk sample and extravehicular

mobility unit evaluation (com-

plete)

Lunar module inspection by
Lunar Module Pilot

Lunar Module inspection by Com-
mander

Off-load experiment packqe

Deploy experiment pack.s

Documented sample colleotic_

Lunar Module Pilot in_eas

Transfer sample return con-

Commander ingress

Planned time. Actual time, Difference, Remarks
mln:sec mln:sec min:sec

i0:00 20:_5 +I0:45

i0:00

5:00

4:30

6:30

7:00

_:00

6:00

7:00

4:00

i_:30

14:00

15:30

7:00

9:00

34:00

_:00

lk:O0

9:30

8:_0

2:05

3:36

6:35

7:00

2:40

_:50

15:00

ii:50

6:20

18:_5

18:15

17:10

5:20

13:00

17:50

k:00

9:00

6:1_

-2:00

-2:00

--0:55

+0.O5

0:00

+2:40

+O.50

+9:00

+_:50

+2:20

+_:15

+_: 15

+1:_0

-i:_O

÷k:O0

-16:10

0:00

-5:00

-3:16

Approximately 8 _n 30 sec spent

from cabin pressure reading of
0.2 psia until hatch opening

Performed out of sequence with

planned timel_ne

Out of sequence

Approximately 2 mtn 10 see for

portable llfe support system
checks

Deployment interrupted for ac-

tivity with plaque

Includes assisting Cummander

with plaque and television

cgmer& deployment

Includes photogr&phy of solar

composition experiment and cure-
Rents on lunar surfnce ch_&c-

teristics

Includes cloaeup cmaera pho_o-

_r_

Fr_ door open to door closed

Fr_ sele_tion of site to c_a-

pleti -_ of photo_raph_; trouble
leveling the equi_ent

Partially campleted

Ineluats csbin repressuris&tl_
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Figure 11-2.- Lunar sample and relative position on lunar surface.
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NASA-S-69-3746

Figure 11-3.- Surface characteristics around footprints.

1
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NASA-S-69-3747

Figure 11-4.- Footprint in surface material.
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NASA-S-b9-3748
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Figure ii-5.- Panoramic views.
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Figure "11-5.- Panoramic views.
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(a) Top and side view.

Figure 11-6.- Detailed view of lu.ar rock.
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NASA-S-69-3750

(b) Bottom and partial side view.

Figure 11-6.- Concluded.
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Figure ll-7. - Diaojramof lunar surfaceactivityareas.
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NASA-S-69-3752

Figure 11-8.- Location of two contingency sample scoops.



NASA-S-69-3753
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Figure II-9.- Rocks collected during first

contingency sample scoop.

'Figure 11-10.- Rock collected during second

contingency sample scoop.
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NASA-S-69-3Z.54

Figure ll-ll.- Photographtaken prior to extravehicularactivity.
showingrockscollected(seefigure ll-lO).

Figure 11-12.- Photographofarea shownin figure 1l-9 liter
extravehicularactivity.
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NASA-S-69-3756

Figure 11-14.- Lunar surface under descent stage engine.
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NASA-S-69-3757

Figure 11-15.- Interaction of plus Y footpad and contact
probe with lunar surface.
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NASA-S-69-3758

Figure 11-16.- Interactionof the minus Z footpadwith lunarsurface.
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NASA-S-69-3759
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Figure 11-17.- Interaction of the minus Y footpadand
contact with lunar surface.



Figure 11-18.- Soil disturbance in the minus Y foot pad area.
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Figure 11-19.- Response from passive seismic experiment.
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Figwe 11-20.- Signal-level history from short-period
Z-axis seismometer.
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NASA-S-69-3763
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Figure 11-21.- Diagram showing types of noise transients observed on
the seismic and tidal outputs from the. long-period seismometers.
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NASA-S-69-3764
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Figure 11-22.- Histogram of long-period noise transients.
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Figure 11-23.- Seismometer response while
Commanderwas ascending ladder.
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Figure 11-24 .- Seismometer response from first portable life
support system impacting lunar surface.
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NASA-S-69-3768

Figure 11-20.- Laser ranging retro-reflector deployed.



NASA-S-69-3769

Figure11-27.- Solarwindcompositionexperimentdeployed.
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NASA-S-69-3770

Figure 11-28.- Crater near lunar module.
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12.0 BIOMEDICAL EV/0_UATION

This section is a summary of the Apollo l! quarantine procedures

and medical findings, based upon a preliminary analysis 9f biomedical

data. More comprehensive evaluations will be published in separate med-

ical reports.

The three crewmen accumulated 585 man-ho[/u of space flight experi-

ence during the lunar landing mission including 2 hours 14 minutes and

1 hour 42 minutes on the lunar surface fc-_ the Com_ande_ emd the Lunar

Module Pilot, respectively.

The crew's health and performance were excellent through.out the

flight and the 18-day postflight quars _n_ period. Tr_ere were no sig-

nificant physiological changes observed _1_ter this mission as has been

the case on-all previous missions, and no effects attributable to lunar

surface exposure have been observed.

12.1 BIOINSTRUMENTATION AND PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA

The biomedical data were of very good _uality. Only two minor prob-
lems occurred, both late in the flight. Data from the Command Module

Pilot's impedance pneumogram became unreadable and the 1,unar Module Pilot's

electrocardiogram signal degraded because of drying of the electrode paste

under the sensors. The Lunar Module Pilot replaced the electrocardiogram

leads in his bioinstrumentation harness with the spare set from the medi-

cal kit, and proper readings were restored. No attempt was made to cor-

rect the Co_nand Module Pilot's respiration signal because of entry prep-
arations.

Physiological parameters were always within expected ranges, and

sleep data were obtained on all three crewmen during most of the mission.

The average heart rates during the entire mission were 71, 60, and

67 beats/rain for the Cce_ander, Command Module Pilot, and Lunar Module
Pilot, respectively. During the powered descent and ascent phases, the

only data planned to be available were the Comnander's heart rates, which
ranged from 100 to 150 beats/rain during descent and from 68 to 120 during

ascent, as shown in figures 12-1 and 12-2, respectively.

Plots of heart rates during lunar surface exploration are shown in
figure 12-3. The average heart rates were 110 beats/rain for the Corn-
reader and 88 beats/rain for the Lunar Nodule Pilot. The increase in the
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Commander's heart rate during the last phases of this activity is indica-

tive of an increased work load and body heat storage. The metabolic pro-

duction of each crewman during the extravehicular activity is reported
in section 12.3.

12.2 MEDICAL OBSERVATIONS

12.2.1 Adaptation to Weightlessness

The Commander reported that he felt less zero-gravity effect, such

as fullness of the head, than he had experienced on his previous flight.

All three crewmen commented that the lack of a gravitational p1,11 caused

a puffiness underneath their eyes and this caused them to squint sumewhat,

but none felt any ill effects associated with this puffiness. In donning

and doffing the suits, they had no feeling of tumbling or the disorienta-

tion which had been described by the Apollo 9 crew.

During the first 2 days of the flight, the Command Module Pilot re-

ported that half a meal was more than enough to satisfy his hunger, but

his appetite subsequently returned.

12.2.2 Medications

The Commander and the Lunar Module Pilot each took one Lomotil tablet

prior to the sleep period to retard bowel movements before the lunar mod-

ule activity. They each carried extra Lomotil tablets into the lunar mod-

ule but did not take them. At 4 hours before entry and again after splash-

down, the three crewmen each took anti-nauseant tablets containing 0.3 mg

Hyoscine and 5.0 mg Dexedrine. Aspirin tablets were also taken by the

crewmen, but the number of tablets per individual was not recorded. The

Lunar Module Pilot recalled that he had taken two aspirin tablets almost
every night to aid his sleep.

i

12.2.3 Sleep

It is interesting to note that the crewmen's subjective estimates

of amount of sleep were less than those based upon telemetered biomedi-

cal data, as shown in table 12-1. By either count, the crewmen slept

well in the connnand module. The simultaneous sleep periods during the

translunar coast were carefully monitored, and the crew arrived on the

lunar surface well rested. Therefore, it was not necessary to wait until

after the first planned _-hour sleep period before conducting the extra-

vehicular activity. The crewmen slept very little in the lunar module
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following the lunar surface activity (see section h.12.6). However,the
crewmenslept well during all three transearth sleep periods.

12.2.h Radiation

The personal radiation Cosimeters were read at approximately 12-hour

intervals, as planned. The total integrated, but uncorrected, doses were

0.25, 0.26, and 0.28 rad for the Commander, Command Module Pilot, and
Lunar Module Pilot, respectively. The Van Allen Belt dosimeter indicated

total integrated doses of 0.11 rad for the skin and of 0.08 rad for the

depth reading during the entire mission. Thus, the total dose for each

crewman is estimated to have been less than 0.2 rad, which is well below

the medically significant level. Results of the radio-chemical assays of
feces and urine and an analysis of the onboard nuclear emulsion dosimeters

will be presented in a separate medical report.

The crewmen were examined with a total body gamma radioactivity
counter on August l0, 1969, after release from quarantine. No induced

radioactivity was detected, as based on critical measurements and an in-

tegration of the total body gamma spectrum. The examination for nat,,_al

radioactivity revealed the levels of potassium h0 and cesium 137 tn :

within the normal rmnge.

12.2.5 Inflight Exercise

The planned exercise program included isometric and isotonic exer-

cises and the use of an exerciser. As in previous Apollo missions, a

calibrated exercise program was not planned. The inflight exerciser was

used primarily for crew relaxation. During transearth coast, the Lunar

Module Pilot exercised vigorously for two 10-minute periods. His heart

rate reached 170 and 177 beats/min, and the partial pressure of carbon

dioxide increased approximately 0.6 -_ Hg during these periods. The

heart rates and the carbon dioxide readings rapidly returned to nor_Ll
levels when exercise ceased.

12.2.6 Drug Packaging

Several problems concerning dr_ packaging developed during tb?

flight. All the medications in tablet and capsule form were packaged
in individually sealed plastic or foil containers. When the medioal

kit was unstowed in the command module, the packages were blown up like
balloons because insufficient air had been evacuated during packaging.
This ballooning increased the volume of the medical-kit contents after

i_ was opened and thus prevented restowsge until a flap was cut _ f_



the kit. Venting of each of the plastic or foil containers will be accom-

plished for future flights and should prevent this problem from recurring.
The Afrin nasal spray bubbled out when the cap was removed and was there-

fore unu.able. The use of cotton in the spray bottle is expected to re-
solve this problem on futuxe flights.

12.2.7 Water

The eight in flight chlorinations of the command module water system
were accomplished normally and essentially as scheduled. Analysts of the

potable water samples obtained about 30 hours after the last inflight

chlorination showed a free-chlorine residual of 0.8 mg frcl the drinkin6
dispenser port and of 0.05 a_ frc_ the hot water port. The iodine level

in the lunar module tanks, based on preflight sampling, was adequate for
bacterial protection througho_zt the flight.

Chemical and microbiological analyses of the preflight water samples
for both spacecraft showed no significant contmainants. Tests for coli-

form and anaerobic bacteria, as well as for yeasts and molds, were fo_d
negative during the poatflight water anaJ_sis, which was delayed because
of quarantine restrictions.

A new gas/water separator was used with satisfactory results. The

palatabilit_ of the drinking water was greatly improved over that of p:_-
vlous flights because of the ab._ence of gas bubbles, which can cause
gastro-intestinal discomfort.

12.2.8 Food

The food supply for the command module included reh_dratable foods

and beverqes, wet-packed foods, foods contained in spoon-bowl packages,

dried fruit, and bread. The new food it_ for this miesi_ were can_
sticks and Jellied fruit can_; spreads of ham, chicken, and tuna salad
packaged in li6htveight altmtn_a, easy-open cans; and cheddar cheese

spread and frankfltrtera packaged in flexible foil as wet-packed foods.
A new pantry-type food system allowed real-tile selection of "ood it_
based upon individual preference and appetite.

Four meal periods cm the l_ar surface were scheduled, and extra

optional it_ Yore included with the normal meal paeka_l.

Prior to flight, each crewAan evaluated the available food items and

selected his flight menus. The men_ provided approximately 2300 kilo-

calories per man per d_ and included 1 _ram of calcium, 0.5 6ram of
phosphorus, and 80 arm of protein. The crevRen were yell s&tisf_ed

with the qt_ity and variety of the fli|ht foods. They reported that
their food intake met their a_petite and ener_ requir_mente.
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The preparation and eating of sandwiches presented no problems.

Criticisms of the _ood systems were only that the coffee was not particu-
larly good and that the ?ruit-flavored bever_es tasted too sweet. The

new gas/water separator was effective in reducing the amount of gas in
the water and greatly improved the taste of the rehydratable foods.

12.3 EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY

The integrated rstes of Btu pr_duction and the accumulated _tu pro-
duction during the intervals of planned actiwlties are _:sted in table

12-I1. The actual average metabolic production per hour vas esti_ted
to be 900 Btu for the Colander and 1200 _tu for the Lunar Module Pilot.
These wLlues are less than the preflight estimates of 1350 and 1275 Btu
for the respective crewmen.

12._ -_IYSICAL EXAMINATIONS

Comprehensive medical ew_lua_ions were conducted on each crew,s at
29, 15, and _ d_s prior to the d_ of launch. Brief p_sical exaLtn_-
tions were then conducted each d_ until launch.

The poltflight _edical ewLluation included the followin_: ndcrobi-
elegy studies, blood studies, physical examinations, orthostatic toler-

ance tests, exercise response tests, and chest X-reTs.

The recovery d_ examination revelled that all three erevnen _re
in _ health and appeared veil rested. They showe4 no fever and had

lost no more than the expected _ount of bo_ wetsht. Each o_ had

t_ken ant_.-Iotion sickness medication _ hours prior to entry and q_ln
after landing, and no sensickness or adwerse sy_to_ were experienced.

D_ta fT,_ chest X-r_ and electrocardiogram were within

limits. The onl_ positive findin_ were u_U papules beneath the
• xille_y s_n_ore on both the Colander and the Lunar Module Pilot. The

Colander had a mild serou_ otitis media of the ri_t e_r, but could
clear his ears withou_ d_ffieult_. No treatment vns necessary.

The ortho_tatic tolerance test showed si_nifieant inere_es in the
immediate po_tfli_ht heart r_te responses, but these increnses were less

than the ch&n_es seen in previous Apollo crew_mbem. In spite of this
_parent _prow_nt, their return to preflight w_lues van slower than
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had been observed in previous Apollo crewmen. The reasons for this slover

recovery are not clear at this time ; but in general, these crew members
exhibited less decrement in oxygen consumption and york performed than

vas observed in exercise response tests e.eter previous Apollo fli6hts.

_llow-up evaluations were conducted dally during the quarantine

period in the Lunar Receiving Laboratory, and the i_aunohe:atology and
microbiolo_ revealed no changes attributable to exposure to the lunar
surface material.

12.5 L_AR COMT.ENIIL_TION .WD QU._.NTIIE

The tvo fundaaontal responsibilities of the lunar saaple proFa
vere to preserve the integrit_ of the returned lunar umples in the

original or near-original state and to make practical provisions to pro-
tect the earth's ecology from possible conteminstion by lunar substances

that might be infectious, toxic, or othea_ise har_ul to man, ani_s,
or plants.

The Public Laws and Federal Regulations concerning contamination
control for lunar sample return _ssions are described in reference 9.

An intersgency N_ree:ent between the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
_nistration; the Department of A_rieulture; the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare; the Department of the Interior; and the Watl_al

Academy of Sciences (ref. 10) confirmed the existin_ arrangements for the
protection of the earth's bioaphere and defined the _tere4ency CoaRtttee
on Back Contaalnaticn. The quarantine ache:ca for manned lunar aissions

vere established by the Inter_en_ Ccmittee _ Back Con taLt nat i on
(ref. _).

The planned 21-dq crev quarantine represented the period requi:ed
to preclude the dswlopaent of infeetiM dlseue conditions that could

6enerate volatile epideate events. In additl_, esrl_ sl_n_ of latent.

infectiou_ Alseuee vtth lon_er inet_b_tion periods vould probabl_r be de-
teemed thr_h exteul_e aedleal and olinleal p_tholo_leal ezeatnsti_s.
However, to provide additional Msurance that no lnfeetio_ disease of

lunar origin is present in the Apollo 11 erewieabere, an exteutwe ept-
dsaololical pro_rm vl_l oontin_e for 1 year after their :elate free
qtm.rantine.
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12.5.1 Lunar Exposure

Although each crewman attempted to clean himself and the equipment

before ingress, a fairly large amount of _ust and grains of lunar surface

material was brought into the cabin. When the crewmen removed their hel-

mets, they noticed a distinct, pungent odcr emanating fr_ the lunar mate-

rial. The texture of the dust was like powdered graphite, and both crew-

men were very dirty after they removed their helmets, overshoes, and
gloves. _he crewmen cleaned their hands and faces with tissues and with
towels that had been soaked in hot water. The Commander removed his

liquid-cooling garment in order to clean his bod_. One grain of material

got into the Commander's eye, but was easily removed and caused no prob-
lem. The dust-like material could not be removed completely from beneath
their fingernails.

The cabin cleaning procedure involved the use of a vacu_n-brush de-

vice and positive air pressure from the suit supply hoses to blow retaote
particles into the atmosphere for collection in the lithium hydroxide
Filter8 in the environmental control system.

The concern that particles remaining in the lunar module would float
in the cabin atmospheze at zero-g after ascent caused the crew to remain

helmeted to prevent eye and breathing contamination. However, floating
particles were not a problem. The cabin and equdpment were Further
cleaned with the vacuum brush. The equipment from the surface and the

pressure garment assemblies were placed in bags for trmn_fcr to the com-

mand module. Before transfer to the canmand nodule, the spacecrat_t 8ys-
teml were configured to cause a positive gas flow fr_ the command nod-
ule throug_ the hatch dump/relief valve in the lunar s_dule.

The ccemand nodule was cleaned during the return to earth at 2_-hour
intervals using the vacuul brush and towels. In addition, the circulation

of the cabin atmosphere throt_h the lithitm h_droxide filter_ continued
to remove traces of particulate smterial.

12.5.2 Recove:.7 Procedures

The recovery procedures were 8ueeessful_ conducted with no compro-
nises of the planned quarantine techniques. The tines of m_Jor poet-
landing events are listed in section 13.3, Recovery Operations.

AFter the ccmnand nodule vu uprighted, four biolngieal isolation
garments and the decontamination gear were lowered to one of two life

raFts. One of the four swimmers do_dled a biological isolation garment.
The second life raft wed then moved to the spacecraft. The prote_ted
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swimmer retired with the second life raft to the original upwind posi-

tion. The hatch was openea, the crew's biological isolation garments

were inserted into the command module, and the hatch was closed.

After donning the biological isolation garments, the crew egressed.
The protected swimmer sprayed the upper deck and hatch areas with Beta-

dine, a water-soluble iodlne solution, as planned in the quarantine pro-
cedure. After the four men and the life raft wer_ wiped with a solution

of sodium hypochlorite, the three swimmers returned to the vicinity of
the spacecraft to stand by during the helicopter pickup of the flight
crew.

The crewmen were brought up into the helicopter without incident

and remained in the aft compartment. As expected, a moderate amount of

water was present on the floor after retrieval, and the water was wiped
up with towels. The helicopter crewmen were also protected from possible
cont ami nat ion.

The helicopter was moved to the Hobile Quarantine Facility on the

lower deck of the recovery vessel. The crewmen walked across the deck,
entered the Mbbile Quarantiue Facility, and removed their biological
isolation garments. The descent steps and the deck area between the

helicopter and the Mobile Quarantine Facility were spre_yed with glutaral-
dehyde solution, which was mopped up after a 30-minute contact time.

After the crewmen were picked up, the protected swimmer scrubbed the
upper deck around the postlanding vents, the hatch area, and the flotation

collar near the hatch with Betadine. The remaining Betadine was emptied
into the bottom of the recovery raft. The swimmer removed hie biologic&l
isolation garment and placed it in the Betadine in the life raft. The
disinfectant sprayers were dismantled and sunk. After a 30-minute contact

time, the life raft and remaining equipment were sunk.

Following egress of the flight crees and a recovery s_'gecn from
the helicopter, its hatch was closed and the vehicle was toyed to the
flight deck for decontamination with formaldehyde.

The crev became uncomfortably warm while they were enclosed in the
biological isolation garments in the enyiron_nt (90 e F) of the hell-

copter cabin. On two of the garments the visor foued up becatme of im-
proper fit of the nose and mouth cup. To alleviate this disco_ort on

fut:_e missions, consideration is bein_ given to: (1) replacing the
present biological isolation garment with a lightweight coverall, slLtl_r
to vhiteroom clothing, with respirator _k, cap, gloves, and booties;
and (2) wearing a liquid cooling garment under the biological isolation
garment.
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The command module was taken aboard the USS Hornet about 3 hours

after landing and attached to the Mobile Quarantine Facility through a

flexible tunnel. The removal of lunar surface samples, film, data tape,
and medical samples went well, with one exception. Two of the medical
sample containers leaked within the inner biological isolation container.

Corrective measures were promptly executed, and the quarantine procedure
was not violated.

Transfer of the Mobile Quarantine Facility from the recovery ship to
a C-I_I aircraft and from the aircraft to the Lunar Receiving Laboratory

at the Manned Spacecraft Center was accomplished without any question of

a quarantine violation. The transfer of the lunar surface samples ,_nd
the command module into the Lunar Receiving Laboratory was also accom-
plished as planned.

12.5.3 Quarantine

A total of 20 persons on the medical support teams were expoced,

directly or indirectly, to lunar material for periods rangir_ from 5 to
18 da_s. Daily medical observations and periodic laboratory examinations
showed no signs or symptoms of infectious disease related to lunar ex-
posure.

No microbial growth was observed from the prime lunar samples after
156 hours of incubation oa all types of differential media. No micro-

organisms which could be attributed to an extraterrestrial source were

recovered from the crewmen or the spacecraft.

None of the 2_ mice injected i_traperitoneally with lunar material

shoved visible shock reaction follovin_ injection, and all remained alive

and healthy during the first 10 da_s of a 50-da_ toxicity test. During

the first 7 days of testing of the prime lunar samples in gena-l_ree mice,
all findings were consistent with the decision to release the crew from
quarantine.

Salples from the crewmen were injected into tissue cultures, suck-
ling mice, eTcoplasma media, and 6- and lO-dq old embryonated e_p;.

There was no evidence of viral replication in an7 of the host syste_ at
the end of 2 weeks. During .us first 8 d_s of telti_ the lunar mate-

rial, all findin4_8 were compatible with crew release from quarantine.

no sisnificant trends were noted in any biochemical, immunological,
or hematological parameters in either the i_isht crew or the medical sup-
port personnel.
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The personnel in quarantine and in the crew reception area of the

Lunar Receiving Laboratory were approved for release from quarantine on
August I0, 1969.

Following decontamination using formaldehyde, the interior of the

command module and the ground servicing equipment utilized in the decon-

tamination procedures were approved for release from quarantine on
Au6"_st 10, 1969.

The samples of lunar material and other items stored in the biolog-

ice/ isolation containers in the Lunar Receiving Laboratory are scheduled
for release to principal scientific inwestigators in September 1969.
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TABLE 12-_.- IITA_BOLIC RAT_ D'JRIMG LUEIAR S_FACE EXPLORATIOII
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2
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IDeploy solar wind experiment
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(b) n-nar Module Pilot (LMP).
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13.0 MISSION SUPPORT PERFORMANCE

13.1 FLIGHT CONTROL

# Preflight simulations provided adequate flight control training for
all mission phases. Also, the flight controllers on the descent team

supplemented this training by conducting descent simulations with the

Apollo 12 crew. Interfaces between Mission Control team members and the

flight crew were effective, and no major operational problems were en-

countered. The two-way flow of information between the flight crew and

the flight controllers was effective. The overloading of the lunar mod-

ule guidance computer during powered descent was accurately assessed, and

the information provided to the flight crew permitted continuation of
des cent.

The flight control response to those problems identified during the

mission was based on real-time data. Sectione. 8, 9, and 16 should be

consulted for the postflight analyses of these problems. Three of the

more pertinent real-time decisions are discussed in the following para-
graphs.

At acquisition of signal after lunar orbit insertion, data showed

that the indicated tank-B nitrogen pressure was about 300 psi lower than

expected and that the pressure had started to decrease at 80 seconds into

the maneuver (see section 16.1.1). To conserve nitrogen and to maximize

system reliability for trm.searth injection, it was recommended that the

circularization maneuver be performed using bank A only. No further leak

was apparent, and both banks were used normally for transearth injection.

Five computer program alarms occurred between 5 and i0 minutes after

initiation of powered descent. These alarms are symptoms of possible

computer overloading. However, it has been decided before flight that

bailout-type alarms such as these would not prevent continuing the flight,

even though they could cause violations of other mission rules, such as

velocity differences. The alarms were not continually occurring, and

proper computer navigation functions were being performed; therefore,

a decision was given to continue the descent.

During the crew rest period on the lunar surface, two checklist

changes were recommended, based on the events of the previous 20 hours:

(i) the rendezvous radar would remain off during the ascent firing, and

(2) the mode-select switch would not be placed in the primary guidance

position, thus preventing the computer from generating altitude and al-

titude rate for the telemetry display. The reason for these changes was

to prevent computer overload during ascent, as had occurred during descent.
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13.2 NETWORKPERFORMANCE

The Mission Control Center and the MannedSpaceFlight Networkwere
placed on mission status oz,July 7, 1969, and satisfactorily supported
the lunar landing mission.

Hardware, communications, and computer support in the Mission Con-

trol Center was excellent. No major data losses were attributed to these

systems, and the few failures that did occur had minimal impact on support

operations. Air-to-ground communications were generally good during the

mission; however, a number of significant problems were experienced as a
result of procedural errors.

The support provided by the real-time computer complex was generally

eAcellent, and only one major problem was experienced. During translunar

coast, a problem in updating digital-to-television displays by the primary

computer resulted in the loss of all real-time television displays for ap-
proximately an hour. The problem was isolated to the interface between

the computer and the display equipment.

Operations by the communications processors were excellent, and the
few problems caused only minor losses of mission data.

Air-to-ground voice communications were generally good, although a

number of ground problems caused temporary loss or degradation of commun-

ications. Shortly after landing on the lunar surface, the crew complained

about the noise level on the S-band voice uplinked from Goldstone. This

problem occurred while Goldstone was configured in the Network-relay mode.

The source of the noise was isolated to a breaking of squelch control

caused by high noise on the command module downlink being subsequently
uplinked to the lunar module via the relay mode. The noise was eliminated

by disabling the relay mode. On several occasions during the mission,

spacecraft voice on the Goddard conference loop was degraded by the voice-

operated gain-adjust amplifiers. In most cases the problem was cleared
by disabling this unit at the remote site.

Command operations were good throughout the mission. Of the approxi-
mately 3450 execution commands transmitted during the mission, only 2_

were rejected by remote-site ccannand computers and 21 were lost for un-
known reasons. Approximately _50 command loads were generated and suc-

cessfully transferred to Network stations, and 58 of these were uplinked
to the space vehicle.

Both C- and S-band tracking support was very good. Loss of tracking

coverage was experienced during translunar injection when the Mercury ship
was m_able to provide high-speed trajectory data because of a temporary
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problem in the central data processor. Some stations also experienced

temporary S-band power amplifier failures during the mission.

Network support of the scientific experiment package from deployment

through earth landing was good. A few hardware and procedural problems

were encountered; however, the only significant data loss was when the

S-band parametric amplifier at the Canary Island station failed Just sec-

onds before lunar module ascent. Consequently, all seismic package data
were lost during this phase, since no backup stations were available for
support.

Television support provided by Network and Jet Propulsion Laboratory

facilities was good throughout the mission, particularly the support by
the 210-foot stations at Parkes and Goldstone.

13.3 RECOVERY OPERATIONS

The Department of Defense provided recovery support commensurate

with the probability of landing within a specified area and with any

special problems associated with such a landing. Recovery force deploy-
ment was nearly identical to that for Apollo 8 and I0.

Support for the primary landing area in the Pacific Ocean was pro-

vided by the USS Hornet. Air support consisted of four SH-3D helicopters

from the Hornet, three E-LB aircraft, three Apollo range instrumentation

aircraft, and two HC-130 rescue aircraft staged from Hickam Air Force

Base, Hawaii. Two of the E-1B aircraft were designated as "Air Boss" and

the third as a communications relay aircraft. Two of the SH-BD helicop-
ters carried the swimmers and required recovery equipment. The third

helicopter was used as a photographic platform, and the fourth carried

the decontamination swimmer and the flight surgeon and was used for crew
re trieval.

13.3. I Command Module Location and Retrieval

Figure 13-1 depicts the Hornet and associated aircraft positions at

the time of cammand module landing at 195:18:35 (1650 G.m.t.). The com-

mand module landed at a point calculated by recovery forces to be 13 de-

grees 19 minutes north latitude and 169 degrees 9 minutes west longitude.

The command module immediately went to the stable II (apex down)
flotation attitude after landing. The uprighting system returned the
spacecraft to the stable I attitude 7 minutes _0 seconds later. One or
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two quarts of water entered the spacecraft while in stable II. The swim-

mers were then deployed to install the flotation collar, and the decon-

tamination swimmer passed the biological isolation gal_uents to the flight

crew, aided the crew into the life raft, and decontaminated the exterior

surface of the command module (see section 12.5.2). After the command

module hatch was closed and decontaminated, the flight crew and decontam-

ination swimmer washed each other with the decontaminate solution prior

to being taken aboard the recovery helicopter. The crew arrived onboard

the Hornet at 1753 G.m.t. and entered the Mobile Quarantine Facility

5 minutes later. The first lunar samples to be returned were flown to

Johnston Island, placed aboard a C-141 aircraft, and flown to Houston.

The second sample shipment was flown from the Hornet _drectly to Hickam

Air Force Base, Hawaii, approximately 6-1/2 hours later and placed aboard

a range instrumentation aircraft for transfer to Houston.

The command module and Mobile Quarantine Facility were offloaded in

Hawaii on July 27, 1969. The Mobile Quarantine Facility was loaded

aboard a C-lhl aircraft and flown to Houston, where a brief ceremony was

held. The flight crew arrived at the Lunar Receiving Laboratory at

1000 G.m.t. on July 28, 1969.

The command module was taken to Ford Island for deactivation. Upon

completion of deactivation, the command module was shipped to Hickam Air

Force Base, Hawaii and flown on a C-133 aircraft to Houston.

A postrecovery inspection showed no significant discrepancies with
the spacecraft.

The following is a chronological listing of events during the re-

covery and quarantine operations.
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Event
Time I G.m.t.

Visual contact by aircraft 1639
Radar contact by USS Hornet 16_0

VHF voice and recovery-beacon contact i6h6

Command module landing (195:18:35) 1650

Flotation collar inflated 170_

Command module hatch open 1721

Crew egress in biological isolation garments 1729

Crew aboard Hornet 1753

Crew in Mobile Quarantine Facility 1758

Command module lifted from water 1950

Command module secured to Mobile Quarantine Facility 1958
transfer tunnel

Command module hatch reopened 2005

Sample return containers i and 2 removed from command 2200
module

Container 1 removed from Mobile Quarantine Facility 2332

July 2_

Container 2 removed from Mobile Quarantine Facility 0005

Container 2 and film launch to Johnston Island 0515

Container l, film, and biological samples launched to ll&5
Hickam Air Force Base, Hawaii

Container 2 and film arrived in Houston 1615

Container i, film, and biological samples arrived in 2313
Houston

Command module decontaminated and hatch secured

Mobile Quarantine Facility secured

Mobile Quarantine Facility and command module
of floaded

Safing of command module pyrotechnics cempleted

Mobile Quarantine Facility arrived at Houston

Flight crew in Lunar Recelring Laboratory

Ccmnand module delivered to Lunar Receiving Laboratory

July 26

0300

0435

Jul_ 27

0015

0205

Ju_ 28

06o0
i000

2317
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lh.O ASSESSMENT OF MISSION OBJECTIVES

The single primary mission objective for the Apollo ii mission, as

defined in reference 12, was to perform a manned lunar landing and re-

turn safely to earth. In addition to the single primary objective,

ii secondary objectives ,._eredelineated from the following two general
categories :

a. Perform selenological inspection and sampling

b. Obtain data to assess the capability and limitations of a man
and his equipment in the lunar environment.

The ii secondary objectives are listed in table 14-1 and are described
in detail in reference 13.

The following experiments were assigned to the Apollo ii mission:

a. Passive seismic experiment (S-0S1)

b. Lunar field geology (S-059)

c. Laser ranging retro-reflactor (S-078)

d. Solar wind composition (S-080)

e. Cosmic ray detection (S-151)

The single primary objective was met. All secondary objectives and

experiments were fully satisfied except for _he following:

a. Objective G: Location of landed lunar module.

b. Experiment S-059: Lunar field geology

These two items were not completely satisfied in the manner planned pre-

flight and a discussion of the deficiencies appear in the following para-

graphs. A full assessment of the Apollo II detailed objectives and ex-

periments will be presented in separate reports.

14.1 LOCATION OF LANDED LUNAR MODULE

It was planned to make a near real-tlme determination of the loca-

tion of the landed lunar module based on crew observations. Observations

by the lunar module crew during descent and after landin_were to provide
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information for locating the landing point using onboard maps. In addi-

tion, this information was to be transmitted to the Command Module Pilot,
who was to use the sextant in an attempt to locate the landed lunar mod-

ule. Further, if it were not possible for the Ccemmmd Module Pilot to

resolve the lunar module in the sextant, then he was to track a nearby
landmark that had a known location relative to the landed lunar module

(as determined by the lunar module crew or the ground team).

This near-real-time determination of the landed lunar module location

by the lunar module crew was not accomplished because their attention was

confined to the cabin during most of the visibility phase of the descent.

Consequently, their observations of the lunar features during descent were

not sufficient to allow them to Judge their position. Their observation

of the large crater near the landing point did provide an important clue

to their location but was not sufficient in itself to locate the landing
point with confidence.

On several orbital passes, the Command Module Pilot used the sextant

in an attempt to locate the lunar module. His observations were directed

to various areas where the lunar module could have landed, based on ground

data. These attempts to locate the lunar module were unsuccessful, and
it is doubtful that the Command Module Pilot's observations were ever di-

rected to the area where the lunar module was actually located.

Toward the end of the lunar surface stay, the location of the landed

lunar module was determined from the lunar module rendezvous radar track-

ing data (confirmed postflight using descent photographic data). However,

the Command Module Pilot's activities did not permit his attempting another

tracking pass after the lunar module location had been determined accu-
rately.

This objective will be repeated for the Apollo 12 mission.

14.2 LUNAR FIELD _OLOGY

For the Apollo ii mission, the documented sample collectioa (S-059,

Lunar Field Geology) was assigned the lowest priority of any of the

scientific objectives and was planned as one of the last activities dur-

ing the extravehicular activity period. Two core tube samples were col-

lected as planned, and about 15 pounds of additional lunar samples were

obtained as part of this objective. However, time constraints on the

extravehicular activity precluded collection of these samples with the

degree of documentation originally planned.
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In addition, time did not permit the collection of a lunar environ-

ment sample or a gas analysis sample in the two special containers pro-

vided. Although these samples were not obtained in their special con-

tainers, it was possible to obtain the desired results using other samples
contained in the regular s_mple ret_Arn containers.

k

!
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TABLE 14-1.- DETAILED OBJECTIVES AND EXPERIMENTS

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

L

M

S-031

s-059

S-078

s-o8o

S-151

T-029

Description Completed

Contingency sample collection

Lunar surface extravehicular operations

Lunar surface operations with extravehicular

mobility unit

Landing effects on lunar module

Lunar surface characteristics

Bulk sample collection

Location of landed l_ar module

Lunar environment visibility

Assessment of contamination by lunar material

Television coverage

Photographic coverage

Passive seismic experiment

Lunar field geology

Laser ranging retro-reflector experiment

Solar wind composition

Cosmic ray detection

Pilot describing function

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Partial

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Partial

Yes

Y_s

Yes

Yes
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15.0 LAUNCH VEHICLE SUMMARY

The trajectory parameters of the AS-506 launch vehic]? from launch

to translunar injection were all close to expected values. The vehicle

was launched on an azimuth 90 degrees east of north. A roll maneuver was

initiated at 13.2 seconds to place the vehicle on the planned flight azi-
muth of 72.058 degrees east of north.

Following lunar module ejection, the S-IVB/instrument unit maneu-

vered to a sling-sho_ attitude that was fixed relative to local horizon-

tal. The retrograde velocity to perform the lunar sling-shot maneuver

was accomplished by a liquid oxygen dump, an auxiliary propulsion system

firing, and liquid hydrogen venting. The vehicle's closest approach of
1825 miles above the lunar surface occurred at 78:h2:00.

Additional data on the launch vehicle performance are contained in
reference i.



16.0 ANOMALY SUMMARY
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This section contains a discussion of the significant problems or

discrepancies noted during the Apollo ll mission.

i

16.1 COMNAND AND SERVICE MODULES

16.1.1 Service Propulsion Nitrogen Leak

During the lunar orbit insertion firing, the gaseous nitrogen in

the redundant service propulsion engine actuation system decs_yed from

2307 to 1883 psia (see fig. 16-1), indicating a leak downstream of the

injector pre-valve. The normal pressure decs_ as experienced by the

primary system is approximately 50 psia for each firing. 0nly the one

system was affected, and no performance degradation resulted. This actu-

ation system was used during the transearth injection firing, and no leak-

age was detected.

The fuel and oxidizer valves are controlled by actuators driven by

nitrogen pressure. Figure 16-2 is representative of both nitrogen con-

trol systems. When power is applied to the service propulsion system in

preparation for a maneuver, the injector pre-valve is opened_ however,

pressure is not applied to the actuators because the solenoid control
valves are closed. When the engine is commanded on, the solenoid control

valves are opened, pressure is applied to the actuator, and the rack on

the actuator shaft drives a pinion gear to open the fUel and oxidizer

valves. When the engine is commanded off, the solenoid control valve

vents the actuator and closes the fUel and oxidizer valves.

The most likely cause of the problem was contamination in one of the

components downstream of the injector pre-valve, which isolates the nitro-

gen supply during nonfiring periods. The injector pre-valve was not con-

sidered a problem source because it was opened 2 minutes before ignition

and no leakage occurred during that period. The possibility that the

regulator and relief valve were leaking was also eliminated since pres-

sure was applied to these components when the pre-valve was opened.

The solenoid control valves have a history of leakage, which has

occurred either because of improper internal air gap adjustment or be-

cause of seal damage caused by contamination. The air gap adjustment

could not have caused the leakage because an improper air gap with the

pre-valves open would have caused the leak to remain constant.
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Both of the solenoid control valves in the leaking system had been
found to be contaminatedbefore flight andwere removedfrom the system,
rebuilt, and successfully retested during the acceptancetest cycle.

It is concludedthat the leakage was due to a contamination-_nduced
failure of a solenoid control valve. The source of contamination is un-
known; however, it was apparently removedfrom the sealing surface during
the valve closure for the first lunar orbit insertion maneuver(fig. 16-2).
A highly suspect scurce is a contaminated facility manifold at the vendor's
plant. Although an investigation of the prior failure indicated the
flight valve wasnot contaminated, the facility manifold is still consid-
ered a possible source of the contaminants.

Spacecraft for Apollo 12 and subsequentmissions have integral fil-
ters installed, and the facility manifolds are moreclosely controlled;
therefore, no further corrective action will be taken.

This anomalyis closed.

16.1.2 Cryogenic Heater Failure

Theperformanceof the automatic pressure control system indicated
that one of the two heater elements in oxygentank 2 was inoperative.
Data showingheater currents for prelaunch checkoutverified that both
heater elements were operational through the countdowndemonstration
test. However,the current readings recorded during the tank pressuriza-
tion in the launch countdownshowedthat one heater in oxygentank 2 had
failed. This information wasnot madeknownto proper channels for dis-
position prior to the flight, since no specification limits were called
out in the test procedure.

Manufacturing records for all block II oxygentanks showedthat
there have been no thermal-switch nor electrical-continuity failurea in
the program; two failures occurred during the insulation resistance tests.
Onefailure wasattributed to moisture in the connector. After this unit
wasdried, it passedall acceptancetests. The other failure was iden-
tified in the heater assemblyprior to installation in a tank. This was
also an insulation problem and would not have prevented the heater from
functioning normally.

The causeof the flight failure wasprobably an intermittent contact
on a terminal board in the heater circuit. The16-gagewiring at the
board has exhibited intermittencies severa_times in the past. This is
the _ametype terminal board that was found to be the causeof the con-
trol engine problem in thi_ flight (see section 16.1.3).

i

d

I
]
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Since the oxygen tank heaters are redundant, no constraints to the

mission were created, other than a requirement for more frequent quantity
balancing.

The launch-site test requirements have been changed to specify the

amperage level to verify that both tank heaters are operational. Addi-

tionally, all launch-site procedures are being reviewed to determine
whether specification limits are required in other areas.

This anomaly is closed.

16.1.3 Failure of Automatic C0il in One Thruster

The mlnus-yaw engine in command module reaction control system 1

produced low and erratic thrust in response to firing commands through

the automatic coils of the engine valves. The spacecraft rates verify

that the engine performed normally when fired using the direct coils.

Electrical continuity through at least one of the parallel automatic

coils in the engine was evidenced by the fact that the stabilization and

control system driver signals were normal. This, along with the fact

that at least some thrust was produced, indicates that one of the two
valves was working normally.

At the launch site, another engine undergoing checkout had failed to

respond to commands during the valve signature tests. The problem was

isolated to a faulty terminal board connector. This terminal board was

replaced, and the systems were retested satisfactorily. Because of this

incident and because of the previous history of problems with the ter-

minal boards, these connectors were a prime suspect.

Postflight tests showed that two pins in the terminal board (fig.
16-3) were loose and caused intermittent continuity to the automatic coils

of the engine valve. This type failure has previously been noted on ter-

mlnal boards manufactured prior to November 1967. This board was manufac-
tured in 1966.

The intermittent contact was caused by improper clip position rela-

tive to the bus bar counterbore. The improper positioning results in loss

of some side force and precludes proper c_itact pressure against the bus

bar. A design change to the base gasket was made to insure positively
that the bus bar is correctly positioned.

The location of pre-November 1967 te_ninal boards has been deter-

mined from installation records, and it ha..3been determined that none are

in circuits which would Jeopardize crew safety. No action will be taken
for Apollo 12.

This anomaly is closed.
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16.1.4 Loss of Electroluminescent Segment in Entry Monitor System

An electroluminescent segment on the numeric display of the entry

monitor system velocity counter would not illuminate. The segment is _n-
dependently switched through a logic network which activates a silicon-

controlled rectifier to bypass the light when not illuminated. The

power source is ll5 volts, 400 hertz.

Four cases of similar malfunctions have been recorded. One involved

a segment which would not illuminate, and three involved segments which

would not ttu-n off. In each case, the cause was identified as misrouting

of logic wires in the circuit controlling the rectifiers. The misrouting

bent the wires across terminal strips containing sharp wire ends. These

sharp ends punctured the insulation and caused shorts to ground or to

plus 4 volts, turning the segment off or on, respectively.

A rework of the affected circuits took place in the process of sol-

dering crimp joints involved in an Apollo 7 anomaly. An inspection to

detect misrouting was conducted at this time; however, because of pot-
ting restrictions, the inspection was limited. A number of other failure

mechanisms exist in circuit elements and leads; however, there is no as-

sociated failure history. A generic or design problem is considered un-

likely because of the number of satisfactory activations sustained to
date.

The preflight checkout program is being examined to identify possi-

bilities for improvement in assuring proper operation of all segments
over all operating conditions.

This anomaly is closed.

_L

J

16.1.5 Oxygen Flow Master Alarms

During the initial lunar module pressurization, two master alarms

were activated when the oxygen flow rate was decreasing from full-scale.

The same condition had been observed several times during altitude-

chamber tests and during subsequent troubleshooting. The cause of the

problem could not be identified before launch, but the only consequence
of the alarms was the nuisance factor. Figure 16-h shows the basic ele-

ments of the oxygen flow sensing circuit.

Note in figure 16-4 that in order for a master alarm to occur, rels_

K1 must hold in for 16 seconds, after which time relays K2 and KS will

close, activating a master alarm.
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The capacitor shownis actually a part of an electromagnetic inter-
ference filter and is required to prevent fluctuation of the amplifier
output to the voltage detector. Without the capacitor, a slow changein
flow rate in the vicinity of the threshold voltage of relay K1 will cause
this relay to continuously open and close (chatter).

Relay K2 has a slower dropout time than relay KI; therefore, if re-
lay K1 is chattering, relay K2 maynot be affected, so that the 16-second
time delay continues to time out. Consequently, master alarms canbe
initiated without resetting the 16-secondtimer.

The filter capacitor wasopen during postflight tests, and the master
alarms were duplicated with slow, decreasing flow rates.

There has beenno previous failure history of these metalized Mylar
capacitors associated _ith the flow sensors. No corrective action is
requi red.

This anomaly is closed.

16.1.6 Indicated Closure of Propellant Isolation Valves

The propellant isolation valves on quad B of the service module

reaction control system closed during command and service module separa-

tion from the S-IVB. A similar problem was encountered on the Apollo 9

mission (see the Anomaly Summary in ref. lh). Tests after Apollo 9 indi-
cated that a valve with normal magnetic latch forces would close at

shock levels as low as 87g with an ll-millisecond duration; however, with

durations in the e_pec_ed range of 0.2 to 0.5 milliseconds, shock levels

as high as 670g would not close the valves. The expected range of shock
is 180g to 260g.

Two valves having the nominal latching force of 7 pounds were selected

for shock testing. It was found that shocks of 80g for lO milliseconds

to shocks of lO0g for 1 millisecond would close the valves. The latching
forces for the valves were reduced to 5 pounds, and the valves were

shock tested again. 'i"neshock required to close the valves at this re-

duced latching force was 54g for lO milliseconds and 75g for 1 millisec-

end. After completion of the shock testing, the valves were examined and

tested, and no degradation was noted. Higher shock levels ms_ have been
experienced in flight, and further tests will be conducted.

A review of the checkout procedures indicates that the latching

force can be degraded only if the proc@dures are not properly i_lemented,
such as the application of reverse em_rent or ac to the circuit. On

Apollo 1_ a special test has indicate_ that the valve latching force has
not been degraded.
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Since there is no valve degradation whenthe valve is shockedclosed
and the crew checklist contains precautionary information concerning
these valves, no fUrther action is necessary.

This anomalyis closed.

16.1.7 Odor in DockingTunnel

An odor similar to burnedwire insulation wasdetected in the tunnel
whenthe hatch was first opened. Therewas no evidence of discoloration
nor indications of overheating of the electrical circuits whenexamined
by the crewduring the flight. Several other sources of the odor were
investigated, including burnedparticles from tower Jettison, outgassing
of a silicone lubricant used on the hatch seal, and outgassing of other
componentsused in the tunnel area. Odorsfrom these sources were re-
produced for the crew to comparewith the odors detected during flight.
The crew stated that the odor from a sampleof the docking hatch ablator
wasvery similar to that detected in flight. Apparently, removal of the
outer insulation (TG-15000)from the hatch of Apollo ll (and subsequent)
resulted in higher ablator temperatures and, therefore, a larger amount
of outgassing odor than on previous flights.

This anomalyis closed.

16.1.8 Low0x_genFlow Rate

Shortly after launch, the oxygenflow measurementwasat the lower
limit of the instrumentation rather than indicating the nominal metabolic
rate of 0.3 ib/hr. Also, during water separator cyclic accumulator cycles,
the flow indication was less than the expected fUll measurementoutput of
1.0 ib/hr.

Analysis of associated data indicated that the oxygen flow was norm-

al, but that the indicated flow rate was negatively biased by approximately

1.5 lb/hr. Postflight tests of the transducer confirmed this bias, and

the cause was associated with a change in the heater winding resistance

within the flow sensor bridge (fig. 16-5). The resistance of the heater

had increased from 1000 ohms to 1600 ohms, changing the temperature of the

hot wire element which supplies the reference voltage for the balance of
the bridge. Farther testing to determine the cause of the resistance

change is not practical because of the minute size of the potted resistive

element. Depotting of the element would destroy available evidence of

the cause of failure. Normally, heater resistance changes have occurred

early in the lO0-hour burn-in period when heater stability is achieved.
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A design problem is not indicated; therefore, n _,action will be
taken.

This anomaly is closed.

16.1.9 Forward Heat Shield Mortar Lanyard Untied

An apparent installation error on the forward heat shield mortar

umbilical lanyard was found during postflight examination of Apollo ll

in that all but one of the tie-wrap knots were untied. This series of

knots secures the tie-wraps around the electrical bundle and functions

to break the wraps during heat shield jettison.

The knots should be two closely tied half-hitches which secure the

tie-wrap to the lanyard (fig. 16-6). Examination of the Apollo l0 lanyard

indicates that these knots were not two half-hitches but a clove hitch

(see figure). After the lanyard breaks the tie-wraps, if the fragment of

tie wrap pulls out of the knot, the clove hitch knot can untie, thus

lengthening the lanyard. Lengthening this lanyard as the umbilical cable

pays out can allow transfer of some loading into the umbilical disconnects.

Should a sufficient load be transferred to the disconnect fitting to

cause shear pins to fail, a disconnect of the forward heat shield mortar

umbilical could result prior to the mortar firing. This would prevent

deployment of the forward heat shield separation augmentation parachute,

and there would be a possibility of forward heat shield recontact with

the command module. Examination of the forward heat shield recovered

from Apollo l0 confirmed that the mortar had fired and the parachute was

properly deployed.

Spacecraft ll0 and iiI were examined, and it was found that a clove

hitch was erroneously used on those vehicles also.

A step-by-step procedure for correct lanyard knot tying and instal-

lation has been developed for spacecraft ll2. _pollo 12 and 13 will be
reworked accordingly.

This anomaly is closed.

16.1.10 Glycol Temperature Control Valve

An apparent anomaly exists with the glycol temperature control valve

or the related temperature control system. Temperature of the water/

glycol entering the evaporator is normally maintained above _2° F by the

glycol temperature control valve, which mixes hot water/glycol with water/

glycol returning from the radiators (see fig. 16-7). As the radiator out-

let temperature decreas,s, the temperature control valve opens to allow
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morehot glycol to mix with the cold fluid ret_rning from the radiator
to maintain the evaporator inlet temperature at h2° to 48° F. The con-
trol valve starts to close as the radiator outlet temperature increases
and closes completely at evaporator inlet temperatures aboveh8° F. If
the automatic temperature control system is lost, manualoperation of
the temperature control valve is available by deactivating the automatic
mode. This is accomplishedby positioning the glycol evaporator tempera-
ture inlet switch from AUTOto MANUAL,which removespower from the con-
trol circuit.

Twoproblemsoccurred on Apollo ii, primarily during lunar orbit
operations. First_ as the temperature of the water/glycol returning from
the radiators increased_ the temperature control valve did not close fast
enough, thus producing _ early rise in evaporator outlet temperature.
Second,the evaporator outlet temperature decreasedto 31° F during
revolution 15 as the radiator outlet temperature was rapidly decreasing
(see fig. 16-8). The figure also showsnormal operation of the valve
and control system after the problem. Both anomaliesdisappeared about
the time the glycol evaporator temperature inlet switch was cycled by the
crew during revolution 15. The temperature control valve and related con-
trol system continued to operate satisfactorily for the remainder of the
mission.

The control valve was removedfrom the spacecraft, disassembled, and
inspected. A bearing within the gear train was found to have its retainer
disengagedfrom the race. The retainer was interfering with the wormgear
travel. The causeof the failure of the retainer is under investigation.

This anomalyis open.

16.1.11 Service ModuleEntry

Photographic data were obtained of the service moduleentering the
earth's atmosphereand disintegrating near the commandmodule. Preflight
predictions indicated the service moduleshould have skipped out of the
earth's atmosphereand entered a highly elliptical orbit. The crew ob-
served the service moduleabout 5 minutes after separation and indicated
the reaction control thrusters were firing and the modulewas rotating
about the X plane.

Basedon the film, crew observation of the service module, and data

from previous missions, it appears that the service module did not per-

form as a stable vehicle following command module/service module separa-

tion. Calculations using Apollo l0 data show that it is possible for the

remaining propellants to move axially at frequencies approximately equal

to the precessional rate of the service module spin axis about the X body
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axis. This effect causes the movement to resonate, and the energy _rans-

fer between the rotating vehicle and the propellants may be sufficient to

cause the service module to go into a flat spin about the Y or Z axis and
become unstable.

Six-degree-of-freedom calculations, with a spring-mass propellant

movement model, have been performed, and they do indicate that a trend

toward instability is caused by propellant movement. Certain trends

exist now which indicate that the service module could flip over as a

result of propellant movement and attain a retrograde component of re-

action control thrusting before going unstable. Service module separa-

tion instability is being reassessed to determine any change in the sep-

aration maneuver which may be desirable to better control the trajectory
of the service module.

_.dditional analysis is continuing to determine the cause of the

apparent instability.

This anomaly is open.

16.2 LUNAR MCDULE

16.2.1 Mission Timer Stopped

The crew reported shortly after lunar landing that the mission timer

had stopped. They could not restart the clock at that time, and the power

to the timer was turned off to allow it to cool. Eleven hours later,

the timer was restarted and functioned normally for the remainder of the
mission.

Based on the characteristic behavior of this timer and the similar-

ity to previous timer failures, the most probable cause of failure is a

cracked solder Joint. A cracked solder Joint is the result of cordwood

construction, where electrical components (resistors, capacitors, dlodes,
etc. ) are soldered between two circuit boards, and the void between the

boards is filled with potting compound (fig. 16-9). The differential ex-

pansion between the potting compound and the component leads causes the

solder Joints to crack, breaking electrical contact. Presumably, the

ll-hour period the timer was off allowed it to cool sufficiently for the

cracked Joint to make electrical contact, and then the timer operated
normally.

There is no practical solution to the problem for units which are

installed for the Apollo 12 mission. However, a screening (vibration and

thermal tests and 50 hours of operation) has been used to select timers

for vehicle installation to decrease the probability of failure. The
Apollo ii timer was exposed to vibration and thermal tests and 36 hours

of operation prior to installation.
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Newmission timers and event timers which will be mechanically and

electrically interchangeable with present timers are being developed.

These new timers will use integrated circuits welded on printed circuit

boards instead of the cordwood construction and include design changes

associated with the other timer problems, such as cracked glass and elec-

tromagnetic interference susceptibility. The new timers will be incorpo-

rated into the spacecraft when qualification testing is complete.

This anomaly is closed.

16.2.2 High Fuel Interface Pressure After Landing

During simultaneous venting of the descent propellant and supercrit-

ical helium tanks, fuel in the fuel/helium heat exchanger was frozen by
the helium flowing through the heat exchanger. Subsequent heat soakback

from the descent engine caused expansion of the fuel trapped in the sec-

tion of line between the heat exchanger and the engine shutoff valve

(fig. 16-10). The result was a pressure rise in this section of line.

The highest pressure in the line was probably in the range of 700 to

800 psia (interface pressure transducer range is 0 to 300 psia). The weak

point in the system is the bellows links, which yield above 650 psia and
fail at approximately 800 to 900 psia. Failure of the links would allow

the bellows to expand and relieve the pressure without external leakage.

The heat exchanger, which is located in the engine compartment, thawed

within about 1/2 hour and allowed the line pressure to decay.

On future missions, the solenoid valve (fig. 16-10) will be closed

prior to fuel venting and opened some time prior to lift-off. This will

prevent freezing of fuel in the heat exchanger and will allow the super-
critical helium tank to vent later. The helium pressure rise rate after

landing is approximately 3 to 4 psi/hr and constitutes no constraint to

presently planned missions. Appropriate changes to operational procedures
will be made.

This anomaly is closed.

16.2.3 Indication of High Carbon Dioxide Partial Pressure

Shortly after the lunar module ascent, the crew reported that the
measurement of carbon dioxide partial pressure was high and erratic. The

secondary lithium hydroxide canister was selected, with no effect on the
indication. The primary canister was then reselected, and a caution and
warning alarm was activated.
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Prior to extravehicular activity, the environmental control system
had been deactivated. This stopped the water separator and allowed the

condensate that had collected in the separator to drain into a tank

(fig. 16-11). The drain tank contains a honeycomb material designed to

retain the condensate. If the amount of condensate exceeded the effec-

tive surface of the honeycomb, water could have been leaked through the
vent line and into the system Just upstream of the sensor. (Before the

sensor became erratic, the Commander had noted water in his suit.) Any

free water in the optical section of the sensor will cause erratic per-

formance. The carbon dioxide content is sensed by measuring the light

transmission across a stream of suit-loop gas. _--_fliquid in the element

affects the light transmission, thus giving improper readings.

To preclude water being introduced into the sensor from the drain

tank, the vent line will be relocated to an existing boss upstream of the
fans, effective on Apollo 13 (see fig. 16-11).

This anomaly is closed.

16.2.h Steerable Antenna Acquisition

When the steerable antenna was selected after acquisition on revolu-

tion 14, difficulty was encountered in maintaining communications. The

downlink signal strength was lower than predicted and several times de-

creased to the level at which lock was lost. Errors were discovered in

the antenna coverage restriction diagrams in the Spacecraft Operational

Data Book for the pointing angles used. In addition, the diagram failed

to include the thruster plume deflectors, which were added to the lunar

module at the launch site. Figure 16-12 shows the correct blockage dia-

gram and the one that was used in the Spacecraft Operational Data Book

prior to flight. The pointing angles of the antenna were in an aree of

blockage or sufficiently close to blockage to affect the coverage pattern.

As the antenna boresight approaches vehicle structure, the on-bore-

sight gain is reduced, the selectivity to incoming signals is reduced,
and side-lobe interference is increased.

Further, a preflight analysis showed that the multipath signal, or

reflected ray (fig. 16-13), from the lunar surface to the vehicle flight

trajectory alone would be sufficient to cause some of the antenna track-

ing losses. Also, the reduction in antenna selectivity caused by vehicle

blockage increases the probability of multipath interferences in the an-
tenna tracking circuits.

In conclusion, both the vehicle blockage and the multipath signals
probably contributed to the reduced measured signal.
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The nominal performance of the steerable antenna before and after

the time in question indicates that the antenna hardware operated proper-

For future missions, the correct vehicle blockage and multipath con-

ditions will be determined for the predicted flight trajectory. Opera-

tlonal measures can be employed to reduce the probability of this problem

recurring by selecting vehicle attitudes to orient the antenna aw_y from

vehicle blockages and by selecting vehicle attitude hold with the antenna

track mode switch in the SLEW or manual position through the time periods
when this problem ma_ occur.

This anomaly is closed.

16.2.5 C_nputer Alarms During Descent

Five computer program alarms occurred during descent prior to the
low-gate phase of the trajectory. The performance of guidance and con-
trol functions was not affected.

The alarms were of the Executive overflow type, which signify that

the guidance computer cannot accomplish all of the data processing re-
quested in a computation cycle. The a_ar_s indicated that more than

i0 percent of the computational capacity of the computer was preempted

by unexpected counter interrupts of the type generated by the coupling
data omits that interface with the rendezvous radar shaft and trtmnion

resolvers (see fig. 16-1h).

The computer is organized such that input/output interfaces are

serviced by a central processor on a time-shared basis with other pro-
cessing functions. High-frequency data, such as accelercmeter and cou-

pling data unit inputs, are processed as counter interrupts, which are
assigned the highest priority in the time-sharing sequence. Whenever

one of these pulse inputs is received, e_y lower priority ccerputational
task being performed by the computer is temporarily suspended or inter-
rupted for 11.72 microseconds while the pulse is processed, then control

is returned to the Executive progr_ for resumption of routine operations.

The Executive progr-- is the Job-scheduling and Job-supervising

routine which allocates the required erueable memory storage for each
Job request and decides which Job is giveu control of the central pro-

cessor. It schedules the varioum repetitive routines or Jobs (s_ch as
Servicer, the navigation and _aidance Job which is done every 2 seconds)
on an open-loop buie with respect to whether the Job scheduled on the
previous cycle Wan e_pleted. 8hound the caepletic_ of • Job be slowed

because hlgh-frmqusucy counter interr_ts _wrp excessive central pro-
cessor time, the Exeetrtive pro6r_ will schedule the s_e Job again and

• i
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reserve another memory storage area for its use. When the Executive

program is requested to schedule a Job and all locations are assigned,
a program alarm is displayed and a software restart is initiated. A

review of the Jobs that can run during descent leads to the conclusion

that multiple scheduling of the same Job produced the program alarms.

The cause for the multiple scheduling of Jobs has been identified by

analyses and simulations to be primarily counter interrupts fr_n the
rendezvous radar coupling data unit.

The interrupts during the powered descent resulted from the con-

figuration of the rendezvous radar/coupling data unit/computer inter-

face. A schematic of the interface is shown in figure 16-14. When the

rendezvous radar mode switch is in the AV90 or SLEW position, the excit-

ation for the radar shaft and trunnion resolvers is supplied by a 28-volt,

800-hertz signal from the attitude and translation control assembly.

When the switch is in the LGC position, the positioning of the radar

antenna is controlled by the guidance computer, and the resolver excita-

tion is supplied by a 28-volt, 800-hertz source in the primary guidance
and navigation system. The output signals of the shaft and trunnion

resolvers interface with the coupling data units regardless of the excit-

ation source. The attitude and translation control assembly voltage is

locked in frequency with the primary guidance and navigation system

voltage through the system's control of the PCM and timing electronics

frequency, but it is not locked in phase. When the mode switch is not

in LGC, the attitude and translation control assembly voltage is the

source for the resolver output signals to the coupling data units while

the primary guidance and navigation system 800-hertz voltage is used as

a reference voltage in the analog-to-digital conversion portion of the

coupling data unit. Any difference in phase or amplitude between the

two 800-hertz voltages will cause the coupling data unit to recognize a

change in shaft or trunnion position, and the coupling data unit will

"slew" (digitally). The "slewing" of the data unit results in the un-

desirable and continuous transmission of pulses representing incremental

angular changes to the computer. The maximum rate for the pulses is

6.h kpps, and they are processed as counter interrupts. Each pulse re-

ceived by the computer requires one memory cycle time (11.7 microseconds )

to process. If a maximum of 12.8 kppe are received (two radar coupling

data units ), 15 percent of the available computer time will be spent in

processing the radar interrupts. (The c_nputer normally operates at

approximately 90 percent of capacity during peak activity of powered

descent. ) When the capacity of the computer is exceeded, some repeti-

tively scheduled routines will not be completed prior to the start of

the next computation cycle. The computer then generates a software re-

start and displays an Executive overflow alarm.
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The meaningless counter interrupts from the rendezvous radar coupl-

ing data unit will not be processed by the Luminary 1B program used on

future missions. When the radar is not powered up or the mode switch is

not in the LGC position, the data urlts will be zeroed, preventing counter

interrupts from being generated by the radar coupling data units. An

additional change will permit the crew to monitor the descent without

requiring as much computer time as was required in Luminary 1A.

This anomaly is closed.

16.2.6 Slow Cabin Decompression

The decompression of the cabin prior to extravehicular activity

required longer than had been acticipated.

The crew cannot damage the hatch by trying to open it prematurely.

Static tests show that a handle force of 78 pounds at 0.25 psid ana ll8

pounds at 0.35 psid is required to permit air flow past the seal. The

hatch deflected only in the area of the handle. A handle pull of 300

pounds at 2 psid did not damage either the handle or the hatch. In addi-

tion, neutral buoyancy tests showed that suited subjects in 1/6-g could
pull 102 pounds maximum.

On Apollo 12 and subsequent vehicles, the bacteria filter will not

be used, thus reducing the time for decompression from about 5 minutes to

less than 2 minutes. In addition, the altitude chamber test for Apollo 13

included a partial cabin vent procedure which verified satisfactory valve
assembly operation without the bacteria filter installed.

This anomaly is closed.

16.2.7 Electroluminescent Segment on Display Inoperative

An electroluminescent segment on the numeric display of the abort

guidance system data entry and display assembly was reported inoperative.

The affected digit is shown in figure 16-15. With this segment inopera-

tive, it was not possible to differentiate between the nume..-als 3 and 9.

The crew was still able to use the particular digit; however, there was
s_ne ambiguity of the readout.

Each of the segments on the display is switched independently through

a logic network which activates a sillcon-controlled rectifier placed in
series with the segments. The control circuit is different from that used

in the entry monitor system velocity counter in this respect (see section

16.1.h), although both units are made by the same manufacturer. The power
source is ll5 volts, bOO hertz, and can be varied for intensity control.
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One similar failure occurred on a delta qualification unit. The

cause was a faulty epoxy process which resulted in a cracked and open
electrode in the light emitting element.

Circuit analysis shows a number of component and wiring failures

that could account for the failure; however, there is no history of these

types of failure. The number of satisfactory activations of all the seg-
ments does not indicate the existence of a generic problem.

In order to ensure proper operation under all conditions, for future

missions a prelaunch test will activate all segments, then the intensity

will be varied through the full range while the display is observed for
faults.

This anomaly is closed•

16.2.8 Voice Breakup During Extravehicular Activity

Voice-operated relay operation during extravehicular activity cpused

breakup of voice received by the Network. This breakup was associated
with both crewmen but primarily with the Lunar Module Pilot.

In ground tests, the conditions experienced during the extravehic-

ular activity were duplicated by decreasing the sensitivity of the lunar

module downlink voice-operated keying control from 9 (maximum) to 8, a

decrease of about 7 dB. During chamber tests, lunar module keying by
the extravehicular communications system was demonstrated when the sensi-

tivity control was set at 9. The crew indicated that the pre-extravehicular
activity adjustment should have been set in accordance with the onboard

checklist (maximum increase). The crew also verified that they did not

experience any voice breakup between each other or from the Network,

indicating that the breakup was probably caused by marginal keying of

the voice-operated keying circuits of the lunar module downlink relay.

Voice tapes obtained of the Apollo ii crew during altitude chamber

tests were used in an attempt to duplicate the problem by simulating

voice modulation characteristics and levels being fed into the lunar

module ccmnunications system during the extravehicular activity. These

voice tapes modulated a signal generator which was received by and relayed
through a breadboard (mockup) of the lunar module cc_lunication system.

There was no discernible breakup of the rela_ed voice with the sensitivity
control set at 9.

All analysis and laboratory testing to date indicates that the voice

breakup experienced during the extravehicular activity was not an inherent

system design problem. Testing has shown that a_ voice which will key
the extravehicular cc_zunication system will a_o key the lunar module
relay if the sensitivity control is set at 9.
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The most probable cause of the problem is an inadvertent low setting

of the Commander's sensitivity control. During extravehicular activity,

both crewmen use the Commander's lunar module VOX circuit when talking

to the ground. Other less likely causes are degraded modulation from

the extravehicular communications system or degradation of the lunar rood

ule circuit gain between the VHF receiver and the Commander's amplifier.

However, there are no known previous failures which resulted in degraded

extravehicular communication modulation levels or degraded lunar module
keying performance.

This anomaly is closed.

J

16.2.9 Echo During Extravehicular Activity

A voice turnaround (echo) was heard during extravehicular activity.

At that time, the lunar module was operating in a relay mode. Uplink
voice from the S-band was processed and retransmitted to the two extra-

vehicular crewmen via the lunar module VHF transmitter. Crew voice and

data were received by the lunar module VHF receiver and relayed to the

earth via the lunar module S-band transmitter (see fig. 16-16). The echo

was duplicated in the laboratory and resulted from mechanical acoustical

coupling between the communications carrier earphone and microphone (fig.
16-17). The crew indicated that their volume controls were set at maxi-

mum during the extravehicular activity. This setting would provide a

level of approximately plus 16 dBm into each crewman's earphones. Isola-

tion between earphones and microphones, ex_usive of air path coupling,

is approximately 48 dB. The ground voice signal would therefore appear,

at the microphone output, at a level of approximately minus 32 d_m. As-

suming extravehicular communication keying is enabled, this signal would

be processed and transmitted by the extravehicular communicaticas system

and would provide a level of approximately minus 12 dBm at the output of

the lunar module VHF receiver. If the lunar module relay is enabled,

this signal would be amplified and relayed to earth via S-band at a no-
minal output level.

When the lunar module voice-operated keying circuit is properly ad-

Justed, any signal that keys the extravehicular communications system
will also key the lunar module rel_y. There are indications that the

lunar module voice keying sensitivity was set below maximum, as evidenced

by the relayed voice breakup experienced by the Lunar Module Pilot (see
section 16.2.8). Therefore, it would have been possible for the extra-

vehicular communications system to be keyed by breathing or by suit air
flow without this background noise being relayed by the lunar module.
However, the uplink turnaround voice could provide the additional lunar

module received audio signal level to operate the voice-operated keying
circuits, permitting the signal to be returned to the earth. The crew

indicated that the voice-operated keying circuits in the extravehicular
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communications system were activated hj suit air flow for some positions

of the head in the helmet. Both voice-operated keying circuits were also

keyed by bumping or rubbing of the communications carrier against the

helmet. The random echo problem is inherent in the communication system
design, and there does not appear to be any practical way to eliminate

random voice keying or significantly reduce acoustical coupling in the
communications carrier.

A procedure to inhibit the remoting of downlink voice during periods

of uplink voice transmissions will be accomplished to eliminate the echo.

The capsule communicator's console will be modified to allow CAPCOM sim-

plex operation (uplink only, downlink disabled) during uplink transmis-

sions as a backup mode of operation if the echo becomes objectionable.

The ground system, however, will still have the echo of CAPCOM when using
the simplex mode.

This anomaly is closed.

16.2.10 Onboard Recorder Failure

The data storage electronics assembly did not record properly in
flight. Postflight playback of the tape revealed that the reference

tone was recorded properly; however, the voice signal was very low and
recorded with a 400-hertz tone and strong background noise. Occasion-

ally, the voice level was normal for short periods. In addition, only
the 4.6-kilohertz timing signal was recorded. This signal should have
switched between _.2 and _.6 kilohertz to record the timing code.

During postflight tests, the recorder functioned properly for the
first 2 hours of operation. Then, the voice channel failed and recorded
no voice or background noise, although timing and reference tones were

recorded properly. 'Fnis failure does not duplicate the flight results,
indicating that it did not exist in flight.

Tests with the recorder installed in a lunar module were performed
to determine the vehicle wiring failures that could cause the si_aa_
found on the flight tape. An open in both the timin K signal return line
and the voice signal line would duplicate the problem. Similar broken

wires were found in LTA-8 during thermal/vacuum tests. The moat likell
cause of the failure was two broken wires (26 gap) in the vehicle har-
ness to the recorder. For Apollo 12 throu@h 15, the wire harness at the

recorder connector will be wrapped with tape to stiffen it and provide
protection against flexure d_a_e. For Apollo 16 and lubsequent, a sheet
metal cover will be added to protect the harneem.
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_reflight data from the launch site checkout procedure show that

both the timing inputs and the internally generated reference frequency

were not within specification tolerances and may be indicative of a pre-

flight problem with the system. The procedure did not specify acceptable
limits but has now been corrected.

This anomaly is closed.

16.2.11 Broken Circuit Breaker Knob

The crew reported after completion of extravehicular activity that

the knob on the engine arm circuit breaker was broken and two other cir-

cuit breakers were closed. The engine arm circuit breaker was success-

fully closed when it was required for ascent, but loss of the knob would

not allow manual opening of the breaker.

The most probable cause of the dams_e was impact of the oxygen purge

system (aft edge) during preparation for extravehicular activities; such

impact was demonstrated in simulations in a lunar module.

Circuit breaker guards will be installed on Apollo 12 and subsequent

vehicles to prevent the oxygen purge system from impacting the circuit
breakers.

This anomaly is closed.

16.2.12 Thrust Chamber Pressure Switches

The switch used to monitor the quad 2 aft-firing engine (A2A) exhib-

ited slow response to Jet driver cnmmands during most of the mission.
During an 18-minute period Just prior to terminal phase initiation, the

switch failed to respond to seven consecutive minimum impulse con_ands.
Tais resulted in a master alarm and a thruster warnin8 flag, which were
reset by the crew. The engine operated normally, and the switch failure

had no effect on the mission. The crew did not attempt any investiga-

tive procedures to determine whether the engine had actually failed. A
section drawing of the switch is shown in figure 16-18.

This failure was the first of its type to be observed in flight or

in ground testing. The switch closing response (time of Jet driver "on"

command to switch closure) appeared to increase from an average of about

15 to 20 milliseconds during station-keeping to 25 to 30 milliseconds at

the time of failure. Normal 8witch closing response is i0 to 12 milli-

seconds based on Kround test results. The closing response remained at

the 25- to 30-millisecond level following the failure, and the switch
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continued to fail to respond to some minimum impulse commands. The switch

opening time (time from Jet driver "off" command to switch opening) ap-

peared to be normal throughout the mission. In view of these results,

it appears that the most probable cause of the switch failure was partic-

ulate contamination in the inlet passage of the switch. Contamination in

this _rea would reduce the flow rate of chamber g_ses into the diaphragm

cavity,, thereby reducing the switch closing response. However, the contam-

ination would not necessarily affect switch opening response since normal

chamber pressure tailoff requires about 30 to 40 milliseconds to decrease

from about 30 psia to the normal switch opening pressure of about _ psia.
The 30- to _0-millisecond time would probably be sufficient to allow the

gases in the diaphragm cavity to vent such that the switch would open
normally.

The crews for future missions will be briefed to recognize and
handle similar situations.

This anomaly is closed.

16.2.13 Water in One Suit

After the lunar module achieved orbit, water began to enter the

Commander's suit in spurts (estimated to be i tablespoonful) at about

1-minute intervals. The CcuBander immediately selected the secondary
water separator, and the spurts stopped after 15 to 20 minutes. The

spurts entered the suit through the suit half vent duct when the crewmen

were not wearing their helmets. The pressures in all liquid systems

which interface with the suit loop were normal, indicating no leakage.

The possible sources of free water in the suit loop are the water

separator drain tank, an inoperative water separator, iucal condensation

in the suit loop, and leakage through the water separator selector valve.

(see fig. 16-11), An evaluation of each of these possible sources indi-

cated that leakage through the water separator selector valve was the

most probable source of the free water.

The flapper type valve is located in a Y-duct arrangement and is

used to select one of two water separators. Leakage of this valve would

allow free water to "b_pUs fJ_ow;h th,., idle water separator and subse-

quently enter the suit hose. This leakage _olt probably resulted from
a misali_p_ent and binding in the slot of the selector valve actuation

linkage (see fig. 16-19). The allowable actuation force after linkage

riggiag was 15 pounds. The twual actuation forces have been 7 to 8 pounds,

but 12.5 pounds was required on Apollo ii. The allowable actuation force

has been lowered to i0 potmds, and inspections for linkage binding have
been incorporated into prooed_ at the factory and the latmch site.

This an(msly is cloeed.
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16.2.1h Reaction Control System Warning Flags

The crew reported thrust chamber assembly warning flags for three

engine pairs. Quad 2 and quad h warning flags for system A occurred

simultaneously during lunar module station-keeping prior to descent

orbit insertion. Quad h flag for system B appeared shortly thereafter

and also twice Just before powered descent initiation. The crew believed

these flags were accompanied by master alarms. The flags were reset by

cycling of the caution and warning electronics circuit breaker. Suffi-

cient data are not available to confirm any of the reported conditions.

One of the following may have caused the flag indications:

a. Failure of the thrust chamber pressure switch to respond to

thruster firings.

b. Firir_ of opposing thrusters may have caused a thrust chamber-
on failure indication.

c. Erroneous caution and warning system or display flag operation.

The first two possible causes are highly unlikely because simultane-

ous multiple failures would have to occur and subsequently be corrected.

The third possible cause is the most likely to have occurred where a

single point failure exists. Ten of the sixteen engine pressure switch

outputs are conditioned by the ten buffers in one module in the sign_l

cor_litioner electronics assembly (fig. 16-20). This module is supplied

with +28 V dc th, ough one wire. In addition, the module contains an

oscillator which provides an ac voltage to each of the ten buffers. If

either the +28 V dc is interrupted or the oscillator fails, none of the

ten buffers will respond to pressure switch closures. If engines mon-

itored by these buffers are then comzanded on, the corresponding warning
flags will come up and a master alarm will occur.

If +X translation were commanded (fig. 16-21), the down-firing en-

gines in quads 2 and h of system A could fire, giving flags 2A and hA.

A subsequent minus X rotation could fire the forward-firing thruster in

quad 4 of system B and the aft-firing thruster in quad 2 of system A,

giving flag hB. The aft-firing engine in quad 2 of system A (A2A) is

not monitored by one of the ten buffers postulated failed. The failure

then could have cleared itself. The response of the vehicle to thruster

firings would have been normal under these conditions. There is no

history of similar failures either at package o7 module level in tb,
signal conditioner electronics assembly. No corrective action will be
taken.

This anoma17 is closed.
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16.3 GOVERNMENT-FURNISHED EQUIPMENT

16.3.1 Television Cable Retained Coiled Shape

The cable for the lunar surface television camera retained its coiled

shape after being deployed on the lunar surface. Loops resulting from
the coils represented a potential tripping hazard to the crew.

All the changes that have been investigated relative to changes in

cable materiel and in stowage and deployment hardware have indicated only

minimal improvement in deployed cable form, together with a weight penalty

for the change. No hardware changes are planned.

This anomaly is closed.

16.3.2 Mating of Remote Control Unit to Portable Life Support System

During preparation for extravehicular activity, the crew experienced

considerable difficulty in mating the electrical connectors from the re-

mote control unit to the portable life support system. For rotational

polarization alignment, it was necessary to grasp the caole insulation

because the coupling lock ring was free for unlimited rotation on the

connector shell (see fig. 16-22).

For future missions, the male half of the connector has been replaced

with one which has a coupling lock ring with a positive rotational posi-

tion with the connector shell and can be grasped for firm alignment of

the two halves. The ring is then rotated 90 degrees to capture and lock.

In addition, easier insertion has been attained with conical tipped con-

tact pins in place of hemispherical tipped pins.

This anomaly is closed.

16.3.3 Difficulty in Closing Sample Return Containers

The force required to close the sample return containers was much

higher than expected. This high closing force, coupled with the inst-

ability of the descent stage work table and the lack of adequate reten-

tion provisions, made closing the containers very difficult.

Because of the container seal, the force required to close the cover

reduces with each closure. The crew had extensive training with a sample

return container which had been opened and closed many times, resulting
in closing forces lower than the maximum limit of 32 pounds.
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The container used for the flight had not been exercised as had the

container used for training. In addition, the cleaning procedures used

by the contractor prior to delivery removed all lubricant from the latch

linkage sliding surfaces. Tests with similar containers have shown that

the cleaning procedure caused an increase in the closing force by as much
as 2_ pounds.

A technique for burnishing on the lubricant after cleaning has been

incorporated. As a result, containers now being delivered have closing
forces no greater than 25 pounds.

Over-center locking mechanisms for retaining the containers on the

work table will be installed on a mock-up table and will be evaluated

for possible incorporation on Apollo 13 and subsequent.

This anomaly is closed.
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NASA-S-69-3780
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Figure 16-6.- Tie.wraps on lanyards.
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Figure 16-16.- CommunicaUonsrelays duringextravehicular activity.
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17.0 CONCLUSIONS

The Apollo ii mission, including a manned liAnar landing and surface

exploration, was conducted with skill, precision, and relative ease. The

excellent performance of the spacecraft in the preceding four flights _d

the thorough planning in all aspects of the program permitte_ the safe and

efficient execution of this mission. The following conclu_ioLs are drawn

from the information contained in this report.

i. The effectiveness of preflight tra;nlng was reflect_ in the

skill and precision with which the crew executed the lunar lat_u&. Man-

ual control while maneuvering to the desired landing point was _?_isfac-
torily exercised.

2. The planned techniques involved in the guidance, nawlg_i_n,
and control of the descent trajectory were good. Performance of _l'e land-

ing radar met all expectations in providing the information required Zo_
descent.

3. The extravehicular mobility units were adequately designed to

enable the crew to conduct the planned activities. Adaptation to i/6-g

was relatively quick, and mobility on the lunar surface was easy.

4. The two-man prelaunch checkout and countdown for ascent from

the lunar surface were well planned and executed.

5. The timeline activities for all phases of the lunar landing

mission were well within the crew's capability to perform the required
tasks.

6. The quarantine operation from spacecraft landing until release

of the crew, spacecraft, and lunar samples from the Lunar Receiving Labora-

tory was accomplished successfully and without any violation of the quar-
antine.

7. No microorganisms from extraterrestrial source were recovered

from either tae crew or the spacecraft.

8. The hardware problems experienced on this mission, as on pre-

vious manned missi_as, were of a nature which did not unduly hexperthe
crew or result in the compromise of safety or mission objectives.

9. The Mission Control Center and the Manned Space Fli$ht Network
proved to be adequate for controlling and monitoring all phases of the

flight, including the descent, surface activities, and ascent phases of
the mission.
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APPENDIX A - VEHICLE DESCRIPTIONS

Very few changes were made to the Apollo ll space vehicle from the

Apollo l0 configuration. The launch escape system and the spacecraft/

launch vehicle adapter were identical to those for Apollo lO. The few

minor changes to the command and service modules, the linear module, and

the Saturn V launch vehicle are discussed in the following paragraphs.

A description of the extravehicular mobility unit, the lunar surface ex-

periment equipment : and a listing of spacecraft mass properties are also

presented.

A.I COMMAND AND SERVICE MODULES

The insulation in the area of the command module forward hatch was

modified to prevent the flaking which occurred during the Apollo I0 lunar

module pressurization. The feedback circuit in the high gsJn antenna was

slightly changed to reduce servo dither. In Apollo i0, one of the three

entry batteries was modified to make use of cellophane separators. The

flight results proved this material superior to the Permion-type previ-

ously used and for Apollo ii all three entry batteries had the cellophane

separators. The battery chargers were modified to produce a higher charg-

ing capacity. The secondary bypass valves for the fuel cell coolazt loop

were changed from an angle-cone seat design (block II) to a _3ingle-angle

seat (block I) to reduce the possibility of particulate contamination.

As a replacement for the water/gas separation bag which proved ineffective

during Apollo i0, an in-line dual membrane separation device was added to

both the water gun and the food preparation unit.

A.2 L_AR MODULE

A.2.1 Structures

The most significant structural change was the added provisiuns for

the functional early Apollo scientific experiment package end the modular

equipment stowage assembly, both of which housed the experiments and tools

used during the lunar surface activities. Another change was the addition

of the reaction control system plume deflectors.

Changes to the landing gear included removing the lunar surface sen-

sing probe on the plus Z gear and lengthening the remaining prnbes and

increasing the sliding clearance of the lending gear struts to _ermit

_11 stroke at extreme temperature conditions.
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A.2.2 Thermal

A change from Kapton to KeI-F was made to the descent stage base

heat shield to preclude the possibility of interference with the landing

radar. Also, insulation was added to the landing gear and probes to ac-

commodate the requirement for descent engine firing until touchdown.

A.2.3 Ccmmuni cat ions

The major modifications to the communications systems included the

addition of an extravehicular activity antenna for lunar communications

between the crew, and the lunar module, and an S-band erectable antenna

to permit communications through the lunar module co...unications system
(fig. 16-16) while the crew was on the surface.

A television camera, as used on the Apollo 9 mission, was stowed in

the descent stage to provide television coverage of the lunar surface
activities.

A.2.4 Guidance and Control

The major difference in the guidance and control system was the re-

design of the gimbal drive actuator to a constant damping system rather

than a brake. This was redesigned as a result of the brake failing in

both the disengaged and engaged position. This change also required mod-

ification of the descent engine control assemb].v and the phase correcting

network to eliminate the possibility of inadvertent caution and warning
alarms.

The exterior tracking li_It had improvements in the flash head and

in the pulse-formlng network.

The pushbuttons for the data entry and display assembly were re-

wired to preclude the erroneo_s caution and warning alarms that had

occurred on the Apollo l0 flight.

The guidance and navigation optics system wins modified by the addi-

tion of Teflon locking rings to the sex+_sat sad the scanning telescope

to prevent the rotation Gf eye guards under zero-g conditions.

The deletion of unmanned control capability permitted removal of

the ascent engine arming assembly.

i
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A.2.5 Ascent Prop_3.elon

The injector Filter For the ascent propulsion system vat modified
because the Fine mesh in the ortl_tnal filter yes c&uslnc • thanks in the
mixture rLtio. An additional chelae vu the incorporation of • liKht-
weisht thrust chember.

A.2.6 hvtronn_tal Control

In the- envtronnentsl control systems • suit coolin4 assembly end vater
hose unbilicals vere added to the air reTltalts&tion section to provide
addttioD&l crev coolln K capability. As • reettlt, the cabin air reeircu-
latioa assembly, the cabin temperstttre cceltrol valve, end the reGenera-
tive heat exchanKer yore deleted. Also, • redundant vater reKul&tor vat
added to the 8econdaa7 coolant loop in the rater msna4ement section.

In the envtr_mental control systeu rel_r box in the ox_ten end cabin
pressure control se_.tion, • pres=_re transducer vu replaced by • suit
pressure svttch to improve reliability.

A.2.T Radar

The lendln6 radar electronics uselbl¥ ven reconFiKured to protect
sKainet • cceputer 8trobinK pulse that vas provtdin4 vhst sppesred to be
•_vo pulses to the rsd&r. Anot_Jr n_ltFie&tlon permitted the Cl_V to
break tracker leek end to 8tsz_. • assreh For the nain beem in the event
the radar pulse locked onto the structure or onto • side lobe. The lmaa_
reflecttvlty attentu_tton ehazscterlstice were updated in the radar elec-
tronics to account For the updated duzweyor data end lJmdln| rsd_ FllKht
teJ_s. To permit correlstton betveen the inertial measUl_ment unit st
the prina_ SsLtdsnce system sa4 the Jetvork0 • 108te ehanee perlLltted _ho
lstorsl velocity to be en output elensl of the _ l_dsr. A Further
design chenje yes male to prevent the ladinj _ from eneeptin8 noise
spikes _ • pulse in the _eloeity bias orroT |lKnsl t_ln.

The rendesvouJ rs4ar dasi4n ehealpm included • nov self-test seenent
to provide lov temperature stability vith the lov-_ueney and -44-
frequeneF c_poeite slKneJ. In oddities, heater8 were 64deal to the
asseab_y end the cable v_p to asoaonoda_ the lun_ 8_e_ t4apersture
requirenento, a nenusl votinj own_4e 8vlteh pemlttod the erev to
seleo_ either the I_lna_ or seeoodwy p lalmts.



A.2,8 Displ_rs and Controls

Circuit breakers were added fur the abort electronics usembly and
the utility light. A circuit breaker was added for the abort electronics

assembly to protect the dc bus, and another circuit breaker vu added to

accommodate the transfer of the utility light to the dc bus to provide
reduadan= light.

The circuit breaker for the environment8_ c_ntrol system suit and

cabin repressurization function was deleted in _on_unctinn with the modi-
Fication of' the suit cooling assembly. In additions a lov-level caution

and var,_ing indication on the secondary water _ycol accumulator hu bean
provided.

Changes to the caution and yarning electrcealcs nesembly included the

inhibiting of the landing radar temperature alarm and the prevention oF •
master alarm during inverter selection and nuter alarm evitc_lng.

Master alarm Functions vhich vere elimin&t_d include the descent

helium rei_l&tor varnins prior to pressurtsat_., vtth the descent engine

control usembly; the reaction control system thrust chamber usenbly
varnin6 eith qusd circuit breakers open_ the rendesvo_ radar caution vhen

placing the mode s_lect svitch in the auto-track poeltion_ and the deleti_,.s
oF the reaction control syste= quad temperature alarm.

C_ution and varntng Functions vhich vere deleted include the landing
radar velo_.ity "data no-seed" end the deleent propellant lee-level quantity

vhich vu changed to • lov-level quantity indication light only.

A flArther cl_ange included the added capability oF being able to reset

the abort ele=tronic8 Mxnbly caution and yarning channel wAth the rater
quantity test swatch.

A nodiFLcation van nade to the engine stop svitch lat_4ng mchanlsn
to insure positive latching of the 8vitch.

A.2.9 Crev Provisions

The vute aanNpmnt sys_,ea vne ehmged to • one-large sad Five-sasl2
urine container conftl|turMion.

NSditional stovqe included provisions for • second H_selblad
careers, • toteA of tvo portable life support system and tenets control

units, tvo pairs oF lunar overshoes, en,'_ • Fee6eater collectio r beG. The
._em_nder had an attitude controller Mneably leek nechanima added.
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A.3 EXTRA_ICULAR__ _IT

The extravehicular mobility unit provides life support in a pressur-

ized or unpreesurized cabin end up to _ hours of extraYehicular life sup-
port.

In its extrawehicular conPiguration the extravehicular mobility unit
vu a closed-circuit pressure vessel that enveloped the cretan. The en-

vironment inside the pressure vessel consisted of lO0-percent oxygen at a
nc_tnal pressure of 3.75 l_ia. The ox_Een wu provided at a flow rate of
6 cubic feet per minute. The extravehicular life support equil_ent con-
Plantation is shown in Pl_tre A-I.

A.3.1 IAquid CooLin I OLrment

The liquid cooling I_nt vu vorn by the crewmen vhile in the lunar

module and durin_ all extravehicular activity. It provided cool4nl during
extravehicular and intr&vehicular activity by aboorbinG bo_ heat and trane-

farrinl excellim heat to the eubl_lator in the portable l/re support eye-
tern. The liquid coolinl latent vu a one piece, lon I sleeved, inte£rated
otockinl underllnaent of nettin I Iterial. It _nlieted of an inner liner

of _lon chiffon, to facilitate dooninl0 and -- outer l_er of _lon Span-

dex into which a network of Ty|on tubin£ vu woven. Cooled water, supplied
fTon the portable Life support syet_ or Pr_ the environmental control
systma, vu pmBped throulh the tubin£.

A.3.2 Preeeure Oalwent Anmably

The pressure lament _ombl_ vM the buic procure vessel of the

extravehicular nobility unit. It would h&ve prodded • mobile life sup-
port oh_ber if cabin p,s'eom_a"e had been loot duo to leaks or i_neture of
the vehicle. The prlee_Pt I_lent Ilellbl_ C_l_lieted of • h/lilt s torlo
and limb suit0 intrlvehioullr Ilo_el 0 ind w_rtot_ controls md inetr_len-
titles to _a_3_l the ol_lllMa with • _tl'_l_,41d I_l_ont.

A.3.3 Tono md Limb _t

The torso am4 limb suit vw n flexible pl_eu_e I_runt that eno_-
_ameid th/ entire I_4_', _e_ the h/id and hm_. It h_ fo_ I_ eon-

neotom, • mAl_iide v•ter receptacle, m elee_teal e_oneeto_, amd m urine
trmnnfor oooneetor. The ooanoe'to_ hid i_itiwl loekin_ dmTL_ ind would
be oome_leto4 led _leoon_ote4 wttho_lt Ileletlnoe. Toe iii connectors co_-
price4 am o_'lln inlet end outlet o_mo_r, on each eide of the euit trent

toreo. _ oz_on inlet eonneeto_ had am lnto_eA ventilation _Lverter
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valve. The _itlple water receptacle, mounted on the suit torso, served

u the interface between the liquid cooling garment multiple water connec-

tor and portable llfe support system _itlple water connector and the en-

vironmental control system water supply. The pressure garment assembly

electrical connector, mated with the vehicle or portable llfe suppor_

system electrical umbilical, provided a communications, instruz_ntation,
and power interface to the pressure garment assembly. The urine transfer

connector was used to transfer urine from the urine collectic_ transfer
assembly co the waste management system.

The urine transfer cc_nector on the suit right leg, permitted dumping
the urine collection bag without depressurizing _he pressure _rment as-
sembly. A pressure garment usembl_ pressure relief valve on the suit

sleeve, near the wrist ring, vented the suit in the event of overpressuri-
zation. The valve opened at approximately _.6 psig and reseat.-d at _.3
psig. If the valve did not open, it could have been manually o_wrridden.
A pressure gage on the other sleeve indicated suit pressure.

A. 3._ Belier

The helmet wu a texan (polycarbonate) shell with a bubble type visor,

a vent pad assembly, and a helmet attaching ring. The vent pad usembly
pe_ttted a constant flow of o_gen over the inner front uurface of the

helmet. The crewman could turn his head within the he_et neck ring area.
The helmet did not turn independently of the torso and limb suit. The
helmet had provisions on each side for mounti_ an extravehicular vtmor
assembly.

A.3.5 Ccmnmications Carrier

T_e co_anications carrier vu a polwurethane fo_ headpiece with
two independeat earphones and microphones which were connected to the

suit 21-pin commanications electrical connector. The co_su_Leations car-

rier could be worn with or without the helmet during intrawehicular opera-
tions. It was vorn with the helmet durtn_ extraw.hicular operations.

A.3.6 Integrated Thermal Miercmeteoroid Oarment

The lntelrated t_ermaal Rlcr_eteoroid 6sx_nt wu w_n over the pres-

sure garment assenblw, and protected the crs, w_m fron hans/hal radiation,
heat transfer, and aicrometeorc_d activity. The integrated then_l mdc-
r_teoroid garment was a one piece, form flttin_ maltil_er@d _a_nt
that was laced over the pressure _sx_ent Mee_bl_ and rem_t_ed with it.

The extravehlcul_r visor use_bly. _loves. and boots vere dc_ned separ-
atel_. Frc_ the outer l_e.r in. the Integrated therm_ slcronmteorold
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_a_mnt c_slsted of a protective cover, a micro_teoroid-shieldin_ l_yer,
a thermal-barrier blanket (multiple l_yere of aluminized V_rlar), and a

protective liner. A zipper on the integrated thermal mlcrometeorotd gar-
ment permitted connecting or disconnecting mabtlical hoses. For extra-

vehicular activity, the pressure garment _sembly gloves were replaced
vith the extravehicular gloves. The extravehicular Klove8 vere made of

the same material u the lnteKrated thermal ndcrometeorotd garment to per-

nit hand_lnd_ intensely hot or cold objects outside the cabin and for pro-
teotton qalnst lunar temperatures. The extravehicular boots vere worn

over the pressure garment assembly boots for extravehicular activity.
They vere made of the same material am the integrated thermal microneteo-

reid Karumnt. The soles had additional insulation for protection against
intense temperatures.

I

A.3.7 Extravehicular Visor _eembly

The extravehicular visor assembly provided protection sdainet solar
heat, space particles, end radiation, end helped to nalntatn thermal bal-

ence. The rye pivotal visors of the extrmhtcular visor assembly could
be attached to a pivot mmmtinK on the pressure _arumnt assembly hel:?t.
The llKhtly tinted (inner) visor reduced foiling in the helmet. The outer

visor had a vacuum deposited, gold-Flirt reflective surface, vhtch pro-
vided protection sdalust solar radiation and space particles. The extra-

vehicular visor assembly vas held sn_ to the pressure Karuent assembly
helmet by a tab-and-strap arrsn6emant that alloyed the visors to be ro-
tated a@proxinmtely 90 ° up or don, as desired.

A.3.8 Portable LIFe Support 8ysten

The portable life support system (see figure A-2) contained the ex-

pendable naterials end the comaicatlnn end telemtry equipment required
for extl_vehtcular operation. The system supplied o_gen to the pressure

I_mant assembly end cooling rater to the liquid cooling I_nent md re-
noved solid and IPu contem/nents ftwm returning _vjen. The portable
life support 8ystdm, atte_hed with • harness, vas vorn on the back of

the suited cre_Ban. The total systma ecote£ned an o_Tgen ventllatizqj
circuit, rater teed end liquid trensport loops, • prinaz7 azTje• supply,

a main pover supply, ccgmunteation systems, displeVs end related sensors,
8vitches, end controls. A eovor enecmpeJasd the asassbled tmi_. end the
top portion supported the oa_go• _ system.

The remote control unit vas s dlsgleF end eootrol unit chest-mounted

for easy assess. The controls and digplqe _sisted of • f_m switch,
inmp 8viteh, spa-mAlt ccmmmlee_iou4ode switch, volmm eoatrol, o_'-
men quantity Indicator, end ozTgen _ 8yata aotuator.
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The oxygen purge system provided oxygen and pressure control for

certain ex_ravehicular emergencies and vu mounted on top of the portable

life support system. The system was self-contained, independently pcw-
ered, and non-rechargeable. It was capable of 30 minutes of regulated
(3.7 *-0.3 psld) oxygen flow at 8 ib/hr to prevent excessive carbon di-

oxide bt_Lldup and to provide limited cooling. The system consisted of

two £nterconnected spherical 2-pound oxygen bottles, an autcmatlc temper-

ature control module, a pressure regulator assembly, a battery, oxygen
connectors, and the necessary checkout instr_aNntation. The oxygen purge
system provided the hard mount for the VHF antenna.

A._ EXI'ERIM_Vr I_UII'M)_eI'

A._.I Solar Wind Composition

The purpose of _he solar wind composition experiment was to deter-

mine the elemental and isotopic cc_sition of noble gases and other

selected elements present in the solar wind. This was to be accomplished
by trappi_ particles of the solar wind on a sheet of alLm_Lnum foil ex-
posed on the lunar surface.

Physically, the experiment consisted of a metallic telescoping pole
approximately 1-1/2 inches in diameter and approximately 16 inches in

length when collapsed. When extended, the pole was about 5 feet long.
In the stowed position, the foil was enclosed in one end of the tubing
and rolled up on s spring-driven roller. Only the foil portion was re-

covered at the end of the lunar exposure period, rolled on the spring-
driven roller, and stowed in the sample return container for return to
earth.

A._.2 Laser Ran_ng Retro-Retlector

The laser rsnsing retro-reflector experiment (f_g. A-3) was a retro-

reflector arra_ cf t_ed silica cubes. A fold_n G support structure was

used for a_n6 and alll_lng the srrs_ toward earth. The pur_e of the
experiment was to reflect laser rsnGlnG be,..-. _ earth to their point
of origin for precise measurement of earth moon distances, center of

moon's mass motion, l_ar radius, earth _eophysical inform&tion, and de-
velo_nt of space cc®munication te_hnolor_.

Earth stations that can beam lasers to the axper_t include tho

McDonald Observatory at Fort D_vis, Tex_ _ the Lick Observatory in Mount
H_lton, California; and the Catalina Station of the University of A_-

sons. Scientists in other cotmtries also plan to bounce ls, er _i off
the experiment.
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A.h.3 Puslve _elsalc Experlnent Package

The passive seismic experiment (Fig. A-k) consisted of three long-
period seisnoaeters and one short-perlod vertical seismcmeter for aeasur-

ins meteoroid impacts sad moonquake8 and to Kather information on the

moon's interior; for example, to tnvestlKate for the existence of a core

and mmtle. ?he passive 8eisaic experiment packqe had four basic sub-

systems : the 8tructure/theraal subsystem to provide shock, vibration,
and thermal protection; the electrical pover subsystel to generate 3_ to
_6 vatts by 8o._,ar panel arrs_; the data subsystem to receive and decode

Netvork upllnk ccemsads and dovnlink experiment data and to handle power
svttching tasks; and the passive 8elentc experiment subsystem to measure
lunar seisnlc activity vith long-period and short-period selsncmeters

vhich could detect inertial anss dAsplaceaent. Also included in the pack-

ede vere 15-vatt radioisotope heaters to mslntaAn the electronic package
at a aAnlmua of' 60 ° F during the lunar night.

A solar panel arra_ of 2520 solar cells provided approxinatel¥
_0 watts to operate the instrument and the electronic components s includ-

tnt the telemetry data subsystem. Scientific sad engineering data vere
to be telemetered dovnlink vhile Iround ccmasad8 initiated troa the

Mission Co:.trol Center vere to be trsnsaltted uplink utilizing Netvork
renote sit,is.

A.h. _ Lunar Field Oeolol7

The prinAr7 a_a oF the Apollo lunar field polo_ experiaent vu to

collect lunar Naples, and the tools described in the following pars.
_reqphs sad shorn in figure A-5 vere provided for this purpoee.

A calibrated Hasselblad cmra and a Inoaon vere to be uJed to

obtain the pasetric data required to reconstruct the 6eolol7 oF the
site, in the form o_ geolodtc =ape, and to recover the orient&tlon ot

the semI_les for eroelon and radiation studies. The s_ple begs sad

cmers 'rrm ntmbere vould aid in identifying the saeples sn4 relating
them to the crew's description.

Core tubes, in conjunction with hemm:8, vere to provide a oemple
in which the strsti_r_ of the uppe_oet portion of the regollth vould
be in_ened for return to earth.

A semple scoop yes provided for eollectin6 l_eticulate =aterial and

individual reek tragnents and for dlIM_4 8heAlov trenches for inspection

of the rejollth. The to_s vere provided for colleeti_ rook fr_daent8
and for retrievin6 tools that night have been dropped.
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Lunar environment and &as anal3"sls samples vere to be collected,
sealed in special containers, and returned for enalysis.

A. 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE

Launch vehicle AS-506 was the sixth in the Apollo Saturn V series

and was the fourth manned Apollo Saturn V vehicle. The AS-506 launch

vehicle was conflKured the same as AS-_05, used for the Apollo 10 mis-
sion, except as described in the followinK paragraphs.

In the S-IC 8ease, the prevalve accumulator bottles were removed

from the control pressure system, and various ccsponent5 of the research
and development instrumentation system were removed or nod/fled.

In the S-II stake, the cemponent8 of the research end development
instrumentation were removed, end excess weld doubler8 were removed From
the liquid oxygen tank aft bulkhead.

In the S-IVB stake, Five additional measurements were used to define

the low-frequency vibration that had occurred durlnK the Apollo 10 mission.
In the propulsion system, a liner was added to the liquid hydroKen feed
duct, an oxy6en/hydrogen injector was chanKed, the shutoff valve on the

pneumatic power control nodule was modified by the addition of a block

point, and new confiKuration cold helium shutoff end dump valves end a
pneumatic shutoff valve solenoid were installed.

In the instrument unit, the FM/FM telemetry syste, a wns nodlfied to
accommodate the Five added S-IVB structural vibration measurements. Tee
sections, clamps, end thermal switch settings were minor modificatio_

in the enwlreumental control system. The fliKht proKrem was chenKed to
accommodate the requirements of the Apollo 11 mission.

A.6 MASS PROPERTIES

Spacecraft ms properties for the Apollo 11 mission m eueme_ised
in table A-I. These data represent the co_dltio_8 m deteru_ned

poatfltght analyses of expendable loadinp end usaKe durinj the fliKht.
Variations in spacecraft mace properties _ro dete11_ed for ee_h |ljntfi-

cent mission phase fr_ lift-off throuKh lendin 8. Expendables ueeq_e Is
based on reported real-tins end poltfllGht dst& u presented in other

sectio_ of this report. The weilhte end center8 of Kravity of the indi-
vidual eonn_nd end service nodules end of the lunar nodule ueent end de-

scent ste_e8 were measured prior to fliKht, end the inertia values were

calculated. All chmnKe8 incorporated after the actual wel_n 8 were
monitored, end the spacecraft n_a properties veto updsted.
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L_en_ _l_l_, Ctn_ir Of UIt_.t,,y, J.n. limll_ Of LMrI_.t, |IM-R | _ro4_il_ "_!OfIMl'tlS,

XA YA ZA I][X Z_ Izz Ix_ Ixz lY2

LL_..orf 109 666.6 _T.O 2./* 3.9 6T 96o I 16" 828 1 167 ]23 2586 B 956 3335

[_r_.h orbit Insertion 100 TS6._ 807.2 2.6 /*.I 6? 100 713 i]6 ?15 673 /*7/*5!11 3_I 3318
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_J=en_. s_:_* _ 738.0 1168.3 /*.9 -_.k 3 369 2 3_T 2 073 -129 '_/* -35;

Tce.atl L_er 4o¢1_L_
Ascent. stage SI_M4 k_ $8_.k 973.9 3.1 /*,5 2/* i_ 113 TOT 120 677 *IT20 -1 01_ *_
A_eent st_ _n_am_,_ _ 56L0 972.6 2.9 /*._ 2/* 081 U.O 8_ lit e0_ -2163 -811 -28

_t_.er _eeae, st._l_ Je_e.ts,_n 37 100.5 "_3.9 2.9 %/* ,10 807 "s_ 919 63 kit *_03 7)0 _5

I4at_to_ _ 965.7 9/*3.8 3.0 %3 20 681 _6 77'_ 63 303 -19"I'9 T09 336
Cutoff _ 792.7 961./* -0.1 6.8 15 /.9S 1'9 _3 51 kSk *_/* 180 -2_2

_man4 _ set.tee ao4ule
sepel'M toa

I_fmm 26 6_6.? 961.6 0.0 1_ I_ /.9 T]I9 _1 |3_ *_k _ -200
Afl_er

S*rv_ee --du_e 1/* 5_9.1 8945,1 0.1 9 lk3 l/* _0 16 616 -8_lT M_ -153
c_mmnd und..te 12 1o7 /* 1o_o._ -0.2 6 _60 5 kto k 99_ !__) -_o3 */.7

lntr7 12 095._ I0_0._ -0.2 6 _53 _ _3 /* 99_ 5_ -_ -/*T

Dr_ 4eplo_m_nt II 6OI.7 1019.2 -0.2 6 066 _ 133 k 690 _ -375 -/.8

N_ln I:_]'_h_t,e II 3]8.9 1039.1 -0,1 _ 9]3 4 9kT /* 631 50 -112 -78

_ploym_s_

L4_4t.4 l0 _T3.0 1037.. -0.1 $ _ 4 670 4 316 _ 0]22 -_7

Lunar w4_l* st lmmch _ ;_)7.2 185.T

&tl_r,t tea 33 M3.5 18_.5

_smt orbit l_met'tt_
I_tt t_ 33 669.6 186.5
_to ff 33 kOl.6 1_._

:_nar la_lta4 16 1_3.2 _13.5

Ltm_i* lift-off _,0 776.6 243.5
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NASA-S-69-3797

Oxygen purge system

Sun glasses pocket

Support stra

Portable li.Ce

support sy

Oxygen purgesystem
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Cabin restraint ring

Integral thermal
and meteoroid
gannet

Urine collection and transfer
connector/biomedical injector/
dosimeter access flap and
donning lanyard pocket

Figure A-I.-

" _ _ Extravehicular
visor assembly

_ Remotecontrol unit

_"""'"_ 0 xygen purge

__, system actuator

" Penlight pocket

_'_L TM Connectorcover
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_ _ "Con_unications,_1 \ ventilation and liquid

tt.Jt : I _'Extravehicular glove

_ooling umbilicals

__i_ pocket

Extravehicular mobility unit.
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APPENDIX B - SPACECRAFT HISTORIES

The history of command and service module (CSM 107) operations at

the manufacturer's facility, Downey, California, is shown in figure B-l,

and the operations at Kennedy Space Center, Florida, in figure B-2.

The history of the lunar module (IM-5) at the manufacturer's facility,

Bethpage, New York, is sho_m in figure B-3, and the operations at Kennedy
Space Center, Florida, in figure B-h.
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APPENDIX C - POSTFLIGHT TESTING

The co,-,and module arrived at the Lunar Receiving Laboratory, Houston,
Texas, on July SO, 1969, after reaction control system deactivation and

pyrotechnic safing in Hawaii. After decontamination and at the end of the

quarantine period, the command module was shipped to the contractor's fa-

cility in Downey, California, an August 14. Postflight testing and in-

spection of the comnand module for evaluation of the inflight performance

and investigation of _he flight irregularities were conducted at the con-

tractor's and vendor's facilities and at the Manned Spacecraft Center in

accordance with approved Apollo Spacecraft Hardware Utilization Requests
(ASHUR's). The tests performed as a result of inflight problems are de-

scribed in table C-I and discussed in the appropriate systems performance

sections of this report. Tests being conducted for other purposes in ac-

cordance with other ASHUR's and the basic contract are not included.
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APPENDIX D - DATA AVAILABILITY

Tables D-I and D-II are summaries of the data made available £or

systems performance analyses and anomaly investigations. Table D-I lists

the data from the command and service modules, and table D-II, the lunar

module. Although the tables reflect only data processed from Network

magnetic tapes, Network data tabulations and computer words were avail-

able during the mission with approximately a h-hour delay. For addition<_

information regarding data availability, the status listing of all mission

data in the Central Metric Data File, building 12, MSC, should be consult-
ed.
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Time, hr:min

From To

Range
station

TABLE D-I .- COMMAND MODULE DATA AVAILABILITY

Event

-04:30 +00:23 ALDS

+00:00 00:12 MILA X

00:02 00:13 BDA X

00:06 04:18 CATS

00:09 00:15 VAN

00:16 00:23 CYI

00:28 01:30 D/T

00:52 00:58 CRO

00:59 01:05 HSK

01:28 01:35 GDS

01:33 01:45 MILA

01:42 01:49 VAN

01:50 01:55 CYI

01:54 02:25 D/T

02:25 02:32 CRO

02:40 02:46 RED X

02:44 03:25 D/T X

02:45 02:54 MER X

02:49 03:15 HAW X

03:10 03:16 HAW X

03:15 03:25 D/T

03:25 03:37 GDS X

04:02 04:57 GDS X

04:55 05:05 GDS X

05:24 05:43 GDS

06:00 06:42 GDS

06:35 07:45 CATS

06:42 08:38 GDS

08:04 11:38 CATS

09:22 09:39 GDS X

10:39 10:57 GDS

12:35 12:42 GDS

14:b5 16:19 CATS

16:19 19:01 CATS

17:23 17:34 D/T

19:01 25:06 CATS

24:00 24:19 MAD X

24:28 25:50 MAD

25:O6 27:05 CATS

26:24 26:49 MAD X

26:48 27:00 MAD

27:06 38:34 CATS

27:15 27:35 MAD

28:17 28:50 GDS X

29:14 30:50 GD8

34:2& 34:30 GDS

35:39 36:01 GDS

36:35 38:00 GDS

38:34 42:23 CATS

42:23 47:19 CATS

44:23 44:33 HSK

_7:00 48:00 MAD

47:19 53:49 CATS

52:50 53:06 MAD

53:49 56:50 CATS

5h:52 55:17 Ol_ X

Standard Special

bandpass bandpass

X X

X X

X X

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

X

X X

X X

X X

X

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

X

X X

X X

X

X

X X

X

Computer

words

x

x

X

X

X

x

X

x

X

X

x

Special O'graphs
or Brush

programs recordings

X X

X

X

X X

X

X

X X

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

Special

plots

or tabs
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TABLE D-I .- COMMAND MODULE DATA AVAILABILITY - Continued

Time, hr:min Range Standard SpecialFrom To station Event band_ss bandpass

56:50 58:!0

57:15 57:30

57:30 57:45

58:10 73:09

73:15 73:48

73:48 75:48

75:48 75:57
75:57 76:15

77:39 78:24

78:24 79:09

78:41 80:22

79:07 79:47

79:54 80:37

80:i0 80:43

80:22 85:41

81:40 83:11

83:43 84:30

85:00 85:30

85:41 86:32

85:42 89:11

87:39 88:27

88:32 89:41

89:37 90:25

90:25 93:07

90:29 91:39

91:36 92:29

92:30 92:40

93:26 99:07

93:34 94:31

94:22 94:34

95:32 96:20

96:30 98:20

97:30 98:52

98:20 i00:00

98:50 99:00

99:29 100:32

100:35 100:45

100:44 101:19

i00:55 102:45

101:15 101:27

101:27 102:14

102:15 i02:_8

i02:49 106:48

103:25 104:19

105:23 106:11

106:28 110:21

107:21 108:10

109:17 110:09

110:31 113:16

111:18 112:38

112:@5 113:00

113:11 117:02

113:18 114:04

115:17 116:0.

117:13 118:01

118:00 122:06

CATS

G_

G_

CATS

MAD

MAD

D/T

D/T

G_

G_

_S

GDS

D/T

D/T

D/T

G_

D/T

D/T

_K

D/T

_K

D/T

_K

D/T

_D

D/T

D/T

_D

D/T

MAD

MAD

D/T

MAD

Dn
D/T

D/T

D/T
_n

D/T

Dn
D/T
D_
_n

x x

x

x x

x

Computer
words

Special

programs

X

O'graphs
or Brush

recordings

X

X

x

Spec ia/

plots
or tabs
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TABLED-I.- COM_%ND MODULE DATA AVAILABILITY - Concluded

Time, hr:min
Range Event Standard Special

station bandpass bandpassFrom To

ll9:ll i19:58 D/T X

121:09 121:57 D/T X

122:12 124:37 MSFN

122:26 126:26 MSFN X X

123:06 124:20 D/T X

124:20 125:06 MBFN

125:06 125:53 D/T

126:29 130:23 MSFN X X

126:37 127:07 GDS X

127:01 127:59 D/T X

127:52 128:10 GDS

129:01 129:50 D/T X

130:00 130:12 GDS X

130:22 130:40 GDS X

130:23 134:26 MSFN X X

131:00 131:48 D/T X

132:58 133:46 D/T X

134:26 137:42 MSFN X X

134:27 134:58 MSFN

134:58 135:35 D/T X

135:22 135:28 D/T X X X

135:38 135:49 HSK X X X

136:45 137:00 _FN

137:42 142:20 MSFN X X

137:50 138:50 MSFN X

142:20 150:16 MSFN X X

149:12 i49:24 M_FN

150:16 151:45 MSFN X X

150:20 150:30 MAD X X X

151:40 152:31 GDS

151:45 170:29 _SFN X X
152:31 [152:50 GI_

170:29 174:19 MS_ X X

170:40 171:39 MAD

172:22 173:h0 MAD

177:00 177:40 GDS

186:24 194:26 _FN X X

189:55 190:30 HSK X

192:04 192:30 MSFN

194:09 194:34 HSK

194:40 195:09 HSK X X X

195:03 195:11 ARIA X X X

Computer

words

x

x

X

x

X

X

x

X

Special O'graphs
or Brush

programs recordings

X

X

X

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

X X

Special

plots

or tabs

X

X
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Time, hr:min

From To

TABLE D-II.- LUNAR MODULE DATA AVAILABILITY

-04:30 -02:30 ALDS

95:55 99:07 MSFN

96:17 96:38 MAD

96:37 96:48 MAD

96:46 97:33 MAD

98:16 99:08 MAD

98:55 99:10 MAD

99:07 99:20 MAD

99:08 i00:55 _FN

99:18 99:32 MAD

99:30 99:48 D/T

100:12 100:17 D/T

100:15 100:4b MAD

100:20 100:25 MAD

100:43 100:53 MAD

100:52 101:30 MAD

100:53 102:16 MSFN

101:30 102:13 D/T

102:13 102:53 GD6

102:45 106:28 MSFN

102:52 103:03 GDS

103:03 103:59 GDS

163:57 i04:04 MAD

104:02 !04:i0 MAD

104:10 104:57 GDS

i06:28 ii0:31 MSFN

107:49 108:13 GDS

108:14 108:27 GDS

i08:25 I09:24 GDS

ii0:31 i13:16 MSFN

i13:11 I17:48 MSFN

113:30 114:00 HSK

i13:59 i14:10 MSFN

114:08 114:21 HSK

114:20 115:20 HSK

118:00 122:06 MSFR

121:35 121:_5 MAD

122:00 123:08 MAD

122:18 122:25 MAD

122:22 126:26 MSFN

122:33 122:45 MAD

123:08 124:08 MAD

124:07 125:09 MAD

124:20 124:35 MAD

125:07 125:13 MAD

125:51 126:29 MAD

126:00 126:15 MAD

126:]5 126:29 GD6

126:27 1_6:35 MAD

126:28 126:_0 GD8

126:29 130:23 MSFN

126:37 127:07 0115

127:51 12d:20 GD8

128:19 129:0_ GDS

129:48 1130:47 OH

130:00 !130:25 OH

Standard Special

bandpxss bandpass

X X

X

x

x

x

x

X

X

X X

x x

X X x

X

x X

x X

x

X

X

X X

x X

x X

X

x X

X

X

X X x

X
x

x X X

X

x X X X

X x

X

X X

X X X X

x X X

X

X X X X

Computer

words

Special O'graphs
or Brush

programs recordings

X

X

x

x

X X

X

X

x

x x

x

x

X

X

X X

X X

X X

X

X X

X

% X

Special

plots

or tabs
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Time, hr:mln

From To

TABLE D-II.- LUNAR MODULE DATA AVAILABILITY - Concluded

Range

station
Event Standard

bandpass

130:23 13h:2h MSFN X

130:h6 131:03 GDS X

132:_3 133:02 GD8 X

133:h6 13_:_5 GDS X

13h:2_ 137:h2 MSFN X

13h:5_ 135:01 GDS X

135:33 135:_8 GDS X

135:h_ 135:58 GDS X

135:57 136:58 GDS X

137:h8 137:5h MSFN X

Special

band, ass

Special

p_grams

O'graphs Special

or Brush plots

recordings or tabs
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APPENDIX E - GLOSSARY

The following definitions apply to terms used in section i0.

ablation removal; wearing away

albedo

basalt

breccia

ratio of light reflected to light incident on a surface

generally, any fine-gralned dark-cclored igneous rock

see microbreccia

cl&st

d/ab&_e

eJecta

rock composed of fragmental material of specified types

a flne-grained, igneous rock of the composition of a

gabbro, but having lath-shaped plagioclase crystals en-

closed _holly or in part in later formed augite

materi_, thrown out as from a volcano

etLhedral

exfoliation

having =rystals whose growth has not been interfered with

the process of breaking loose thin concentric shells or
flakes from a rock surface

feldspar

feldspathic

gabbro

gal

a_y of a group of white, nearly white, flesh-red, bluish,
or greenish minerals that are altm_Inum silicates with
pot_.ssium, sodium, calcium, or bari_

pertaining to feldspar

a medi_ or coarse-grained basic igneous rock-forming in-

trusive bodies of medium or large size and consisting
chiefly of pla@ioclase and l_'roxene

unit of acceleration equivalent to i centimeter per second
per second

gnomon instrument used for size and color comparison with known
standards

igneous formed by solidification from a molten or partially molten
state

induration hardening
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lithic

microbreccia

mophologic

olivine

peridotites

plagioclase

platy

pyroxene

pyroxenites

ray

regolith

terra

vesicle

stone-like

rock consisting of small sharp fragments embedded in any
fine-grained matrix

study of form and structure in physical geography

mineral; a magnesium-iron silicate commonly found in basic
igneous rocks

any of a group of granitoid igneous rocks composed of
olivine and usually other ferromagnesian minerals but

with little or no feldspar

a triclinic feldspar

consisting of plates or flaky layers

a family of important rock-forming silicates

an igneous rock, free from olivine, composed essentially
of pyroxene

any of the bright, whitish lines seen on the moon and

appearing to radiate from lunar craters

surface soil

earth

small cavity in a mineral or rock, ordinarily produced by
expansion of vapor in the molten mass
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Description

8uqpore:l.rcular
entry st lunar
return mloeity

First lunar

nodule fltsht

Verltiestiun of

closed-loop

e_ dateetion

_tm

Flret _n_ed flltht;
elufth-o_tt_l

Firlt maned lun_

o_bital flight ; first
manned Ssturn V l_neh

First manned lunar

module fliEht ; e_th
orbit rondesw_m; EVA

First lunar orbit

rendezvous ; low pus
oveF lunar surf_e

First lunar landing

Lsunch date

Nov. 9, 1967

Oct. 11, 1968

Dec, 21, 1968

Nsr. 3, 1969

18, 1969

July 16, 1969

Launch si:e

Kenae_ Space

Center, Fla.

Cspe _,
Fla.

Iceune_space
Centel" t FI&.

Cepo Kenne_r,
Fla.

X_ne_ spaoe
Center, Fla.

Kennedy Sps_
Center, Iris.

r_=_ Sp_e
Center, Fla.

Kenne_ Space

Center, Fla.
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